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POISSON STRUCTURES OF DIVISOR-TYPE
RALPH L. KLAASSE
Abstract. Poisson structures of divisor-type are those whose degeneracy can be captured by
a divisor ideal, which is a locally principal ideal sheaf with nowhere-dense quotient support.
This is a large class of Poisson structures which includes all generically-nondegenerate Poisson
structures, such as log-, bk-, elliptic, elliptic-log, and scattering Poisson structures.
Divisor ideals are used to define almost-injective Lie algebroids of derivations preserving
them, to which these Poisson structures can be lifted, often nondegenerately so. The resulting
symplectic Lie algebroids can be studied using tools from symplectic geometry. In this paper
we develop an effective framework for the study of Poisson structures of divisor-type (also
called almost-regular Poisson structures) and their Lie algebroids. We provide lifting criteria
for such Poisson structures, develop the language of divisors on smooth manifolds, and discuss
residue maps to extract information from Lie algebroid forms along their degeneraci loci.
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1. Introduction
Poisson geometry can be viewed as the study of singular symplectic foliations. Poisson
structures range from the zero Poisson structure, whose symplectic foliation is by points,
to nondegenerate Poisson structures having only one symplectic leaf, the entire manifold.
Within this wide range of possibilities, one can impose restrictions on the characteristics of
the symplectic foliations that may occur, to obtain subclasses of Poisson manifolds.
In this paper we focus on Poisson structures whose symplectic foliation is relatively mild.
These are the Poisson structures of divisor-type: those Poisson structures which are generically
regular, and whose degeneracy is governed by a divisor ideal. These divisor ideals are locally
principal ideals whose local generators have nowhere dense zero set, which we will elaborate
on below. Examples of such Poisson structures are those which are generically nondegenerate,
i.e. those whose union of open symplectic leaves is dense.
The class of Poisson structures of divisor-type coincides with the almost-regular Poisson
structures of Androulidakis–Zambon [6]. They define almost-regular Poisson structures from
the point of view of singular foliations, namely as those Poisson structures π on a manifold
X whose module of Hamiltonian vector fields Fπ = π
♯(Γ(T ∗X)) ⊆ Γ(TX) is projective. By
results of [16], this class is characterized by having a smooth associated holonomy groupoid.
Our viewpoint – considering these Poisson structures through their induced divisor – allows
us to study them using Lie algebroids which are tailor-made to their degeneracy. In this paper
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we develop a framework for the study of Poisson structures of divisor-type. Below we outline
the ideas underlying this framework, and mention our main results.
The techniques and language developed in this paper are used to various establish results
for almost-regular Poisson structures, including the computation of Poisson cohomology [32],
determining the adjoint symplectic groupoids integrating them [33], and developing topolo-
gical obstructions to their existence [31]. Moreover, this framework was used in [10] in the
development of Gompf–Thurston methods for symplectic Lie algebroids.
Poisson structures of divisor-type. In this paper we adapt the language of divisors to the
context of smooth manifolds, following their use in [10, 12]. A divisor consist of a line bundle
together with a section whose zero set is nowhere dense. Each such pair (L,s) specifies a
divisor ideal Is ∶= s(Γ(L
∗)) ⊆ C∞(X). Abstractly, divisor ideals are locally principal ideals I
for which the support Z(I) ⊆X of the quotient sheaf C∞(X)/I is nowhere dense, where
Z(I) = {x ∈X ∣f(x) = 0 for all f ∈ Ix}.
These ideals keep track of degenerative behavior along this support, and are an extension of
the concept of a Cartier divisor in algebraic and complex geometry to the smooth setting.
Poisson structures naturally lead to divisors: Given π ∈ Poiss(X) such that dim(X) = 2n,
consider its Pfaffian ∧nπ ∈ Γ(det(TX)). Note that π is nondegenerate exactly at those
points x ∈ X where ∧nπx ≠ 0. Thus π is generically nondegenerate if and only if the pair
(det(TX),∧nπ) is a divisor. In this case we denote this pair by div(π), with associated
divisor ideal Iπ ⊆ C
∞(X). This ideal captures the behavior of π along Z(π) = Z(Iπ), called
the degeneracy locus of π, consisting of points where the rank of π is not maximal.
In general, given π ∈ Poiss(X), the subset Xπ,reg ⊆ X of points where π is regular is
open and dense. In contrast, the subset Xπ,max ⊆ Xπ,reg of points of maximal rank is not.
Given an integer m ≥ 0, a Poisson structure is of m-divisor-type if it is generically of rank
2m, and its failure to be regular is governed by a divisor. More precisely, for its partial
Pfaffians we demand that ∧m+1π ≡ 0 and there exists a line subbundle K ⊆ ∧2mTX such that
(K,∧mπ) is a divisor, which provides a divisor ideal Iπ. A consequence of this definition
is that Xπ,max = Xπ,reg is open and dense, so that π is generically regular of rank 2m. We
stress, however, that not every generically regular Poisson structure is of m-divisor-type. This
definition is closely related to almost-regularity as defined in [6], as we discuss in Section 4.2.
One class of generically-nondegenerate Poisson structures is that of log-Poisson structures
[27, 50, 11, 22], (also called log- or b-symplectic). Another class is given by elliptic Pois-
son structures [10, 12], which arise (partially) as the Poisson structures underlying stable
generalized complex structures. Further examples include bk-Poisson structures [70, 25, 41]
and scattering Poisson structures [41]. Moreover, in this paper we introduce a novel class
called elliptic-log Poisson structures (a more in-depth study of them is deferred to [32]). Each
of these Poisson structures of divisor-type has a generically-regular analogue. In particular,
there are m-log-Poisson structures of generic rank 2m (called log-f Poisson structures in [6]).
By keeping track of the divisor associated to a Poisson structure π of divisor-type, we can
define almost-injective Lie algebroids A →X whose degeneracy is similar or identical to that
of π. These Lie algebroids are candidates for a lifting procedure, whereby π is (partially)
desingularized to a Lie algebroid Poisson structure. We first describe such Lie algebroids.
Lie algebroids of divisor-type. Divisor ideals can also be used to capture the degeneracy
of Lie algebroids. This leads to Lie algebroids of divisor-type, which are almost-injective Lie
algebroids for which the degeneration of the anchor map is controlled in a precise sense:
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Given a Lie algebroid A → X, one can view its anchor as a section ρA ∈ Γ(A∗ ⊗ TX). If
rank(A) = dim(X), then the zero locus of det(ρA) consists of those points where ρA is not an
isomorphism. Thus A is almost-injective if and only if the pair (det(A∗)⊗det(TX),det(ρA))
is a divisor, which we denote by div(A). In fact, divisors can be associated to any bundle
map between bundles of the same rank, so that div(A) = div(ρA). With this in mind, a
Lie algebroid A → X is of m-divisor-type for some m ≥ 0 if there exists a Lie subalgebroid
D ⊆ TX of rank m so that ρA(A) ⊆ D, and for which the induced Lie algebroid morphism
ϕA∶A →D is of divisor-type. This forces that A is of rank m, and that it is almost-injective.
Above we saw how a Lie algebroid A has an associated divisor div(A), and consequently
leads to a divisor ideal IA ⊆ C∞(X). There are also reverse procedures, where divisor ideals
are used to construct Lie algebroids of divisor-type. The first of these proceeds as follows:
Given a divisor ideal I ⊆ C∞(X), consider the module of derivations preserving the ideal I
Γ(TX)I ∶= {V ∈ Γ(TX) ∣LV I ⊆ I}.
If this module is projective, by the Serre–Swan theorem there is a unique almost-injective
Lie algebroid TXI → X such that Γ(TXI) ≅ Γ(TX)I . This is called the ideal Lie algebroid
associated to I, and we call I projective if Γ(TX)I is projective. The Lie algebroid TXI is
of divisor-type, with divisor ideal ITXI . Here I and ITXI might differ, but are often related.
This construction recovers the (complex) log- and elliptic tangent bundles [10, 12, 27, 50, 56].
A second method to construct Lie algebroids from divisors is the following: Let A → X
be a Lie algebroid, and consider a divisor ideal I ⊆ C∞(X) whose support Z(I) is a smooth
submanifold. Given a Lie subalgebroid B of A which is supported on Z(I), one can perform
elementary modification to construct a new Lie algebroid [A:(B, I)] which is isomorphic to A
outside of Z(I). In fact, there is an induced Lie algebroid morphism ϕ∶ [A:(B, I)]→ A which
is of divisor-type with divisor ideal Iϕ = I
k, where k is the corank of B with respect to A.
This procedure extends the so-called modification procedures (or rescaling) performed in the
case where I = IZ , the vanishing ideal of a smooth hypersurface Z ⊆X (see [46, 22, 41, 56]).
Lifting Poisson structures. Poisson structures and Lie algebroids of divisor-type are con-
nected through the process of lifting. Given a Lie algebroid A → X, an A-Poisson structure
πA ∈ Poiss(A) is a section πA ∈ Γ(∧2A) satisfying [πA, πA]A = 0, where [⋅, ⋅]A is the Schouten
bracket on Γ(∧●A) extending the Lie bracket on Γ(A). Such a structure turns the tuple(A,A∗, πA) into a triangular Lie bialgebroid ([34, 38, 47, 49]). Given π ∈ Poiss(X), we say
that π is of A-type if it admits an A-lift, i.e. an A-Poisson structure πA such that ρA(πA) = π.
If both A and π are of divisor-type, then so is πA, and their divisor ideals are related:
Iπ = IπA ⋅ IA.
In other words, part of the degeneracy of π is absorbed into that of the anchor of A, making
its A-lift πA necessarily more regular. Because of the nature of the Lie algebroids considered
in this paper, it is possible to use symplectic techniques to study nondegenerate A-Poisson
structures. Indeed, a nondegenerate A-Poisson structure is dual to an A-symplectic structure,
making A into a symplectic Lie algebroid [62]. For example, Moser methods are available
for such symplectic Lie algebroids A of divisor-type (see [32, Theorem 5.5]), which lead to
Darboux-type normal form results for πA, and hence for the underlying π ∈ Poiss(X).
Given a Poisson structure π of divisor-type, we would like to find a Lie algebroid A for
which IA = Iπ, so that any A-lift of π will be nondegenerate. Sometimes such Lie algebroids
can be constructed from the divisor ideal Iπ. This lifting process necessitates the study of
Poisson and symplectic structures in a general Lie algebroid A, which is the aim of this paper.
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While most of this paper is written in terms of A-Lie algebroids and A-Poisson structures,
our main interest is to study Poisson structures π ∈ Poiss(X) in the standard sense. The
A-notions have to be developed for their own sake, but are mainly used as auxiliary tools
through the process of lifting. Note that there can be multiple non-isomorphic Lie algebroids
to which one can nondegenerately lift a given Poisson structure (see [32]).
Results. The main aim of this paper is to develop an effective framework for the study of
Poisson structures of divisor-type. Because of this we introduce and study:
● Divisor ideals keeping track of degeneracies;
● Lie algebroids of divisor-type, with emphasis on:
– Ideal Lie algebroids of derivations preserving a divisor ideal;
– Elementary modification of Lie algebroids using divisor ideals;
● Poisson structures of divisor-type, leading to:
– The process of lifting Poisson structures to their A-Poisson counterparts;
● Residue maps to extract information along the degeneraci loci;
● The relation between the lifting Lie algebroid and the modular foliation.
Here we highlight several aspects of this undertaking that we provide in this paper.
The first result concerns lifting for Poisson structures of divisor-type to the ideal Lie al-
gebroids they define. This recaptures the lifting results for log- and elliptic Poisson structures
of [27] and [12]. The following is Theorem 4.35, on lifting to the ideal Lie algebroid TXI .
Theorem A (Lifting). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be of projective I-divisor-type with TX∗I admitting
a local basis of closed sections. Then π is of TXI-type, and of nondegenerate TXI-type if and
only if I is standard, i.e. the divisor ideal of TXI satisfies ITXI = I.
The next theorem discusses the residue maps of Lie algebroids A →X. Given an invariant
submanifold D ⊆ X on which the module (ρA∣D)(Γ(A∣D)) ≅ Γ(B) is projective, there is an
induced surjective morphism ρ̃A∣D ∶A∣D → B resulting in a Lie algebroid extension sequence
0→ E → A∣D → B → 0.
The resulting residue maps are used in computing the Lie algebroid cohomology of A, and to
extract information from A-symplectic structures. In Section 5 we conceptually describe the
residue maps found in [10, 12, 27, 50, 70], and are used in [32]. The following is Theorem 5.22.
Theorem B (Residue maps). Let A → X be a Lie algebroid and D ⊆ X be a projective
A-invariant submanifold with induced Lie algebroid B → D. Then there exists a residue map
ResD ∶Ω
●(X,A) → Ω●−ℓ(D,B; det(E∗)), where ℓ = rank(E).
This is a cochain morphism for the natural B-representation on det(E∗), hence descends to
[ResD]∶H●(X,A) → H●−ℓ(D,B; det(E∗)).
We further discuss the relation between the lifting process and the modular foliation [24],
which arises as the sheaf of submodules of Γ(TX) spanned by the modular and Hamiltonian
vector fields. The symplectic foliation Fπ and the modular foliation Fπ,mod of a Poisson
structure π ∈ Poiss(X) interact with any lifting Lie algebroid. The following is Theorem 5.41.
Theorem C (Modular foliation). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be of A-type for a Lie algebroid A → X.
Then Fπ ⊆ Fπ,mod ⊆ ρA(Γ(A)) ⊆ Γ(TX), and the orbits of A are π-Poisson submanifolds.
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This result is most interesting when A is almost-injective, i.e. when ρA is injective on
sections. In this case Theorem C gives an intuitive picture of the lifting procedure. It also
helps in determining prospective candidate Lie algebroids to lift Poisson structures to.
Remark 1.1. In this paper we do not discuss Dirac geometry nor generalized complex geo-
metry. Their interaction with divisors and the lifting procedure are instead explored in [30],
see also [10, 12, 29]. We do not discuss the Lie groupoids associated to the Lie algebroids we
consider, which are all integrable as they are almost-injective [13, 14, 16]. See [22, 33, 46] for
explicit constructions of integrations in the setting of log- and elliptic Poisson manifolds.
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Organization of the paper. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the
theory of divisors on smooth manifolds, emphasizing especially the notion of a divisor ideal.
In Section 3 we then turn to Lie algebroids of divisor-type, and how divisor ideals can be
used to construct them. Then, in Section 4 we consider Poisson structures of divisor-type in
general Lie algebroids, and discuss the process of lifting Poisson structures along Lie algebroid
morphisms. In Section 5 we then discuss residue maps for Lie algebroids and Poisson modules,
and how these can be used to study symplectic Lie algebroids. We further study the modular
foliation of a Poisson manifold, and how it interacts with the lifting procedure.
2. Divisors on smooth manifolds
In this section we introduce real and complex divisors on smooth manifolds (see also [10, 29]
and [12, 45]). These are extensions of the complex geometric notion of divisors to the smooth
setting. The theory of divisors permeates much of this paper, as they will be used to keep
track of degeneracies of both Lie algebroids and Poisson structures. Let X be a fixed smooth
manifold and let C∞X be its sheaf of smooth functions, with C
∞(X) = C∞X (X).
In this section we will often not specify whether we are dealing with real or complex objects,
and treat them simultaneously and on equal footing. However, in the remainder of the paper
we will mostly consider real divisors. Their complex counterparts will play a larger role in
the follow-up paper [30] (and occur prominently in [10, 12, 45]).
Definition 2.1. A divisor (U,σ) on X is a line bundle U → X together with a section
σ ∈ Γ(U) with nowhere dense closed zero set Zσ ∶= σ−1(0) ⊆ X. A divisor ideal sheaf is a
locally principal ideal sheaf I ⊆ C∞X generated by nowhere-densely vanishing functions. Its
associated divisor ideal is the ideal of its global sections, I ∶= I(X) ⊆ C∞(X).
Remark 2.2. Recall that a nowhere dense subset of a topological space is one whose closure
has empty interior. In other words, its intersection with any nonempty open subset is not
dense. Often the subset Zσ will be a (union of) submanifold(s) of positive codimension.
Any divisor specifies a divisor ideal Iσ ∶= σ(Γ(U∗)) ⊆ C∞(X) by evaluation, with associated
divisor ideal sheaf Iσ . Letting α be a local trivialization of U∗, we have α(σ) = g for some
local function g, and hence locally Iσ = ⟨α(σ)⟩ = ⟨g⟩. Moreover, note that
Z(I) ∶= {x ∈ X ∣f(x) = 0 for all f ∈ Ix}
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is the support of the quotient sheaf C∞X /I, with Z(Iσ) = Zσ (here Ix denotes the stalk of I
at x ∈ X). Because of this we will say that (U,σ) is supported on Zσ, and sometimes write
ZI ∶= Z(I). Similarly we say that the divisor ideal I is supported on ZI ⊆X.
Morphisms of divisors are most conveniently described through their associated divisor
ideals. A morphism of divisors (U,σ) → X and (U ′, σ′) → X ′ is a map f ∶X → X ′ satisfying
f∗Iσ′ = Iσ, where f∗I ⊆ C∞(X) for an ideal I ⊆ C∞(X ′) denotes the ideal generated by
the pullback. Divisors are diffeomorphic if f is a diffeomorphism, while they are isomorphic
(written using =) if X =X ′ and the identity map idX is a morphism of divisors.
A divisor can be reconstructed up to isomorphism by its divisor ideal. This establishes
a bijective correspondence between divisor ideals and isomorphism classes of divisors. This
allows us to mostly work with divisor ideals, which carry all essential information. However,
often there is a canonical representative of its divisor isomorphism class, for example for Lie
algebroid morphisms and Poisson structures.
Proposition 2.3 ([10, 45]). Let I ⊆ C∞(X) be a divisor ideal. Then there exists a divisor(UI , σ) on X unique up to isomorphism such that Iσ = I.
Divisors over a fixed manifold X admit a product operation, given by the tensor product(U,σ) ⊗ (U ′, σ′) ∶= (U ⊗ U ′, σ ⊗ σ′). The trivial divisor (R,1) is the unit up to isomorph-
ism. This operation produces another divisor, because the union of nowhere dense subsets
is nowhere dense. The product of divisors corresponds to the product of divisor ideals, i.e.
Iσ⊗σ′ = Iσ ⋅ Iσ′ , and hence descends to isomorphism classes, with unit C∞(X), the trivial
divisor ideal. A divisor ideal I is divisible by I ′ if I = I ′ ⋅ I ′′ for some divisor ideal I ′′, and
similarly at the level of divisors. We will write I ′ < I if the divisor ideal I is divisible by I ′.
Remark 2.4. Divisors ideals on X with this notion of morphism and product form an abelian
category Div(X). Accordingly, we can consider (ir)reducible elements. This leads to asking
whether one is able to categorize or classify irreducible divisor ideals. This is akin to the
classification of singularities, and related to standardness (Definition 3.43).
Definition 2.5. A divisor ideal I ⊆ C∞(X) is smooth if ZI ⊆X is a smooth submanifold.
Here in the notion of submanifold we allow the codimensions of connected components to
vary. Any smooth divisor can be uniquely written as the product of divisors on the connected
components of its support, thus we can sometimes assume that the support is connected.
Proposition 2.6. Let (U,σ) be a divisor. Then Iσ ⊆ IZσ , the vanishing ideal of Zσ.
Proof. Locally trivialize U∗ by α∗ and let g ∶= α(σ) ∈ C∞X . Then locally Iσ = σ(Γ(U∗)) = ⟨g⟩.
As σ(Zσ) = 0, we conclude that g(Zσ) = σ(Zσ) = 0 so that g ∈ IZσ , hence Iσ ⊆ IZσ . 
Note that Iσ = IZσ is only possible for Zσ smooth if Zσ is of codimension one, as can be
seen by counting local generators. There is also a relation between morphisms of divisors and
their underlying zero sets. We first introduce the following terminology (c.f. [10]).
Definition 2.7. A pair (X,Z) is a manifold X with a subset Z ⊆ X. A map of pairs
f ∶ (X,Z) → (X ′,Z ′) is a smooth map f ∶X →X ′ for which f(Z) ⊆ Z ′. A strong map of pairs is
a map of pairs f ∶ (X,Z) → (X,Z ′) for which f−1(Z ′) = Z. A map of pairs f ∶ (X,Z) → (X ′,Z ′)
where Z ′ ⊆X ′ is a submanifold is transverse if f is transverse to Z ′.
Proposition 2.8. Let f ∶ (X,U,σ) → (X ′,U ′, σ′) be a morphism of divisors. Then f ∶ (X,Zσ)→(X ′,Zσ′) is a strong map of pairs, equivalently, satisfies the morphism condition f∗IZσ′ = IZσ .
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In general, for a map f ∶X → Y and Z ⊆ Y closed, one can only conclude that f∗IZ ⊆ If−1(Z).
Proof. As f is a morphism of divisors, we have that U ≅ f∗U ′ and σ = gf∗σ′ for a nonvanishing
function g. As Zσ is by definition the zero set of σ, it is immediate that it equals f
−1(Zσ′). 
Given a smooth map f ∶X →X ′ and a divisor (U ′, σ′) on X ′, one can equipX with a divisor
by setting (U,σ) ∶= (f∗U ′, f∗σ′), as long as f−1(Zσ′) is nowhere dense (e.g. by assuming f
is a transverse map of pairs onto (X,Zσ′) if Zσ′ is smooth). This automatically makes f a
morphism of divisors. If f is transverse to Zσ′ , the divisor-type is preserved under pullback:
by this we mean that the type of degeneracy is similar, so that the class of divisor is preserved.
Divisors admit another type of product. Let (X,U,σ) and (X ′,U ′, σ′) be two divisors and
consider the product X ×X ′ with projections pX ∶X ×X ′ →X and pX′ ∶X ×X ′ → X ′.
Definition 2.9. The external tensor product of (U,σ) and (U ′, σ′) is the divisor
(p∗XU ⊗ p∗X′U ′, p∗Xσ ⊗ p∗X′σ′)→X ×X ′,
with zero set Zσ×X
′
∪X×Zσ′ and divisor ideal given by the product p
∗
XIσ ⋅p
∗
X′Iσ′ ⊆ C
∞(X×X ′).
2.1. Examples. Divisors of various flavors exist, and can naturally be combined using the
product operation and external tensor product to form more involved examples. Here we give
several examples.
Example 2.10 (Trivial divisor). Let U be the trivial line bundle with σ ∈ Γ(U) nonvanishing.
Then Zσ is empty, and (U,σ) is called the trivial divisor on X. In this case, Iσ = C∞(X).
Example 2.11 (Log divisors [10]). A log divisor is a divisor for which σ is transverse to the
zero section in Γ(U). Its zero set Z = Zσ is a smooth hypersurface, and the corresponding
divisor ideal is the vanishing ideal IZ , locally generated around Z by ⟨z⟩, with z a local
defining function for Z. As shown in [29], this means that Z specifies a unique isomorphism
class of log divisors with zero set Z. We will henceforth denote log divisors by Z = (LZ , s).
Example 2.12 (Normal-crossing log divisors [23]). The above example can be extended to
normal-crossing log divisors Z ∶= ⋃j Zj associated to a collection {Zj} of hypersurfaces which
intersect transversely. Such a divisor is the product of the individual log divisors for each Zj ,
hence locally IZ = ⟨z1 ⋅ . . . ⋅zn⟩. These specify hyperbolic singularities on two-fold intersections:
there we can readily change coordinates so that IZ = ⟨z1z2⟩ = ⟨z′21 − z′22 ⟩. There is also an
extension of these ideas to immersed hypersurfaces with transverse self-crossings [59].
There is another example resembling Example 2.12, namely that of a star log divisor [42],
consisting of the product of log divisors associated to a collection {Zj} of pairwise transversely
intersecting hypersurfaces Zj ⊆X.
Example 2.13 (Elliptic divisors [10, 12]). An elliptic divisor is one for which σ vanishes
along a smooth codimension-two critical submanifold along which its normal Hessian
Hess(σ) ∈ Γ(Zσ; Sym2NZσ ⊗U)
is definite. We will denote Zσ by D and the elliptic divisor by ∣D∣ = (R,q). As shown in
[10, 12], the associated divisor ideal I∣D∣ ∶= Iq is locally generated by ⟨r2⟩ in polar coordinates(r, θ) normal to D. Note that I∣D∣ is not the vanishing ideal ID of D.
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Remark 2.14. Hypersurfaces carry a unique log divisor ideal structure. This does not hold
for codimension-two submanifolds and elliptic divisors. A simple example is provided by
X = R2 with D = {(0,0)} and coordinates (x, y). Equip D with the elliptic ideals I = ⟨x2+y2⟩
and I ′ = ⟨x2+2y2⟩. As these ideals are distinct, they supplyD with two non-isomorphic elliptic
divisor structures. However, it is easy to see that these elliptic divisors are diffeomorphic.
We construct a more elaborate class of divisors out of log and elliptic divisors as follows.
Example 2.15 (Elliptic-log divisors). An elliptic-log divisor is a divisor obtained as the
product of a log divisor Z = (LZ , s) and an elliptic divisor ∣D∣ = (R,q) such that D ⊆ Z (we
will write ∣D∣ ⊆ Z as a shorthand for this). We denote this product by W ∶= Z ⊗ ∣D∣, with
divisor ideal IW = IZ ⋅I∣D∣. As such, pointwise around D there exist normal coordinates (x, y)
to D with {x = 0} cutting out Z, for which IW = ⟨x(x2 + y2)⟩, with r2 = x2 + y2.
It is also possible for a log divisor Z and an elliptic divisor ∣D∣ to either not or only
partially intersect. In general, one can readily combine divisors with nowhere intersecting
supports using the product operation. However, most interesting are cases where the divisors
do intersect (yet retain interesting properties), of which Example 2.15 is a specific instance.
Example 2.16 (Complex log divisors [12]). A complex log divisor is a complex divisor (U,σ)
for which σ is transverse to zero. This is the complex analogue of Example 2.11, and locally
we have Iσ = ⟨w⟩ for w a local complex function cutting out D. Its zero set D is smooth of
codimension two, and by complex conjugation we obtain another complex log divisor (U,σ)
with Iσ = ⟨w⟩. After taking their product we can extract an elliptic divisor ((U ⊗U)R, σ⊗σ)
with Iσ⊗σ = ⟨ww⟩ = ⟨r2⟩. Given an elliptic divisor and a choice of coorientation for D, there
is a complex log divisor inducing it which is unique up to diffeomorphism.
There is a general class of divisors of Morse–Bott type, i.e. those pairs (U,σ) for which σ
is a Morse–Bott section. This means that Zσ consists of nondegenerate critical submanifolds,
i.e. Zσ is a union of submanifolds S of σ, where kerHess(σ)p = TpS for all p ∈ S. If U is
trivial, then a Morse–Bott section for U is not the same thing as a Morse–Bott function on
X, as we only demand a condition on its zero set. In this sense, an alternate way of phrasing
the definition is that σ must specify the germ of a Morse–Bott function around Zσ.
The elliptic divisors of Example 2.13 are of Morse–Bott type, but normal-crossing log
divisors (Example 2.12) are not. The analogue of the linearization result for elliptic divisors
(see [10, Proposition 2.20]) is readily seen to hold for all divisors of Morse–Bott type (see [29]),
so that locally the associated divisor ideal Iσ will be given by ⟨Qg⟩ with Qg a homogeneous
function in normal bundle coordinates. Note that all Morse–Bott type divisors are smooth.
Remark 2.17. Elliptic divisors arise as the real divisors which underlie complex log divisors
(c.f. [12]). There is another as of yet unexplored class of real divisors, namely those underlying
quaternionic log divisors, i.e. coming from a quaternionic line bundle with a transversally
vanishing section. These are supported on smooth submanifolds of codimension four, and
will be explored further in future work.
3. Lie algebroids of divisor-type
In this section we discuss Lie algebroids and their interaction with divisors, starting in
Section 3.1 with how Lie algebroids can specify divisors through the degeneracy of their
anchor. Section 3.2 through Section 3.7 discuss several further concepts that we will use.
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We describe two processes by which Lie algebroids can be constructed using divisors. The
first of these gives rise to ideal Lie algebroids (in Section 3.8), which are those Lie algebroids
whose sections are those preserving a given ideal of functions. The second is that of element-
ary modification (in Section 3.9). Here one uses a injective morphism from, or a surjective
comorphism to, a subbundle supported on the zero locus of a smooth divisor ideal.
3.1. Lie algebroids. For general information regarding Lie algebroids, see [48]. A vector
bundle A →X is anchored if it has a bundle map ρA∶A → TX called its anchor. We refer to
morphisms of anchored bundles (those intertwining the anchor maps) by anchored morphisms.
Definition 3.1. A Lie algebroid (A, [⋅, ⋅]A, ρA) is an anchored bundle with a Lie bracket[⋅, ⋅]A on Γ(A) such that [v, fw]A = f[v,w]A +LρA(v)f ⋅w for all v,w ∈ Γ(A), f ∈ C∞(X).
The bracket [⋅, ⋅]A of a Lie algebroid A provides the algebra Ω●(A) = Γ(∧●A∗) with a
differential dA using the Koszul formula. This allows for a simple definition of morphisms.
Definition 3.2. A Lie algebroid morphism is a bundle morphism (ϕ,f)∶A → A′ for which
the induced map ϕ∗∶Ω∗(A′)→ Ω∗(A) is a chain map, i.e. satisfies ϕ∗ ○ dA′ = dA ○ ϕ∗.
Remark 3.3. Given v ∈ Γ(A), its A-Lie derivative is the operator Lv = {ιv , dA} on Ω●(A),
where {⋅, ⋅} is the graded commutator. It satisfies the usual Cartan relations (see e.g. [51]).
Lie algebroid morphisms are in particular anchored morphisms, i.e. they satisfy the relation
ρA′○ϕ = Tf○ρA. If (ϕ,f)∶A → A′ is a base-preserving anchored morphism, it is a Lie algebroid
morphism if and only if it moreover induces a Lie algebra homomorphism ϕ∶Γ(A) → Γ(A′).
Note that the anchor map ρA is a Lie algebroid morphism from A to TX. For base-preserving
Lie algebroid morphisms, we keep track of where it is an isomorphism.
Definition 3.4. Let (ϕ, idX)∶A′ →A be a Lie algebroid morphism. Its isomorphism locus is
the open subset Xϕ ⊆X where ϕ is an isomorphism.
The complement of the isomorphism locus is denoted by Zϕ ∶= X/Xϕ, and is called the
degeneracy locus of ϕ. For a Lie algebroid A we define XA ∶= XρA and refer to this as the
isomorphism locus of A, and similarly for ZA. Note that whenever Xϕ is nonempty, we have
rank(A) = rank(A′) because Xϕ is open. Between bundles of the same rank, the condition
that Xϕ is dense is equivalent to injectivity of the induced map on sections ϕ∶Γ(A′)→ Γ(A).
Remark 3.5. Given two composable base-preserving Lie algebroid morphisms ϕ and ϕ′,
we have Xϕ○ϕ′ ⊇ Xϕ ∩Xϕ′ . If we further assume that all Lie algebroids involved are of the
same rank (e.g. by each isomorphism locus being nonempty), this becomes an equality. In
particular, in this case, if the isomorphism locus Xϕ○ϕ′ is dense, then so are Xϕ and Xϕ′ .
Given a Lie algebroid morphism (ϕ, idX)∶A′ → A, we can take determinants to obtain
det(ϕ)∶det(A′) → det(A). This specifies a section det(ϕ) ∈ Γ(det(A′∗) ⊗ det(A)). It is now
readily verified that ϕ has dense isomorphism locus if and only if this defines a divisor.
Definition 3.6. Let (ϕ, idX)∶A′ → A be a Lie algebroid morphism with dense isomorphism
locus. The divisor associated to ϕ is div(ϕ) = (det(A′∗)⊗det(A),det(ϕ)), with the associated
divisor ideal being denoted by Iϕ. Given a Lie algebroid ρA∶A → TX with dense isomorphism
locus, we define div(A) ∶= div(ρA) and IA ∶= IρA , and call A of divisor-type.
Given a divisor ideal I we call a base-preserving Lie algebroid morphism ϕ of I-divisor-type
if Iϕ = I, and similarly for Lie algebroids A. It is immediate that composition of morphisms
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of divisor-type corresponds to taking products of their divisors (hence their divisors ideals):
after noting that det(ϕ′ ○ ϕ) = det(ϕ′) ○ det(ϕ) we obtain the equality Iϕ′○ϕ = Iϕ′ ⋅ Iϕ.
Proposition 3.7. Let (ϕ, idX)∶A → A′ and (ϕ′, idX)∶A′ → A′′ be Lie algebroid morphisms
of divisor-type. Then ϕ′ ○ ϕ is of divisor-type, and div(ϕ′ ○ϕ) ≅ div(ϕ′)⊗ div(ϕ).
In the generically-regular setting, we define a Lie algebroid morphism (ϕ, idX)∶A′ → A
to be of m-divisor-type for some m ≥ 0 if there exists a regular Lie subalgebroid DA ⊆ A of
rankm (see Section 3.4, in particular Example 3.23) such that ϕ factors through the inclusion
ϕDA ∶DA →A, i.e. ϕ = ϕDA ○ϕA′ for some Lie algebroid morphism ϕA′ ∶A
′ →DA, and ϕA′ is of
divisor-type, with divisor given by div(ϕA′) = (det(A′∗)⊗det(DA),det(ϕA′)). Alternatively,
we can demand the existence of a line subbundle KA ⊆ ∧mA such that ∧mϕ∶det(A′) → KA
and (det(A′∗) ⊗KA,∧mϕ) is a divisor. These formulations are related via det(DA) = KA.
We then define A to be of m-divisor-type if its anchor ρA∶A → TX is.
We introduce several further adjectives to describe the behavior of the anchor.
Definition 3.8. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid. Then A is regular if ρA has constant rank,
transitive if ρA is surjective, and totally intransitive if ρA ≡ 0. Further, A is almost-injective
[16] if ρA∶Γ(A)→ Γ(TX) is injective, and projective if ρA(Γ(A)) ⊆ Γ(TX) is projective.
These properties are related: transitivity implies regularity, which in turn implies pro-
jectivity. If rank(A) = dimX, then A is almost-injective if and only if it is of divisor-type.
Definition 3.9. The isotropy of A →X at x ∈ X is given by the subspace ker ρA,x ⊆ Ax.
This subspace makes sense for any anchored vector bundle, but for Lie algebroids the
isotropy is a Lie algebra, inheriting a bracket from A. The isotropy Lie algebras ker ρA,x
may vary in dimension as x ∈ X varies, so that in general these may not form a subbundle
of A. A Lie algebroid (or anchored) morphism (ϕ,f)∶ (A,X) → (A′,X ′) restricts to a map
ϕ∶ker ρA,x → ker ρA′,f(x) between pointwise isotropies for all x ∈X.
The image of any Lie algebroid under the anchor map determines a singular foliation
FA ∶= ρA(Γ(A)) ⊆ Γ(TX)
in the sense of Androulidakis–Skandalis [3]. Its leaves, i.e. the associated maximal immersed
submanifolds O satisfying TxO = imρA,x for all x ∈ O, are called the orbits of A.
For regular Lie algebroids (hence for transitive ones), the kernel of ρA is of constant di-
mension, so that it is a subbundle of A. If A is transitive, the isotropy Lie algebras together
exhibit A as an abelian extension of TX. In other words, there is a short exact sequence:
0→ ker ρA →A → TX → 0.
A similar sequence exists for projective Lie algebroids. In this case (as in Section 3.7), there
exists an almost-injective Lie algebroid B → X with Γ(B) ≅ ρA(Γ(A)) which is unique up to
isomorphism. This comes with an induced Lie algebroid morphism ρ̃A∶A → B induced by the
map on sections ρA∶Γ(A)→ Γ(B). This results in a short exact sequence of Lie algebroids:
0→ ker ρ̃A → A → B → 0.
Unlike the transitive case, the Lie algebroid ker ρ̃A need not be abelian. Following [6, Defini-
tion 1.10], we make the following definition in this case.
Definition 3.10. The germinal isotropy of A → X at x ∈X is the subspace ker ρ̃A,x ⊆ Ax.
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In general one has ker ρ̃A,x ⊆ ker ρA,x. This definition still makes sense when the module
FA ⊆ Γ(TX) is projective: if it is not, we can still consider the vector spaces FA/Ix ⋅FA. We
will return to the germinal isotropy in Section 3.7.
Let A → X be a Lie algebroid with dense isomorphism locus XA. Then the inclusion
i∶XA ↪ X gives a bijection ρ∗A∶Ω
k(XA) → ΩkA(XA) for all k. Consequently, we can view
A-forms as smooth forms with certain “singular” behavior at its degeneracy locus ZA. The
isomorphism given by the restricted anchor map ρA∶A∣XA → TX ∣XA also implies the following.
Proposition 3.11. Let (ϕ,f)∶ (A,X) → (A′,X ′) be an anchored morphism between Lie al-
gebroids of divisor-type such that f−1(XA′) = XA. Then ϕ ≡ Tf on sections, and ϕ is a Lie
algebroid morphism.
Proof. When restricted to the isomorphism loci, we have that ϕ ≡ Tf as bundle maps after
intertwining with the anchors. Because the isomorphism loci are dense, this means that
ϕ ≡ Tf on sections, which holds globally on X. Because ϕ is a bundle morphism, the map
ϕ∗ is an algebra morphism. In the isomorphism loci, ϕ must equal Tf , and (Tf, f) is a Lie
algebroid morphism between TX and TX ′, which means that f∗ is a chain map. By the
density of XA in X, we conclude that the map ϕ∗ is a chain map everywhere. 
Thus, for Lie algebroids as Proposition 3.11, to determine whether there is a Lie algebroid
morphism (ϕ,f), one can check whether f∗ extends to a map ϕ∗ on forms. This in turn follows
if it holds on generators, so it suffices to verify that f∗ extends to a map ϕ∗∶Ω1(A′)→ Ω1(A).
3.2. A-Lie algebroids. We now introduce what we call A-versions of Lie algebroids, where
A → X is a fixed Lie algebroid. The main idea is that these objects come equipped with a
preferred Lie algebroid morphism onto A, called its A-anchor, through which its own anchor
factors. Our interest later will be in those examples for which this A-anchor is of divisor-type.
Definition 3.12. An A-anchored vector bundle is an anchored vector bundle EA → X with
an anchored morphism ϕEA ∶EA → A called the A-anchor satisfying ρEA = ρA ○ ϕEA . In
turn, an A-Lie algebroid is an A-anchored vector bundle EA equipped with a compatible Lie
algebroid structure for which ϕEA is a Lie algebroid morphism.
This concept is useful especially when dealing with Lie algebroids whose sections form a
submodule of Γ(A), i.e. those whose A-anchor ϕEA ∶Γ(EA) → Γ(A) is injective on sections.
Definition 3.6 provides any A-Lie algebroid A′ with the notion of being of A-divisor-type by
looking at the pair (det(A′∗) ⊗ det(A),det(ϕA)), with its A-divisor ideal being IϕA . Note
also the relevance of Proposition 3.7 which shows that IA′ = IϕA ⋅ IA when this makes sense.
Remark 3.13. Any Lie algebroid A →X is naturally both an A- and a TX-Lie algebroid.
Recall that a comorphism of anchored vector bundles (ϕ;f)∶ (E,X) ⇢ (E′,X ′) consists of
a base map f ∶X →X ′ and a vector bundle morphism ϕ∶f∗E′ → E such that
ρE(ϕ∗(σ)) ∼f ρE′(σ) for all σ ∈ Γ(E′).
We will call these anchored comorphisms for short. An anchored comorphism gives a pullback
map ϕ∗∶Γ(E′) → Γ(E) on sections. A Lie algebroid comorphism (ϕ;f)∶ (E,X) ⇢ (E′,X ′) is
an anchored comorphism for which the induced map ϕ∗∶Γ(E′) → Γ(E) preserves brackets,
i.e. satisfies ϕ∗[σ, τ]E′ = [ϕ∗(σ), ϕ∗(τ)]E for all σ, τ ∈ Γ(E′).
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Remark 3.14. Using the fact that Lie algebroid structures on A are in one-to-one corres-
pondence with linear Poisson structures on A∗, a Lie algebroid comorphism is alternatively
defined as a bundle morphism between Lie algebroids whose dual morphism is a Poisson map.
The A-version of the notions of morphism and comorphism are rather straightforward.
Definition 3.15. An A-anchored morphism (ϕ′, ϕ, f)∶ (EA,A,X) → (EA′ ,A′,X ′) consists of
an anchored morphism (ϕ′, f)∶ (EA,X) → (EA′ ,X ′) and a compatible Lie algebroid morphism(ϕ,f)∶ (A,X) → (A′,X ′), i.e. such that we have the intertwining relation ϕ ○ϕEA = ϕE′A ○ϕ′.
An A-Lie algebroid morphism (ϕ′, ϕ, f)∶ (EA,A,X) → (EA′ ,A′,X ′) is an A-anchored
morphism for which (ϕ,f)∶ (EA,X) → (EA′ ,X ′) is a Lie algebroid morphism.
Definition 3.16. An A-anchored comorphism (ϕ′;ϕ,f)∶ (EA,A,X) ⇢ (EA′ ,A′,X ′) con-
sists of an anchored comorphism (ϕ′;f)∶ (EA,X) ⇢ (EA′ ,X ′) and a compatible Lie algebroid
morphism (ϕ,f)∶ (A,X) → (A′,X ′), i.e. such that ϕEA(ϕ∗(σ)) ∼ϕ′ ϕE′A(σ) for all σ ∈ Γ(EA′).
An A-Lie algebroid comorphism (ϕ′;ϕ,f)∶ (EA,A,X) ⇢ (EA′ ,A′,X ′) is an A-anchored co-
morphism for which (ϕ;f)∶ (EA,X) → (EA′ ,X ′) is a Lie algebroid comorphism.
To summarize, A-Lie algebroid (co)morphisms give rise to diagrams as follows:
ρEA ∶ EA A TX
ρEA′ ∶EA′ A
′ TX ′
ϕEA
ϕ
ϕEA′
ϕ′
ρA
ρA′
Tf
ρEA ∶ EA A TX
ρEA′ ∶EA′ A
′ TX ′
ϕEA
ϕEA′
ϕ′
ρA
ρA′
Tfϕ
3.3. Fiber products. We introduce the fiber product of Lie algebroids over the same base.
This is a special case of the fiber product construction for Lie algebroids as found in [28].
Definition 3.17. Consider a Lie algebroid A → X and A-Lie algebroids (ϕA′ , idX)∶A′ → A
and (ϕA′′ , idX)∶A′′ →A. Assume that ϕA′ and ϕA′′ are transverse in A, i.e.
ϕA′(A′) + ϕA′′(A′′) = A
at each point in X. The fiber product of A′ and A′′ over A is the Lie algebroid defined as
A′ ×A A′′ = {(v,w) ∈ A′ ×A′′ ∣ϕA′(v) = ϕA′′(w)}.
The anchor is inherited from either A′ or A′′ and its bracket is generated by the expression[v ⊕ v′,w ⊕w′]A′×AA′′ = [v,w]A′ ⊕ [v′,w′]A′′ , for v,w ∈ Γ(A′) and v′,w′ ∈ Γ(A′′)
The projections onto A′ and A′′ turn the fiber product A′ ×A A′′ into both an A′- and an
A′′-Lie algebroid. There is a natural isomorphism A′ ×AA ≅ A′. If A has dense isomorphism
locus, recall that ZA =X/XA is the degeneracy locus of A, and the support of its divisor.
Proposition 3.18. Let A,A′ → X be Lie algebroids of divisor-type with disjoint supports.
Then ρA and ρA′ are transverse, and A ×TX A′ is of divisor-type with support ZA ∪ZA′.
Proof. As ZA and ZA′ are disjoint, pointwise either ρA or ρA′ is an isomorphism, so that ρA
and ρA′ are everywhere transverse. The rest of the statement readily follows. 
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3.4. Lie subalgebroids. In this section we consider subobjects of Lie algebroids. Let A → X
be a Lie algebroid and (ϕ,f)∶ (B,N) ↪ (A,X) be a vector subbundle supported on N ⊆ X.
It is an anchored subbundle of A supported on N if ϕ is an anchored morphism, in which case
ρB = ρA∣N restricted to B. It is easy to see that if (ρA∣N)(B) ⊆ TN then B carries a unique
anchored bundle structure for which ϕ is such an anchored morphism.
Next, consider the submodule Γ(A,B) ∶= {v ∈ Γ(A) ∣v∣N ∈ Γ(B)} of Γ(A), which comes
equipped with a surjective restriction map Γ(A,B) → Γ(B) with kernel Γ(A,0N ). Note that
B is a Lie subalgebroid of A supported on N if ϕ is a Lie algebroid morphism, in which case the
restriction map Γ(A,B) → Γ(B) is a Lie algebra homomorphism. The following proposition
is noted in [55, Proposition 2.15] and in part in [46, Remark 2.1.21].
Proposition 3.19 ([55]). Let (ϕ,f)∶ (B,N) ↪ (A,X) be an anchored subbundle supported
on N . Then the following are equivalent:
● The submodule Γ(A,B) ⊆ Γ(A) is involutive;
● B carries a unique Lie algebroid structure for which ϕ is a Lie algebroid morphism.
Proof. Assume that Γ(A,B) is involutive. We show that Γ(A,0N) is an ideal in Γ(A,B), i.e.
[Γ(A,0N),Γ(A,B)]A ⊆ Γ(A,B).
Let v ∈ Γ(A,0N). Then v = ∑i fivi for some vi ∈ Γ(A) and fi ∈ IN . Given w ∈ Γ(A,B), we
have ρA(w)∣N ∈ Γ(TN). Consequently LρA(w)fi∣N = 0 for all i, and the Leibniz rule gives
that [v,w]A ∣N = 0, as we have
[v,w]A = [∑
i
fivi,w]A =∑
i
(fi[vi,w]A −LρA(w)fi ⋅ vi).
Thus Γ(B) ≅ Γ(A,B)/Γ(A,0N) inherits a Lie bracket, making B into a Lie algebroid, since the
Leibniz rule for ρA implies the Leibniz rule is satisfied for ρB. The converse is immediate. 
Remark 3.20. Sometimes one includes in the definition, apart from the conditions that(ρA∣N)(B) ⊆ TN and involutivity of Γ(A,B), the condition that Γ(A,0N) is an ideal in
Γ(A,B). Proposition 3.19 shows this latter condition is a consequence of the first two.
For later reference we recall the following special examples of Lie subalgebroids.
Definition 3.21. A Lie subalgebroid (ϕ,f)∶ (B,X ′)→ (A,X) is wide if X ′ =X and f = idX .
Example 3.22. Let F be a regular foliation onX andD = TF ⊆ TX the associated involutive
distribution. Then AF ∶=D is a Lie subalgebroid of TX. Moreover, if A →X is a regular Lie
algebroid with injective anchor, then A = AF for F associated to the distribution D = ρA(A).
Example 3.23. Let A →X be a Lie algebroid with an A-distribution, i.e. a smooth subbundle
DA ⊆ A. Its image D ∶= ρA(DA) ⊆ TX, need not be a distribution. If DA ⊆ A is A-involutive
(closed under [⋅, ⋅]A), then it is an A-Lie subalgebroid with A-anchor the natural inclusion.
3.5. A-invariant submanifolds. In this section we discuss A-invariant submanifolds, i.e.
when one can restrict a given Lie algebroid, as a Lie algebroid. We follow in part [66].
Definition 3.24. Let A →X be a Lie algebroid. Then a submanifold N ⊆X is A-invariant
if ρA is tangent to N , i.e. ρA∣N has image inside TN (instead of merely TX ∣N ).
For closed submanifolds N ⊆X, a vector field V ∈ Γ(TX) preserves its vanishing ideal IN if
and only if it is tangent to N . Hence a closed submanifold N is A-invariant if and only if IN
is preserved by A, i.e. we have LρA(v)IN ⊆ IN for all v ∈ Γ(A). Thus A-invariant submanifolds
consist of orbits of A, i.e. are unions of (opens of) leaves of the singular foliation given by ρA.
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Proposition 3.25. Let A be a Lie algebroid and N be an A-invariant submanifold of X.
Then (A∣N , ρA∣N)→ N with restriction of [⋅, ⋅]A is a Lie subalgebroid of A along N .
Proof. Using Proposition 3.19, because A∣N → TN is an anchored bundle due to A-invariance
of N , we need only show that Γ(A,A∣N) is involutive. However, this is immediate. 
Remark 3.26. The proof of Proposition 3.25 shows more generally, given a submanifold
ι∶N ↪X, that ι!A ∶= ρ−1A (TN) is a Lie subalgebroid of A along N if it is a smooth subbundle
of A∣N (see [55, Proposition 2.17]). Note here that ι!A = A∣N if and only if N is A-invariant.
The set of A-invariant closed submanifolds of X admits unions and intersections. We say
a subset of X is A-invariant if it is a union of A-invariant submanifolds.
Lemma 3.27. Let N and N ′ be A-invariant closed submanifolds of X. Then their union
N ∪N ′ and intersection N ∩N ′ are A-invariant closed subsets.
Proof. The sets N ∪N ′ and N ∩N ′ have vanishing ideals given by IN∪N ′ = IN ∩ IN ′ = IN ⋅ IN ′
and IN∩N ′ = IN + IN ′ . Using the product rule LρA(v)(fg) = (LρA(v)f) ⋅ g + f ⋅ (LρA(v)g), we
conclude that IN∪N ′ is A-invariant. The A-invariance of IN∩N ′ is immediate by additivity.
Alternatively, one can note that A-invariant submanifolds are precisely unions of A-orbits. 
Remark 3.28. The proof of Lemma 3.27 shows that more generally, given a collection of
vector fields F ⊆ Γ(TX) preserving two ideals I, I ′, i.e. such that LvI ⊆ I and LvI ′ ⊆ I ′ for
all v ∈ F , the collection F also preserves I + I ′ and I ∩ I ′ (see [66, Proposition 2.1.10]). In
Lemma 3.27 this is applied to the collection F ∶= ρA(Γ(A)) and ideals I ∶= IN , I ′ ∶= IN ′ .
When considering residue maps associated to A-invariant submanifolds in Section 5.1, we
will need the following terminology, concerning properties of the restricted anchor map.
Definition 3.29. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid and N ⊆ X an A-invariant submanifold.
Then N is projective if the restriction A∣N is projective, and transitive if A∣N is transitive.
Certainly any transitive A-invariant submanifold is in particular projective. Any orbit O of
A is a transitive A-invariant submanifold. Further examples will be given later in Section 5.
Given a projective A-invariant submanifold N ⊆ X, by the definition of projectivity, the
Serre–Swan theorem provides a Lie algebroid B → N satisfying Γ(B) ≅ (ρA∣N)(Γ(A∣N)).
There is an induced Lie algebroid morphism ρ̃A∶A∣N → B obtained from the natural map on
sections. This fits in a short exact sequence of Lie algebroids over N , namely
0→ ker ρ̃A →A∣N → B → 0.
As we did in Section 3.1, we call ker ρ̃A the (bundle of) germinal isotropy of A∣N , after [6].
3.6. Degeneracy loci. In this section we define the degeneracy loci of A and show that they
are A-invariant subsets. Given an integer k ≥ 0, the anchor of A defines a map ∧kρA∶ ∧kA →
∧
kTX. This induces a map ∧kρA∶Γ(∧kA⊗∧kT ∗X) → C∞(X), whose image is an ideal IA,k.
Definition 3.30. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid. The kth degeneracy locus of A is the
subspace XA,k ⊆X defined by the ideal IA,k+1 ⊆ C∞(X), where the rank of ρA is k or less.
Proposition 3.31 ([66, Proposition 2.2.9]). Let A → X be a Lie algebroid and k ≥ 0. Then
XA,k is an A-invariant submanifold whenever it is a smooth submanifold.
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Proof. Assume that XA,k is smooth and denote the map ∧k+1ρA by ϕk ∶ ∧k+1A → ∧k+1TX.
Let v ∈ Γ(A) and f ∈ IA,k. Then by definition there exists ξ ∈ Γ(∧k+1A) and ω ∈ Ωk+1(X)
such that f = ⟨ϕk(ξ), ω⟩. Using the compatibility of the bracket and anchor we compute that
LρA(v)f = LρA(v)⟨ϕk(ξ), ω⟩ = ⟨LρA(v)ϕk(ξ), ω⟩ + ⟨ϕk(ξ),LρA(v)ω⟩
= ⟨ϕk(Lvξ), ω⟩ + ⟨ϕk(ξ),LρA(v)ω⟩ ∈ IA,k.
As IA,k is preserved under the action of A, we conclude that XA,k is A-invariant. 
Remark 3.32. Let An →Xn be a Lie algebroid of divisor-type. Then X/XA = ZA =XA,n−1.
In fact, we have an equality of ideals IA = IA,n. Both XA and ZA are A-invariant subsets.
3.7. Singular Lie subalgebroids. In this section we take a slight step into the world of
singular foliations. While those underlying the Lie algebroids of interest to us are relatively
mild, it is useful to relate our discussion to the language in existing literature, particularly
[3, 4, 5, 6, 44, 75]. To extend the results in this paper to more singular Poisson structures,
one is forced to work with sheaves or modules which no longer have an underlying bundle.
Because we defer this to future work, we will be somewhat brief here.
Remark 3.33. As a general comment, projective C∞(X)-modules are not necessarily locally
finitely-generated, i.e. need not necessarily correspond to section modules of vector bundles.
However, our use of the term ‘projective’ will presuppose that the module in question is locally
finitely-generated. Indeed, for us such modules are often obtained as images of bundle maps.
Let X be a manifold and C∞X be the sheaf of smooth functions on X, with C
∞(X) = C∞X (X).
Throughout this section, a module will refer to a C∞(X)-module without further mention.
Let E → X be a vector bundle and E ′ ⊆ E ∶= Γ(E) be a submodule. Given a smooth map
f ∶X ′ → X, let f∗E → X ′ be the pullback bundle. The pullback module f∗E ′ of E ′ along f is
f∗E ′ ∶= ⟨gf∗ξ ∣g ∈ C∞(X ′), ξ ∈ E ′⟩ ⊆ Γ(X ′;f∗E).
If ιX′ ∶X ↪X is a submanifold, we call ι∗X′E
′ the restriction of E ′ to X ′. A module is finitely
generated if there exist global sections ξi of E such that E = C∞(X)⟨ξi⟩, and locally finitely
generated if there exists an open cover {Ui} of X such that each restriction i∗UiE is finitely
generated. Call a module E of vector bundle-type when E ≅ Γ(E) for a vector bundle E →X.
Definition 3.34. A module E is projective if it has a global basis of generating sections, or,
equivalently, if it is a direct summand of a finitely generated free module.
Remark 3.35. There is a one-to-one correspondence between locally finitely generated pro-
jective modules E , and locally free sheaves of C∞X -modules {U ↦ EU}. This extends to singular
foliations (adding involutivity and possibly dropping projectiveness), giving a one-to-one cor-
respondence between singular foliations and involutive sheaves of locally finitely generated
submodules of XX [74]. Adding projectivity (or local freeness), we obtain that projective
singular foliations are exactly locally free sheaves of involutive submodules of XX .
The Serre–Swan correspondence [71, 72] gives an equivalence of categories between finitely
generated projective modules E , and vector bundles E →X via the assignment E ↦ Γ(E). In
other words, locally finitely generated projective modules are of vector bundle-type.
Focusing on involutivity, using a given Lie algebroid A → X, results in the following (we
give the definition in terms of sheaves, instead of using compactly-supported sections).
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Definition 3.36 (c.f. [75]). A singular subbundle of A is a sheaf of locally finitely generated
submodules of its sheaf of sections Γ(A). A singular Lie subalgebroid of A is an involutive
singular subbundle. We also use the associated module of global sections interchangeably.
Example 3.37. A wide Lie subalgebroid A′ ⊆ A induces a singular Lie subalgebroid Γ(A′).
Example 3.38. Proposition 3.19 shows that given a Lie subalgebroid B, the module Γ(A,B)
is a singular Lie subalgebroid of A. It is not necessarily projective (see also Section 3.9).
A projective singular Lie subalgebroid of A defines an A-Lie algebroid A′ along with a Lie
algebroid morphism A′ →A. Note however that A′ is generally not a Lie subalgebroid of A.
Singular Lie subalgebroids of TX are called singular foliations in the sense of Androulidakis–
Skandalis [3]. Moreover, projective singular foliations F are also called almost-regular [16],
and give rise to almost-injective Lie algebroids AF with Γ(AF) ≅ F . Note that underlying
any singular Lie subalgebroid FA of A there is a singular foliation F ∶= ρA(FA). However, in
general there is no relation between projectivity of the modules FA ⊆ Γ(A) and F ⊆ Γ(TX).
3.7.1. On projectivity. Each submodule E ′ of a projective module E has an evaluation map
ev∶X × E ′ → E defined by ev(x, ξ) ∶= ξ(x). Define evx∶E ′ → Ex by evx ∶= ev(x, ⋅) for x ∈ X.
We will denote by E′x ∶= evx(E ′) the image of this map, which is a vector subspace of the
fiber Ex of E. Given a point x ∈ X, let Ix ⊆ C
∞(X) be its vanishing ideal. Moreover, given a
submodule E ′ of E = Γ(E), consider the quotient vector space E ′x ∶= E ′/IxE ′ of E ′ by Ix, called
the fiber of E ′ at x. Note that E ′x = E
′
x when E
′ is of vector bundle-type. We have:
Proposition 3.39. Let E ′ ⊆ E be a submodule on X where E = Γ(E) is of vector bundle-type.
Then x↦ dimE′x is lower semi-continuous while x ↦ dimE
′
x is upper semi-continuous.
When E is locally finitely generated, the vector spaces Ex are finite-dimensional for all
x ∈ X (see [3]). The evaluation map evx vanishes on IxE ′, so that it descends to a surjective
homomorphism ẽvx∶E ′x → E
′
x. When E is a Lie module and E
′ ⊆ E an involutive submodule,
the kernel of evx is a Lie subalgebra of E ′, and IxE ′ is an ideal in this subalgebra. This results
in the conclusion that ax ∶= ker evx/IxE ′ = ker ẽvx is a Lie algebra, called the isotropy of E ′ at
x ∈ X when E = Γ(TX). There is no induced bracket on E ′x. There is a short exact sequence
0→ ax → E
′
x
ẽvx→ E′x → 0.
Proposition 3.40 ([4, Lemma 1.3]). Let E ′ ⊆ E be a submodule on X where E = Γ(E) is of
vector bundle-type. Then dimgx is bounded from above by rank(E).
The Serre–Swan correspondence implies that a locally finitely-generated module F is pro-
jective if and only if the dimension of Fx is constant for all x ∈ X. We can pinpoint the
failure of projectivity more precisely, following [6]. Let FA be a singular Lie subalgebroid of
A. Then the module Γ(A) is projective, and FA is a submodule of it. As such the discussion
above leads to a short exact sequence for each point x ∈ X, namely
0→ ax → FA,x →AFA,x → 0,
where AFA,x = evx(FA) ⊆ Ax is the evaluation, and FA,x = FA/IxFA. Now assume that FA
is induced by an A-Lie algebroid. In other words, assume that we have ϕA∶A′ → A with
FA = ϕA(Γ(A′)) ⊆ Γ(A). We then obtain from ϕA another short exact sequence, namely
0→ gx → A′x → AFA,x → 0.
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The A-anchor ϕA∶Γ(A′)→ Γ(A) on sections gives another short exact sequence:
0→ hx → A′x → FA,x → 0.
We call the kernel hx the germinal A-isotropy of FA at x ∈ X. If the module FA is projective,
so that FA ≅ Γ(B) for B → X, there is an induced Lie algebroid morphism ϕ̃A∶A′ → B, and
then hx = ker(ϕ̃A,x) ⊆ A′x as in Definition 3.10 for A = TX. The above sequences are related,
as discussed in [6, Section 1.3] for the case of A = TX. Indeed, we have a short exact sequence
0→ hx → gx → ax → 0.
In conclusion, projectivity of FA is equivalent to dim(hx) being constant for all x ∈ X. This
criterion for projectivity also follows from the fact that the above Lie algebroid morphism ϕ̃A
is surjective by construction, so that it induces a Lie algebroid extension sequence
0→ ker(ϕ̃A)→ A′ → B → 0.
In [44] the authors discuss the notion of a projective resolution of a singular foliation F , which
is an exact sequence of sheaves of C∞(X)-modules:
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ → Γ(E−2)→ Γ(E−1)→ F → 0,
where E−i for i ≥ 1 are vector bundles over X, with anchor map E−1 → TX with image F . It
is clear that this definition makes sense for singular Lie subalgebroids as well upon replacing
TX by A (giving projective A-resolutions). The projective A-dimension of such a module (or
sheaf of submodules) is then defined as the minimal length of a projective resolution, minus
one. Thus projective singular Lie subalgebroids are those with zero projective A-dimension.
In future work we will treat situations of positive projective dimension.
3.8. Ideal Lie algebroids. In this section we discuss what we call ideal Lie algebroids,
which are Lie algebroids defined using a given ideal of functions. Of particular importance
are those created using divisor ideals. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid and let I ⊆ C∞(X) be
an ideal. Consider I ⋅ Γ(A) ⊆ Γ(A) consisting of all finite sums of products of elements of I
and Γ(A), and let Γ(A)I ∶= {v ∈ Γ(A) ∣LρA(v)I ⊆ I} be those sections preserving I. Both are
C∞(X)-submodules of Γ(A). In this section we sometimes shorten LρA(v) to Lv.
Lemma 3.41. Let I ⊆ C∞(X) be an ideal. Then I ⋅Γ(A) ⊆ Γ(A)I ⊆ Γ(A) are Lie subalgebras.
Proof. Let v,w ∈ Γ(A)I and f ∈ I. Then Lvf = g and Lwf = h for g,h ∈ I. Hence
L[v,w]f = (LvLw −LwLv)f = Lvh −Lwg.
As g,h ∈ I we have L[v,w]f ∈ I for all f ∈ I, hence [v,w] ∈ Γ(A)I .
Let v,w ∈ I ⋅ Γ(A) with v = ∑i fivi and w = ∑j f ′jwj for some fi, f ′j ∈ I and vi,wj ∈ Γ(A).
Then we have [v,w] ∈ I ⋅ Γ(A) by the Leibniz rule as each term starts with an element of I,
[v,w] = ∑i,j[fivi, f ′jwj] = ∑i,j (fif ′j[vi,wj] + fi(Lvif ′j) ⋅wj − f ′j(Lwjfi) ⋅ vi) .
Let v ∈ I ⋅Γ(A). Then v = ∑i fivi for fi ∈ I and vi ∈ Γ(A). For f ∈ I we have Lvf = ∑i fi(Lvif).
As fi ∈ I for all i and I is an ideal, we conclude that Lvf ∈ I so that v ∈ Γ(A)I as desired. 
It is immediate that if I is locally finitely generated, then both I ⋅ Γ(A) and Γ(A)I are
as well. By Lemma 3.41 they are then both singular Lie subalgebroids of A. Consequently,
if they are also projective, they define A-Lie algebroids by the Serre–Swan correspondence.
Due to Lemma 3.41, there is then a sequence of Lie algebroid morphisms as follows:
I ⋅A → AI →A → TX.
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We will mostly focus on the projective case, i.e. when Γ(A)I and I ⋅ Γ(A) are projective.
Definition 3.42. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid and I ⊆ C∞(X) be an ideal. The primary
and secondary ideal Lie algebroids associated to (A, I) are the Lie algebroids AI → X such
that Γ(AI) ≅ Γ(A)I , and I ⋅A →X such that Γ(I ⋅A) ≅ I ⋅ Γ(A).
Both ideal Lie algebroids are unique – provided they exist – and their A-anchors are the
natural inclusions on sections. However, their A-anchors are not injective when viewed as
bundle maps, unless I is trivial. The isomorphism locus of the A-anchor of AI , and of I ⋅A, as
well as the morphism between I ⋅A and AI , is given by X/ZI , the complement of the support
of I. In other words, these three Lie algebroid morphisms are of divisor-type supported on ZI ,
which in particular means that the ideal Lie algebroids AI and I ⋅A are both of A-divisor-type.
Our main interest lies in the case where A = TX and I is a divisor ideal. Then both ideal
Lie algebroids are of divisor-type, with divisors div(I ⋅ TX) and div(TXI) supported on ZI ,
and II ⋅TX = I
n if dimX = n (and similarly using A). We introduce the following terminology.
Definition 3.43. A divisor ideal I ⊆ C∞(X) is said to be projective if Γ(TX)I is projective.
A divisor ideal is standard if it is projective and the divisor ideal of TXI satisfies ITXI = I.
Not every divisor ideal is projective, nor is every projective divisor ideal standard. Pro-
jectivity of I ⋅ Γ(A) is guaranteed for divisor ideals, as is also noted in [63, Lemma 1.11].
Proposition 3.44. Given a Lie algebroid An → X and divisor ideal I, I ⋅Γ(A) is projective.
Proof. There is a short exact sequence of sheaves 0→ I ⋅ Γ(A)→ Γ(A)→ Γ(A)/I ⋅ Γ(A)→ 0.
As both Γ(A) and I are locally free, so is Γ(A)/I ⋅Γ(A) ≅ (I−1)n (the inverse of I as a sheaf).
The same then holds for I ⋅Γ(A) as any short exact sequence in a projective module splits. 
When I is not necessarily standard, we expect the following relation between I and ITXI .
Conjecture 3.45. Let I ⊆ C∞(X) be a projective divisor ideal. Then I is divisible by ITXI .
Note that in general, given a Lie algebroid morphism (ϕ, idX)∶A → A′ and a divisor ideal
I, there are induced maps ϕ∶Γ(A)I → Γ(A′)I and ϕ∶ I ⋅ Γ(A) → I ⋅ Γ(A′). In particular this
holds upon taking ϕ = ρA and A′ = TX. The following is based on [19, Remark 135].
Proposition 3.46. Let A → X be a transitive Lie algebroid and I a projective divisor ideal.
Then Γ(A)I is a projective module, and the associated bundle AI is a TXI-Lie algebroid.
Moreover, AI is isomorphic to the fiber product A ×TX TXI .
Proof. As A is transitive, there is a short exact sequence 0 → K → A → TX → 0 where
K = kerρA is totally intransitive. We can always split this sequence using an Ehresmann
connection giving an isomorphism Γ(A) ≅ Γ(TX) ⊕ Γ(K). Using this splitting it follows
that Γ(A)I ≅ Γ(TX)I ⊕ Γ(K), showing projectivity of Γ(A)I and implying that there is an
isomorphism AI ≅ A×TXTXI , from which the fact that AI is a TXI -Lie algebroid follows. 
Given a surjective Lie algebroid morphism (ϕ, idX)∶A → A′ and divisor ideal I, if the
module Γ(A′)I is projective, the proof of Proposition 3.46 shows that Γ(A)I is also projective,
and that AI ≅ A ×A′ A′I . Sadly the transitivity of Proposition 3.46 is never satisfied for Lie
algebroids of nontrivial divisor-type, so that this inheritance property does not apply to them.
We next study to what extent Γ(A)I depends on the ideal I. Recall that the radical of I is
defined as
√
I ∶= {f ∈ C∞(X) ∣fn ∈ I for some n ∈ N}. Then I ⊆√I and ZI = Z√I .
Proposition 3.47. Let I ⊆ C∞(X) be a locally principal ideal. Then Γ(A)I = Γ(A)√I .
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Proof. This can be verified locally. Let f ∈
√
I be such that
√
I = ⟨f⟩, so that I = ⟨fn⟩ for
some n ∈ N. Take V ∈ Γ(A)I , so that LV fn = g ∈ I. Then g = g′fn for some function g′, hence
nfn−1LV f = g′fn, so that LV f = 1ng
′f , whence LV f ∈
√
I. As f generates
√
I , we conclude
that V ∈ Γ(A)√
I
, and thus Γ(A)I ⊆ Γ(A)√I . For the other inclusion, take W ∈ Γ(A)√I and
h ∈ I. Then h = h′fn for some function h′, hence
LWh = LWh′fn = nh′fn−1LW f + fnLWh′.
As LW f ∈
√
I, write LW f = f ′f for some function f ′. Then LWh = (nh′f ′ +LWh′)fn ∈ I, so
that W ∈ Γ(A)I . Thus Γ(A)√I ⊆ Γ(A)I , and equality follows. 
As a consequence of Proposition 3.47, the primary ideal Lie algebroids AI associated to
divisor ideals I are only sensitive to I up to taking powers; this is not true for the secondary
ideal Lie algebroids I ⋅A.
Remark 3.48. There are many divisor ideals which are not standard. For example, using
Proposition 3.47 we obtain that Γ(A)Ik = Γ(A)I for all k > 1. Consequently, if I is a projective
divisor ideal, we have that TXIk = TXI . Hence, if I is moreover standard, we get that
ITX
Ik
= ITXI = I, which is not equal to I
k unless I is trivial, i.e. Ik is not standard.
Remark 3.49. Analogously to Remark 3.28, a slight adaptation of the proof of Proposition 3.47
shows that more generally, given a collection of vector fields F ⊆ Γ(A) preserving an ideal
I, i.e. such that LvI ⊆ I for all v ∈ F , the collection F also preserves
√
I. This is a purely
algebraic statement and can be found in [17, Lemma 3.3.2].
As ZI is the degeneracy locus of both I ⋅A and AI , Proposition 3.31 gives the following.
Proposition 3.50. Let I ⊆ C∞(X) be a divisor ideal such that AI exists. Then ZI is I ⋅A-
and AI-invariant if it is smooth, i.e. I ⋅ Γ(A) and Γ(AI) have anchor images tangent to ZI .
Let I and I ′ be two divisor ideals. If AI ⋅I ′ exists, then so do AI and AI ′ , and we see that
AI ⋅I ′ = AI ×TX AI ′ is their fiber product. Moreover, AI ⋅I ′ is both an AI - and an AI ′-Lie
algebroid (again, if it exists). In favorable cases, the A-divisor of AI ⋅I ′ is the product of
divisors of AI and AI ′ . For example this holds if A = TX and I ⋅ I ′ is standard.
Remark 3.51. While Γ(A)I ⋅I ′ being projective implies both Γ(A)I and Γ(A)I ′ are, the
converse is not immediate if ZI and ZI ′ are not disjoint. For example, one can take A = TX,
I = IZ and I
′ = IZ′ for hypersurfaces Z,Z
′ ⊆X which have nontransverse intersection.
3.8.1. Examples. In this section we discuss some examples of ideal Lie algebroids constructed
using the divisor examples of Section 2.1. In general it is quite difficult to determine when a
divisor ideal is projective, comparable to finding free divisors in algebraic geometry.
Example 3.52 (Trivial divisors). Let I = C∞(X) be the trivial divisor ideal. Then
I ⋅ Γ(TX) = Γ(TX)I = Γ(TX),
so that the ideal Lie algebroids satisfy I ⋅ TX = TXI = TX. The same holds for any Lie
algebroid A, in that I ⋅A = AI = A. In particular I is both projective and standard.
Example 3.53 (Log divisors). Let Z ⊆ X be a closed submanifold with vanishing ideal IZ .
Then Γ(TX)IZ consists of all vector fields tangent to Z. It is projective if and only if Z has
codimension one. In this case IZ is a log divisor ideal and AZ ∶= TXIZ is the log-tangent
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bundle1 TX(− logZ). Further, IZ ⋅Γ(TX) consists of all vector fields which vanish on Z. As
with Γ(TX)IZ , it is projective if and only if Z has codimension one, in which case BZ ∶= IZ ⋅TX
is the zero tangent bundle (also denoted by 0TX). Log divisors are standard ([29, Proposition
3.4.6]), as locally we have
Γ(AZ) = Γ(TX)IZ = ⟨z∂z, ∂xi⟩ and Γ(BZ) = IZ ⋅ Γ(TX) = ⟨z∂z , z∂xi⟩.
Example 3.53 extends to normal-crossing and star log divisors IZ . In both cases, there is
a projective module Γ(TX)IZ defining the log-tangent bundle TX(− logZ), which locally is
generated by ⟨zj∂zj , ∂xi⟩ when Z = ⋃j Zj with Zj = {zj = 0} (see [23] and [42] respectively). In
the former case, the log-tangent bundle TX(− logZ) is the fiber product of the individual log-
tangent bundles TX(− logZj) associated to the log divisors IZj (c.f. below Proposition 3.50).
Example 3.54 (Elliptic divisors). Let ∣D∣ = (R,q) be an elliptic divisor with elliptic divisor
ideal I∣D∣. Then the module Γ(TX)I∣D∣ is projective, defining the elliptic tangent bundle
A∣D∣ = TX(− log ∣D∣) [12], which is locally given by Γ(A∣D∣) = Γ(TX)I∣D∣ = ⟨r∂r, ∂θ, ∂xi⟩ in
normal polar coordinates (r, θ) to D in which I∣D∣ = ⟨r2⟩. From the fact that r∂r∧∂θ = r2∂x∧∂y
where r2 = x2 + y2 we see that elliptic divisors are standard (see [29, Proposition 3.4.17]).
Remark 3.55. Morphisms of divisors often give rise to Lie algebroid morphisms between
their primary ideal Lie algebroids. Indeed, in [29, 10] it is shown that a morphism between
log divisor ideals leads to an induced Lie algebroid morphism between their resulting log-
tangent bundles. Similarly for morphisms between elliptic divisor ideals. Morphisms between
elliptic and log divisors are considered in [10] as boundary maps, and lead to Lie algebroid
morphism from the elliptic tangent bundle to the log-tangent bundle. Finally, regarding
morphisms between log and elliptic divisors one has to be more careful, see [33].
Example 3.56 (Complex log divisors). Let D = (U,σ) be a complex log divisor with ideal
Iσ. Then Γ(TXC)ID is a projective module of complex vector fields, defining the complex log-
tangent bundle TXC(− logD), locally given by ⟨w∂w, ∂w, ∂xi⟩ in coordinates where Iσ = ⟨w⟩
(see [12]). Because w∂w ∧ ∂w = −2iw∂x ∧ ∂y, we see that complex log divisors are standard.
This complex Lie algebroid is also denoted by AD →X, and we will not use it in this paper.
We discuss one further example, obtained from an elliptic-log divisor. LetW = Z⊗∣D∣ be an
elliptic-log divisor with divisor ideal IW . Then the primary ideal Lie algebroid AW ∶= AIW , the
elliptic-log tangent bundle TX(− logW ), exists and is both an AZ and an A∣D∣-Lie algebroid,
as it is the fiber product of the two. The following was pointed out to us by Gil Cavalcanti.
Proposition 3.57. Let (X,Z) be a log pair and ∣D∣ ⊆ Z an elliptic divisor. Then the module
Γ(TX)IW is projective, so that AW is a Lie algebroid. Its divisor ideal is given by IAW = IW .
Proof. By definition Γ(TX)IW consists of vector fields preserving IW = IZ ⋅I∣D∣. It is immediate
(see [29]) that all vector fields tangent to D belong to Γ(TX)IW . Hence the associated sheaf is
locally free if around points inD it contains only two independent vector fields normal toD, as
D has codimension two. Away from D we have IW = IZ , so that there Γ(TX)IW = Γ(TX)IZ
which we know to be locally free. Let (x, y) be normal coordinates around p ∈ D such that
IW = ⟨x(x2 + y2)⟩. Set w(x, y) ∶= x(x2 + y2) and take V = a∂x + b∂y. Note that V belongs to
Γ(TX)IW if and only if the function f = LV (logw) is smooth. We compute that
f = LV (logw) = LV (logx) +LV (log(x2 + y2)) = ax−1 + (2ax + 2by)(x2 + y2)−1,
1It is also called the b-tangent bundle bTX, introduced by Melrose when Z = ∂X (see [56] and [61, 27]).
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so by multiplying by x2 + y2 and rearranging we obtain (x2 + y2)f − 2ax− 2by = ax−1(x2 + y2).
The left-hand side is smooth, hence so must be the right-hand side, i.e. a must be divisible
by x. Hence a = xα for some smooth α. This implies that f = α + (2x2α + 2by)(x2 + y2)−1, so
that λ1 ∶= (x2α + by)(x2 + y2)−1 must be smooth. Rewriting this we obtain that
b = λ1y + (λ1 − α)x2y−1,
and as b is smooth, y divides λ1 − α. Set λ2 ∶= (λ1 − α)y−1. Given smooth functions λ1 and
λ2 we can now express a and b as a = x(λ1 − yλ2) and b = λ1y + λ2x2. This implies that
V is given by V = λ1(x∂x + y∂y) + λ2(−xy∂x + x2∂y). This shows that V must lie in the
two-dimensional span ⟨x∂x+y∂y, x(y∂x −x∂y)⟩. To finish the proof of local freeness, we check
that these generators preserve IW . This follows, as we readily compute:
● Lx∂x+y∂y(logw) = x∂x logx + (x∂x + y∂y) log(x2 + y2) = 1 + 2 = 3,
● Lx(y∂x−x∂y)(logw) = xy∂x logx + xy∂x log(x2 + y2) − x2∂y log(x2 + y2)
= y + (2x2y − 2x2y)(x2 + y2)−1 = y.
We conclude that AW exists and that locally we have (with slight abuse of notation)
Γ(AW ) = Γ(TX)IW = ⟨x∂x + y∂y, x(y∂x − x∂y)⟩⊕ Γ(TD).
The final statement of this proposition follows from the realization that
(x∂x + y∂y) ∧ x(y∂x − x∂y) = x(x2 + y2)∂x ∧ ∂y = w∂x ∧ ∂y. 
We can alternatively write the generators of AW using a polar coordinate system (r, θ)
normal to D supplied by IW = ⟨r3 cos θ⟩. In such a coordinate system, we have that
Γ(AW ) = ⟨r∂r, r cos θ∂θ⟩ + Γ(TD).
In particular, Proposition 3.57 says that IW is standard. The elliptic-log tangent bundle is
further explored in Example 5.30 and [32], the latter computing its Lie algebroid cohomology.
A slightly different example is provided by the bk-tangent bundles [70]. The idea here is
that instead of considering derivations preserving a certain divisor ideal I (which would give
its primary ideal Lie algebroid), we consider those which send I to Ik in a certain sense.
Let (X,Z) be a log pair with ιZ ∶Z ↪ X the inclusion, k ≥ 1 be a given integer. The sheaf
of k-jets at Z is J kZ ∶= ι
−1
Z (C∞(X)/Ik+1Z ). A k-jet at Z is a global section of J kZ . Denote the
set of k-jets at Z by JkZ . Given a function f defined in a neighbourhood of Z, let [f]kZ ∈ JkZ
denote the k-jet at Z represented by f . For a given k-jet at Z, j ∈ JkZ , write f ∈ j if [f]kZ = j.
Example 3.58 (bk-tangent bundles, [70]). Let jk−1 ∈ J
k−1
Z be a choice of (k−1)-jet and define
the sheaf of vector fields Γ(TX)Ik
Z
,jk−1
∶= {v ∈ Γ(TX) ∣Lvf ∈ IkZ for all f ∈ jk−1}. One verifies
that this is a locally free sheaf of involutive submodules of Γ(TX), and that given v ∈ VX(IZ)
and f ∈ C∞(X), the jet [Lvf]k−1Z depends only on [f]k−1Z . This defines the bk-tangent bundle
AkZ →X by Γ(AkZ) ≅ Γ(TX)Ik
Z
,jk−1
, which is locally given by Γ(AkZ) = ⟨zk∂z, ∂xi⟩ for z ∈ j.
Note that when k = 1 the jet data is vacuous, so that A1Z = AZ , the log-tangent bundle.
Further discussion of this process can be found in [70, 29]. The same construction described
above can also be performed with smooth divisor ideals other than IZ , where one uses a choice
of k-jet at ZI , i.e. a global section of J kI ∶= ι
−1
ZI
(C∞(X)/Ik+1), for ιZI ∶ZI ↪ X the inclusion.
The sheaf of vector fields then becomes Γ(TX)Ik,jk−1 ∶= {v ∈ Γ(TX) ∣Lvf ∈ Ik for all f ∈ jk−1}.
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Remark 3.59. Let I ⊆ C∞(X) be a projective smooth divisor ideal. Then its associated
primary ideal Lie algebroid TXI can be restricted to ZI , because it is the degeneracy locus of
TXI . Assuming that ZI is a transitive invariant submanifold for TXI , the restriction TXI ∣ZI
is then a Lie subalgebroid of At(NZI)→ ZI , the Atiyah algebroid of the normal bundle. The
latter is a transitive Lie algebroid with rank equal to rank(At(NZI)) = dim(ZI)+codim(ZI)2.
If ZI is not transitive, then instead there is only an almost-injective Lie algebroid morphism
from TXI ∣ZI to At(NZI). As rank(TXI ∣ZI ) = rank(TXI) = dim(X), this means that in
order for I to be projective, the vector fields normal to ZI which preserve I must cut down
the isotropy of At(NZI) in dimension from codim(ZI)2 to codim(ZI). Related to this is the
discussion in Section 2.1 on Morse–Bott divisor ideals being locally homogeneous around ZI .
For example, if I = IZ is a log divisor ideal, then the above implies that TXIZ ∣Z ≅ At(NZ).
For elliptic divisor ideals, instead TXI∣D∣ ∣D is a corank-two Lie subalgebroid of At(ND).
3.9. Elementary modifications. In this section we discuss a process called elementary
modification [22, 46] (partially also rescaling [41, 56]), by which, given a Lie algebroid, new
Lie algebroids are constructed by specifying a projective singular Lie subalgebroid using extra
data. In loc. cit. this is done using Lie algebroids supported on hypersurfaces, but we consider
a generalization of this procedure by using Lie algebroids supported on the support of a smooth
divisor ideal. When using a log divisor ideal (see Example 2.11), one recovers the procedures
of loc. cit. There are two procedures which are in a sense dual to another, referred to as lower
and upper elementary modification respectively. As noted in [46], these processes are known
in algebraic geometry under the name of Hecke modifications. Recall from Definition 2.5 that
a divisor ideal I ⊆ C∞(X) is smooth if its support ZI ⊆X is a smooth submanifold.
3.9.1. Upper elementary modification. We first describe the process of upper modification (see
[46] for the case when I = IZ), which uses surjective comorphisms. Let I be a smooth divisor
ideal with ideal sheaf I, and let A →X and B → ZI be vector bundles. Assume the existence
of a surjective bundle comorphism (ϕ; iZI )∶ (B,ZI) ⇢ (A,X), i.e. the map ϕ∗∶ i∗ZIA → B is
surjective, and has kernel K ∶= kerϕ→ ZI . From this data, we define a C∞(X)-module
Γ(A; (B, I)) ∶= {v ∈ Γ(A)⊗ I−1 ∣I ⋅ v ∈ Γ(A,K)},
where it is immediate that Γ(A) ⊆ Γ(A; (B, I)). Here I−1 is the inverse of I as a sheaf, and
we make use of the canonical isomorphism I ⊗ I−1 ≅ C∞X . Alternatively, we can choose local
generators for the sheaf I and its inverse and check that the definition is independent of such
a choice, or first realize I by a divisor using Proposition 2.3. It is immediate that Γ(A; (B, I))
is locally finitely generated because I and Γ(A) are. The main point of this construction is:
Lemma 3.60. Under the above assumptions, the module Γ(A; (B, I)) is projective.
Proof. Trivialize Bm → ZI around a point in ZI with basis of sections (w1, . . . ,wm), and let f ∈
I be a local generator. Choose a complementary basis of sections (vm+1, . . . , vn) for K, so that(w1, . . . ,wm, vm+1, . . . , vn) is a local basis of Γ(An). Then (w1, . . . ,wm, f−1vm+1, . . . , f−1vn) is
a local basis of Γ(A; (B, I)), showing projectivity, as Γ(A; (B, I)) ≅ Γ(A) away from ZI . 
By the Serre–Swan correspondence there exists a vector bundle
{A:(B, I)} → X defined by Γ({A:(B, I)}) ≅ Γ(A; (B, I)).
Next, assume that A → X and B → ZI are anchored and ϕ is an anchored comorphism, i.e.
i∗ZI (LρA(v)f) = LρB(ϕ(v))(i∗ZI(f)) for all v ∈ Γ(A) and f ∈ C∞(X). Alternatively, the anchor
maps should satisfy ρB(ϕ∗(v)) ∼ϕ ρA(v) for all v ∈ Γ(A).
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Lemma 3.61 (c.f. [46]). Under the above assumptions, the bundle {A:(B, I)} is anchored.
Proof. The anchored comorphism condition implies K ⊆ ker(ρA∣ZI ), so that for v ∈ Γ(A,K)
we have ρA(v) ∈ Γ(TX,TZI), which shows that ρA lifts to an anchor for {A:(B, I)}. 
There is an induced (anchored) morphism A → {A:(B, I)} with isomorphism locus ZI .
Finally, assume that A →X and B → ZI are Lie algebroids and ϕ is a surjective Lie algebroid
comorphism, i.e. ϕ further satisfies ϕ∗([v,w]) = [ϕ∗(v), ϕ∗(w)] for all v,w ∈ Γ(A).
Lemma 3.62. Under the above assumptions, the module Γ(A; (B, I)) has an induced bracket.
Proof. Because ϕ∗ preserves brackets, there is an induced Lie bracket on Γ(A; (B, I)) inherited
from the module Γ(A) through the natural map Γ(A)→ Γ(A; (B, I)). 
Lemma 3.60, Lemma 3.61 and Lemma 3.62 combine to the following definition (c.f. [46]).
Definition 3.63. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid, I ⊆ C∞(X) a smooth divisor ideal and
B → ZI a Lie algebroid with a surjective Lie algebroid comorphism onto A. The (B, I)-upper
modification of A is the Lie algebroid {A:(B, I)} for which Γ({A:(B, I)}) ≅ Γ(A; (B, I)).
In this case there is a Lie algebroid morphismA → {A:(B, I)} making A into an {A:(B, I)}-
Lie algebroid, and the {A:(B, I)}-divisor ideal of A is given by Ik, where k = dim(B).
Remark 3.64. From the divisor ideal of the induced morphism A → {A:(B, I)} we see that
it is only possible for {A:(B, I)} to be anchored if the divisor of A is divisible by Ik. This
places an often nontrivial restriction on when upper modifications can be Lie algebroids.
There is a commutativity property for upper modifications, which is readily verified.
Proposition 3.65. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid, I, I ′ ⊆ C∞(X) smooth divisor ideals and(B,ZI), (B′,ZI ′) Lie algebroids equipped with surjective Lie algebroid comorphisms onto A.
Then upper modification at ZI and ZI ′ commute, i.e. we have isomorphisms
{{A:(B, I)}:(B′, I ′)} ≅ {{A:(B′, I ′)}:(B, I)}.
3.9.2. Lower modification. We turn to the dual procedure to upper modification, namely lower
modification (or rescaling). This uses injective morphisms instead of surjective comorphisms.
Let I be a smooth divisor ideal and B → ZI be a vector subbundle of a vector bundle
A → X. To define an appropriate C∞(X)-module in this setting, we remark that injective
morphisms dualize to surjective comorphisms. That is, the bundle inclusion (ϕ, iZI )∶ (B,ZI)→(A,X) dualizes to the surjection (ϕ; iZI )∶ (B∗,ZI) ⇢ (A∗,X). We can thus perform upper
modification to obtain the vector bundle
{A∗:(B∗, I)} →X with Γ({A∗:(B∗, I)}) ≅ Γ(A∗:(B∗, I)).
This comes equipped with a natural bundle morphism A∗ → {A∗:(B∗, I)}. Dualizing again,
using (A∗)∗ ≅ A we obtain a comorphism A ⇢ {A∗:(B∗, I)}∗. Reinterpreted, this says that
there is a bundle morphism {A∗:(B∗, I)}∗ →A. This motivates the following definitions:
[A:(B, I)] ∶= {A∗:(B∗, I)}∗ and Γ(A, (B, I)) ∶= Γ([A:(B, I)]).
Remark 3.66. We had to proceed by dualizing twice because of the use of a smooth divisor
ideal I. When I = IZ , one can merely define Γ(A, (B, IZ)) ∶= Γ(A,B) as in [56, 41, 22]. Note
here that the ‘dual definition’ {v ∈ Γ(A)⊗ I ∣I−1 ⋅ v ∈ Γ(A,B)} does not make sense.
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Now that we have the module of interest, it can be described locally, as in Lemma 3.60.
Trivialize Bm → ZI around a point in ZI with basis of sections (w1, . . . wm), and let f ∈ I be a
local generator. Extend this basis to a local basis (w1, . . . ,wm, vm+1, . . . , vn) of Γ(An). Then(w1, . . . ,wm, fvm+1, . . . , fvn) is a local basis for Γ(A, (B, I)). This also shows projectivity.
When A →X is an anchored bundle and B → ZI an anchored subbundle of A, the bundle[A:(B, I)] becomes anchored by inheriting an anchor from ρA∶A → TX. Note that there
is an induced (anchored) morphism [A:(B, I)] → A with isomorphism locus ZI . Note that[A:(B, I)] is not an anchored subbundle of A (except in the trivial case when I = C∞(X)).
Next assume that A →X is a Lie algebroid and B → ZI is a Lie subalgebroid.
Lemma 3.67. Under the above assumptions, the submodule Γ(A, (B, I)) ⊆ Γ(A) is involutive.
Proof. The submodule Γ(A,B) ⊆ Γ(A) is involutive by Proposition 3.19. To extend this
property to Γ(A, (B, I)) we can make use of the local description above. Let f ∈ I be a local
generator and consider two sections fs, fs′ ∈ Γ(A, (B, I)) with s ∈ Γ(A) but not in Γ(A,B)
(here g ∈ I can be written as g = g′f , but then g′ can be absorbed into s). Then we have:
[fs, fs′]A = f2[s, s′]A + f ((LρA(s)f)s′ − (LρA(s′)f)s) .
We see from this that [fs, fs′]A ∈ I⊗Γ(A), as in Lemma 3.41. The other cases are similar. 
Thus, making use of Lemma 3.67 we see that Γ(A, (B, I)) is a projective singular Lie
subalgebroid of A in the sense of Definition 3.36. This leads to the following.
Definition 3.68 ([22, 41, 56]). Let A → X be a Lie algebroid, I ⊆ C∞(X) a smooth divisor
ideal and B → ZI a Lie subalgebroid of A. Then the (B, I)-lower modification of A is the
A-Lie algebroid [A:(B, I)] →A for which Γ([A:(B, I)]) ≅ Γ(A, (B, I)).
It is immediate that the A-divisor ideal of [A:(B, I)] is given by Ik, where k = codim(B).
Remark 3.69. When I = IZ , the above procedure is also called rescaling [41, 56]; we then
denote [A:(B, IZ)] by [A:B] or BA and refer to it as the (B,Z)-rescaling of A.
Remark 3.70. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid, I a smooth divisor ideal and B,B′ → ZI two
Lie subalgebroids of A such that B ⊆ B′. Then [A:(B, I)] is a [A:(B′, I)]-Lie algebroid.
One can always modify using 0ZI ⊆ A∣ZI , the trivial Lie subalgebroid, with
[A:(0ZI , I)] = I ⋅A,
which is the secondary ideal Lie algebroid with section module I ⋅Γ(A). Thus lower modific-
ation by 0ZI is the harshest, while lower modification using B = ρ
−1
A (T (ZI)) (if it exists, c.f.
Remark 3.26) is the mildest. Note that 0ZI -modification is not idempotent. The process of
lower modification is commutative when performed relative to disjoint submanifolds.
Proposition 3.71. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid, I, I ′ ⊆ C∞(X) smooth divisor ideals and(B,ZI), (B′,ZI ′) Lie subalgebroids of A such that ZI ∩ ZI ′ = ∅. Then lower modification at
ZI and ZI ′ commute and coincides with taking the fiber product, i.e. we have isomorphisms
[[A:(B, I)] ∶ (B′, I ′)] ≅ [A:(B, I)]⊕A [A:(B′, I ′)] ≅ [[A:(B′, I ′)] ∶ (B, I)].
The proof of the above is immediate upon noticing we can view (B′,ZI ′) as a Lie subal-
gebroid of [A:(B, I)] because the latter is isomorphic to A outside ZI , and ZI ∩ZI ′ = ∅.
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Remark 3.72. Elementary modification can also be performed in an even slightly more
general setting. Namely, instead of a smooth divisor ideal one can use a C∞(X)-module M
that is locally free of rank one, and a suitable vector bundle supported on its smooth support.
Upper modification is a left inverse to lower modification, and vice versa regarding a right
inverse when this makes sense. Often the morphism used is the anchor map on sections.
Proposition 3.73. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid, I ⊆ C∞(X) a smooth divisor ideal and
B → ZI a Lie subalgebroid of A. Then {[A:(B, I)]:(B, I)} ≅ A, and similarly when there is a
surjective Lie algebroid comorphism from B onto A we have [{A:(B, I)}:(B, I)] ≅ A.
3.9.3. Examples. We finish the discussion of modifications by considering some examples. See
also [57] for further examples when I = IZ , which are of interest in geometric analysis.
Example 3.74. Let (X,Z) be a log pair and consider A = TX and B = 0Z . Then [A:B] = BZ ,
the zero tangent bundle associated to Z (see Example 3.53).
Example 3.75. Let (X,Z) be a log pair and considerA = TX and B = TZ. Then [A:B] = AZ ,
the log-tangent bundle associated to Z (see Example 3.53).
The above example can be extended to cases where B = TF for F an involutive distribu-
tion on Z, for example the kernel of a closed one-form on Z. The resulting Lie algebroid
TX(− log(Z,F )) ∶= [TX:TF ] occurs in the context of log-Poisson structures (c.f. [32, 23]).
Example 3.76. Let (X,Z) be a log pair and consider A = AZ and B = TZ with surjective
bundle morphism ρA∣Z ∶A∣Z → B. Then ρA is a Lie algebroid comorphism and {AZ :B} = TX.
Example 3.77. Let (X,Z) be a log pair and consider A = AZ and B = 0Z . Then [A:B] = CZ ,
the scattering tangent bundle of [41, 57].
Further examples obtained using elliptic divisor ideals can be found in [32].
4. Poisson structures of divisor-type
In this section we discuss the notion of an A-Poisson structure (c.f. [8]), their interac-
tion with divisors, and the process of lifting using base-preserving Lie algebroid morphisms.
Most A-Poisson structures we will encounter will be generically nondegenerate, or generically
regular in a precise sense. At first reading, the reader can let A = TX in most of what follows.
Definition 4.1. An A-Poisson structure is an A-bivector πA ∈ Γ(∧2A) with [πA, πA]A = 0.
We denote the space of such A-bivectors by Poiss(A), and set Poiss(X) ∶= Poiss(TX). Of
particular interest to us are those Poisson bivectors that are generically nondegenerate, i.e. for
which π♯A∶A
∗ →A is nondegenerate on an open dense subset of X. As for Poisson structures,
an A-Poisson structure induces an A-Lie algebroid structure on the dual bundle A∗ →X.
Definition 4.2. Let πA ∈ Poiss(A) be given. The A-Poisson algebroid A∗πA consists of the
bundle A∗ with A-anchor map π♯A∶A
∗ →A, whose Lie bracket on Γ(A∗πA) is given by
[v,w]A∗piA = Lπ♯Avw −Lπ♯Awv − dAπA(v,w), v,w ∈ Γ(A∗πA).
Poisson structures can be related to the divisors of Section 2 as follows. Denote the space of
A-bivectors by X2(A) = Γ(∧2A) (not Γ(∧2TA)), so that we have X2(X) = X2(TX), although
no confusion should arise. The Pfaffian of πA ∈ X2(A2n) is the section ∧nπA ∈ Γ(det(A)).
An A-Poisson structure πA is called nondegenerate if π♯A∶A
∗ → A is an isomorphism, whose
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existence forces the rank of A to be even. Alternatively, one can demand the Pfaffian ∧nπA
to be nowhere vanishing, and similarly for ∧mπA regarding 2m-regularity.
Definition 4.3. An A-Poisson structure πA ∈ Poiss(A) is of m-divisor-type for some m ≥ 0
if ∧m+1πA ≡ 0 and there exists a line subbundle K ⊆ ∧2mA such that (K,∧mπA) is a divisor.
Denote the divisor of πA by div(πA) and the associated divisor ideal by IπA ⊆ C∞(X).
Note that if πA is of m-divisor-type, it generically has rank 2m, and if πA specifies the
trivial divisor, then πA is 2m-regular. In the above definition, when 2m = rank(A), we will
simply say that πA is of divisor-type, and then the line bundle K = det(A) can be used.
Remark 4.4. An A-Poisson structure defines a triangular Lie bialgebroid (A,A∗πA) [34, 38,
47, 49]: in general, a pair of Lie algebroids (A,A∗) is a Lie bialgebroid if for all v,w ∈ Γ(A)
dA∗[v,w]A = LvdA∗w −LwdA∗v.
Any Lie bialgebroid (A,A∗) induces a Poisson structure π ∈ Poiss(X) with π♯ = ρA ○ρ∗A∗ . Not
every Lie bialgebroid is triangular (yet π = ρA(πA) if it is), and the maps π♯A∶A∗ → A and
ρ∗A∗ ∶T
∗X → A∗ are Lie algebroid morphisms. These types of structures are also considered
in [41, 43], for Lie algebroids whose isomorphism locus is the complement of a hypersurface.
Remark 4.5. Given πA ∈ Poiss(A) we obtain a (singular) A-distribution DπA = π♯A(A∗).
Regularity of πA is the same as regularity of DπA , and then det(DπA) =K, with K ⊆ ∧2mA.
Remark 4.6. If πA is of m-divisor-type, it is generically regular of rank 2m. This is not an if
and only if unless 2m = dim(X): being of m-divisor-type for 2m < dim(X) further demands
that the way in which πA degenerates is controlled in a precise sense. See also Section 4.2.
Given a divisor ideal I ⊆ C∞(X), we say πA is of (m-)I-divisor-type if IπA = I, noting
that we must specify both the divisor ideal I, and the generic rank 2m. Given a divisor ideal
I, we denote by X2I(A) ⊆ X2(A) the space of divisor A-bivectors πA such that IπA = I. We
denote by PoissI(A) the space of A-Poisson structures of I-divisor-type, and by PoissI,m(A)
the space of A-Poisson structures of m-I-divisor-type.
Remark 4.7. One of our main interests lies in nondegenerate A-Poisson structures, as we
then have access to symplectic techniques (see Section 4.7). Indeed, the goal of the lifting
process described in Section 4.3 is to find a Lie algebroid A →X for which a given π ∈ Poiss(X)
can be viewed as a nondegenerate A-Poisson structure.
A function f ∈ C∞(X) is said to be πA-Casimir if π♯A(dAf) = 0 (alternatively, [f,πA]A = 0
using the A-Schouten bracket). Given an A-Poisson structure πA of m-divisor-type and a
πA-Casimir function f , we can form a new A-Poisson structure π′A = f ⋅πA. If the zero set of f
is nowhere dense, it specifies a divisor (R, f), so as ∧mπ′A = fm ⋅ ∧mπA we conclude that π′A is
again of m-divisor-type. Moreover, Iπ′
A
= ⟨fm⟩ ⋅ IπA . See also [6, Lemma 3.3] and Section 4.2.
Remark 4.8. When πA ∈ Poiss(A) has maximal rank equal to 2 it follows that f ⋅ πA is
A-Poisson for any function f ∈ C∞(X) (as is known for A = TX): we have [f ⋅ πA, f ⋅ πA]A =
f2[πA, πA]A+2fπA∧π♯A(dAf), where the latter term vanishes as πA∧v = 0 for all v ∈ im(π♯A).
This can be used to construct examples of A-Poisson structures of higher divisor-type.
Given an A-Poisson structure, we obtain its A-Hamiltonian vector fields as the image of
the map f ↦ π♯A(dAf) =∶ vA,f ∈ X(A). Similarly we have the A-Poisson vector fields, i.e. those
vA ∈ X(A) such that LvAπA = 0, using the A-Lie derivative. Define the spaces Ham(πA) ⊆
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Poiss(πA) ⊆ X(A) as for Poisson structures. Given f ∈ C∞(X) we have π♯A(dAf) = π♯A(ρ∗A(df)),
so that by setting π ∶= ρA(πA), we see from the relation π♯ = ρA ○π♯A ○ ρ∗A that ρA(vA,f) = Vf .
Thus the A-Hamiltonian vector fields for πA surject onto the Hamiltonian vector fields for π.
Remark 4.9. Let (X,A, πA) and (X ′,A′, πA′) be two A-Poisson manifolds. Then their
product (X ×X ′,A ⊕A′, πA + πA′) is also A-Poisson, where A ⊕A′ → X ×X ′ is the direct
product of Lie algebroids (see [28]), and both projections are A-Poisson maps. Thus the class
of A-Poisson structures of divisor-type is closed under products, using the external tensor
product of divisors (see Definition 2.9). This is noted in [6] for A = TX using Corollary 4.16.
4.1. Degeneraci loci. We discuss degeneraci loci of A-Poisson structures πA, as in [66].
Given πA ∈ X2(An) with bundle map π♯A∶A∗ → A, we have both det(π♯A) ∈ Γ(det(A)2) and
∧
nπA ∈ Γ(det(A)), which are related by det(π♯A) = ∧nπA ⊗ ∧nπA. Considering the definition
for Lie algebroids, we could define the degeneracy loci of πA using the map π♯A, i.e. as the
degeneracy locus of its A-Poisson algebroid A∗πA . However, π
♯
A is skew-symmetric, so its
vanishing degree is too high. Instead we will use the Pfaffians ∧kπA ∈ Γ(∧2kA) for k ≥ 0.
These give rise to maps ∧kπA∶Γ(∧2kA∗)→ C∞(X) on sections, and thus define ideals IπA,2k.
Definition 4.10. Let πA ∈ Poiss(A). The 2kth degeneracy locus of πA for k ≥ 0 is the
subspace XπA,2k ⊆X of points where rank(πA) ≤ 2k, defined by the ideal IπA,2k+2 ⊆ C∞(X).
Thus the degeneraci loci of A∗πA and πA agree as subspaces of X, but their ideals do not.
Recall that a submanifold N is π-Poisson if π♯(T ∗xX) ⊆ TxN for all x ∈ N . When N is closed
this is equivalent to its vanishing ideal IN being a Poisson ideal, i.e. {IN ,C∞(X)}π ⊆ IN ,
or to N being T ∗πX-invariant. Moreover, note that I being a π-Poisson ideal is equivalent
to π♯(dI) = 0. When N is π-Poisson, it carries a uniquely induced Poisson structure πN for
which the inclusion is a Poisson map. The following is then a consequence of Proposition 3.31.
Proposition 4.11. Each degeneracy locus Xπ,2k is a π-Poisson submanifold if it is smooth.
For A-Poisson structures the notion of a πA-Poisson submanifold is more involved: it
instead is a Lie subalgebroid (ϕ, i)∶ (B,N) ↪ (A,X) with πB ∈ Poiss(B) with ϕ∗(πB) = πA.
A point x ∈ X is πA-regular if the rank of πA is constant in some open neighbourhood of x,
and singular otherwise. We denote by XπA,reg ⊆X the space of πA-regular points, also called
the regular locus of πA. This is an open dense subspace of X, with its complement XπA,sing,
the singular locus of πA, being closed and nowhere dense. Denote by XπA,max ⊆ X the open
subspace where πA has maximal rank. It immediately follows that X/XπA,max = XπA,2k−2 =(∧kπA)−1(0), where 2k is the maximal rank of πA. In general we have XπA,max ⊊XπA,reg.
4.2. Relation to almost-regularity. A Poisson structure π ∈ Poiss(X) specifies a singular
Lie subalgebroid Fπ ∶= π♯(Γ(T ∗πX)) of TX consisting of π-Hamiltonian vector fields. Fol-
lowing Androulidakis–Zambon [6], we call the Poisson structure π almost-regular if Fπ is
projective. There is a nice criterion for almost-regularity in terms of the π-symplectic leaves.
Proposition 4.12 ([6, Theorem 2.8]). Let π ∈ Poiss(X). Then π is almost-regular if and
only if Xπ,max ⊆X is dense and there exists a distribution Dπ ⊆ TX such that Dπ,x = TxL for
all x ∈ Xπ,max, where L is the π-symplectic leaf through x.
Hence almost-regularity of π depends only on the partition of X into immersed leaves.
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Remark 4.13. As is stressed in [6], in general projectivity of a singular Lie subalgebroid
ρA(Γ(A)) ⊆ Γ(TX) cannot be tested from just the orbits of A. However, this is possible for
those singular Lie subalgebroids arising from Poisson structures due to skew-symmetry of the
bivector π, which implies that the anchor π♯ of T ∗πX is skew, so that ker(π♯x) = im(π♯x)○.
By continuity and density of Xπ,max, the distribution Dπ in the above proposition is unique
and involutive, and determines a 2k-dimensional regular foliation by π-Poisson submanifolds.
Phrased differently, Dπ specifies a 2k-regular Lie algebroid whose orbits are π-Poisson sub-
manifolds. Note that Xπ,max =Xπ,reg for almost-regular Poisson structures. There is another
characterization of almost-regularity, phrased in terms of π itself. Let Poiss2k(X) ⊆ Poiss(X)
be the space of Poisson structures of maximal rank 2k, i.e. for which Xπ,max =X/X2k−2.
Proposition 4.14 ([6, Proposition 2.11]). Let π ∈ Poiss2k(X). Then π is almost-regular if
and only if Xπ,max is dense and there exists a line bundle K ⊆ ∧
2kTX such that ∧kπ ∈ Γ(K).
The above distribution Dπ and line bundle K are related via det(Dπ) = ∧kDπ = K. Note
that because for π as in Proposition 4.14 we have Xπ,max = Xπ,reg = X/X2k−2 = (∧kπ)−1(0),
so that density of this subspace amounts to saying that the pair (K,∧kπ) is a divisor on X.
Remark 4.15. In work of Lanius [40, 41, 42], specifically for computing Poisson cohomology,
the rigged algebroid Rπ of a Poisson structure π plays a large role. It is defined as the almost-
injective Lie algebroid inducing Fπ = π♯(Γ(T ∗X)). In the joint paper [32] we systematically
develop its use in computing the Poisson cohomology of almost-regular Poisson structures.
Together with Definition 4.3 we obtain the following dictionary between concepts.
Corollary 4.16. Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be given. Then the following are equivalent:
● π is of m-divisor-type for some m ≥ 0;
● π is almost-regular;
● The rigged algebroid Rπ exists.
By defining almost-regularity for A-Poisson structures as projectivity of π♯A(Γ(A∗)), and
its A-rigged algebroid RπA via Γ(RπA) ≅ π♯A(Γ(A∗)) [32], Corollary 4.16 is seen to hold for
A-Poisson structures for any Lie algebroid A, after adapting the proof of [6, Proposition 2.11].
4.3. Lifting Poisson structures. We next introduce the process of lifting A-Poisson struc-
tures through base-preserving Lie algebroid morphisms (see also the discussion in [10]).
Definition 4.17. Let (ϕ, idX)∶A → A′ be a Lie algebroid morphism. An A′-bivector πA′ ∈
Γ(∧2A′) is A-liftable if there exists an A-bivector πA ∈ Γ(∧2A) such that ϕ(πA) = πA′ .
In the above situation we again call πA the A-lift of πA′ , and say that πA′ is of A-type. We
will denote the space of A-liftable bivectors by X2A(X) ∶= ρA(X2(A)) ⊂ X2(X), and the space
of A-liftable Poisson structures by PoissA(X) ⊆ Poiss(X).
Remark 4.18. In [41, Definition 2.16] this notion is considered using slightly different ter-
minology: relating it to ours, there π ∈ Poiss(X) is called A-Poisson if it is of A-type. It
seems preferable to describe Poisson structures by their divisor (c.f. Definition 4.3) instead of
to which Lie algebroid they can be (nondegenerately) lifted, as the latter need not be unique.
The A-lift of a A′-Poisson structure of A-type need not necessarily be A-Poisson (consider
A with trivial anchor and π ≡ 0). However, this is true when ϕ is of divisor-type, as will
be the case for us (moreover, the A-lift will then be unique). More generally this holds for
almost-injective ϕ. We have π♯A′ = ϕ ○π
♯
A ○ϕ
∗ as maps, summarized in the following diagram.
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A∗ A
A′∗ A′
π♯A
ϕ∗
π♯A′
ϕ
Definition 4.19. An A-Poisson map (ϕ,f)∶ (A,X,πA) → (B,X ′, πB) is a Lie algebroid
morphism between Lie algebroids with A-Poisson structures such that ϕ(πA) = πB.
As for Poisson maps, it is not true that any A-Poisson structure can be pushed forward to an
A′-Poisson structure along a given Lie algebroid morphism (ϕ,f)∶A → A′. However, this is
always possible along base-preserving morphisms. In particular, given an A-Poisson structure,
the bivector π ∶= ρA(πA) is always Poisson. The lifting condition of an A′-Poisson structure
to an A-Poisson structure is exactly that (ϕ, idX)∶ (A, πA)→ (A′, πA′) is an A-Poisson map.
If πA′ has a nondegenerate A-Poisson lift πA, we say πA′ is of nondegenerate A-type, and
similarly for other types (e.g. for regular ones). We often omit writing the Lie algebroid
morphism ϕ (as typically it is induced by an inclusion of modules), and always use the anchor
map ρA when considering A-lifts of bivectors on TX. When πA nondegenerately lifts πA′ ,
we will call its inverse ωA ∶= π−1A ∈ Ω
2(A) the dual A-form to πA′ . This is an A-symplectic
structure in the sense of Section 4.7, making A into a symplectic Lie algebroid [62].
Thus the process of lifting constitutes the existence of a base-preserving A-Poisson map. In
terms of A-Poisson algebroids, we obtain the following analogue of the well-known fact that a
Poisson map induces a Lie algebroid comorphism between the respective Poisson algebroids.
Proposition 4.20. Let (ϕ,f)∶ (A,X,πA)→ (B,X ′, πB) be an A-Poisson map. Then there is
an induced A-Lie algebroid comorphism (ϕ;ϕ,f)∶ (A∗πA ,A,X) ⇢ (B∗πB ,B,X ′).
The lifting process interacts with Poisson structures of divisor-type as follows.
Proposition 4.21. Let (ϕ, idX)∶A → A′ be a Lie algebroid morphism of divisor-type, and let
πA′ be an A′-Poisson structure of m-divisor-type for some m ≥ 0 that is also of A-type. Then
its unique A-lift πA is of m-divisor-type, and div(πA′) = div(πA)⋅div(ϕ) so that IπA′ = IπA ⋅Iϕ.
Proof. Let πA be an A-lift of πA′ , so that (∧2ϕ)(πA) = πA′ . We have div(πA′) = (K,∧mπA′)
for some line bundle K ⊆ ∧2mA′. As ∧2mϕ∶ ∧2mA → ∧2mA′, we find a line bundle KA ⊆ ∧2mA
for which ∧2mϕ∶KA → K and ∧mπA ∈ Γ(KA). If πA vanishes then so must πA′ , so that(KA,∧mπA) is a divisor, div(πA), as a subset of a nowhere dense set is nowhere dense. The
statement that div(πA′) = div(πA) ⋅div(ϕ) then follows from the relation π♯A′ = ϕ○π♯A○ϕ∗. 
This proposition makes precise that the process of lifting makes A-Poisson structures less
degenerate, as their degeneracies are absorbed in that of the Lie algebroid morphism (hence,
in the Lie algebroid it is lifted to). Moreover, it says that πA′ is of m-regular A-type if and
only if div(πA′) = div(ϕ), once πA′ is of A-type (this includes being of nondegenerate A-type.
There is a similar statement for not necessarily base-preserving A-Poisson maps.
Lemma 4.22. Let (ϕ,f)∶ (A2n,X,πA) → (B2n,X ′, πB) be an A-Poisson map between Lie
algebroids with A-Poisson structures of divisor-type. Then IπA divides f
∗IπB .
Proof. As rank(A) = rank(B), the fact that ϕ(π) = σ implies that det(ϕ)(πnA) = πnB. Take
local volume forms µA, µB for A and B. For certain functions g ∈ C∞(X), h ∈ C∞(X ′):
⟨πnA, µA⟩ = g, so IπA = ⟨g⟩, and ⟨πnB, µB⟩ = h, so IπB = ⟨h⟩.
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Note that ϕ∗µB = wµA for some nonnegative function w ∈ C∞(X). Thus IπA ⊆ f∗IπB , as
f∗(h) = f∗⟨πB, µB⟩ = f∗⟨det(ϕ)(πnA), µB⟩ = ⟨πnA, ϕ∗µB⟩ = ⟨πnA,wµA⟩ = w⟨πnA, µA⟩ = wg. 
The above lemma is of particular interest in the standard case when A = TX and B = TX ′.
For clarity, in the specific case thatA′ = TX, Proposition 4.21 says that a Poisson structure π ∈
Poiss(X) of divisor-type I can only admit nondegenerate A-lifts to Lie algebroids satisfying
IA = I. We can iterate the lifting procedure as follows, whose proof is immediate.
Proposition 4.23. Let (ϕ, idX)∶A → A′ and (ϕ′, idX)∶A′ →A′′ be Lie algebroid morphisms,
and πA′′ ∈ Poiss(A′′). Then if πA′′ is of A-type, it is of A′-type. If πA is an A-Poisson lift of
πA′′, then πA′ ∶= ϕ(πA) is an A′-Poisson lift of πA′′ which itself is of A-type.
Consequently, an A′-Poisson structure πA′ being of A-type is the same thing as its underly-
ing Poisson structure π ∶= ρA′(πA′) being of A-type. Let πA′ be a nondegenerate A′-Poisson
structure. Then any A-Poisson map (ϕ,f)∶ (A, πA) → (A′, πA′) has to be a Lie algebroid
submersion, i.e. the morphism ϕ must be fiberwise surjective. This implies the following.
Proposition 4.24. Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be of nondegenerate A′-type and let (ϕ, idX)∶A → A′ be
a morphism between Lie algebroids of the same rank. Then the following are equivalent:
● ϕ is an isomorphism;
● π is of A-type;
● π is of nondegenerate A-type.
As a consequence, once one has lifted π to being nondegenerate, one cannot (meaning-
fully) lift further. This makes sense, as the lifting process is meant to desingularize the
Poisson structure, and nondegenerate ones are maximally nonsingular. This is consistent
with Proposition 4.21, as isomorphisms specify trivial divisors. Moreover, we see that πA′ is
of nondegenerate A-type if and only if the underlying Poisson structure π = ρA′(πA′) is.
Remark 4.25. A Poisson structure can lift nondegenerately to multiple non-isomorphic Lie
algebroids of (necessarily) the same divisor-type. The orbits of these Lie algebroids will specify
the same partition of X into leaves. For some consequences of this phenomenon, see [32].
Example 4.26. Let πA be an m-regular A-Poisson structure. Then its image DπA = π
♯
A(A∗)
is a regular A-distribution. By Example 3.23, DπA is a Lie subalgebroid of A and thus carries
an A-Lie algebroid structure ϕ∶DπA →A. It follows that πA is of nondegenerate DπA-type.
Let us give another consequence of lifting. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid and recall that
FA = ρA(Γ(A)) is its induced singular foliation whose leaves are the orbits of A.
Proposition 4.27. Let π ∈ PoissA(X). Then the orbits of A are π-Poisson submanifolds.
Proof. The lifting condition ρA(πA) = π equivalently reads π♯ = ρA○π♯A○ρ∗A. As a submanifold
N is π-Poisson if π♯(T ∗xX) ⊆ TxN for all x ∈ N , we note that this condition pointwise becomes
ρA,x(Bx) ⊆ TxN for the subspace Bx ∶= π♯A,x(ρ∗A,x(T ∗xX)) ⊆ Ax. If N is an orbit of A, then by
definition TxN = im(ρA,x) ⊆ TxX, so that this condition is certainly satisfied. 
This gives an intuitive description of the lifting process when A is almost-injective. Namely,
a choice of lifting algebroid A amounts to a “grouping” of the π-symplectic leaves into orbits
of A. Unless A is regular (with injective anchor), there may be multiple non-isomorphic Lie al-
gebroids with the same orbits (cf. Remark 4.25). There is a partial converse to Proposition 4.27
in the regular injective case, in which case A is just a regular foliation TF ⊆ TX.
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Proposition 4.28. Let π ∈ Poiss(X) and F be a regular foliation by π-Poisson submanifolds,
with D = TF the associated regular Lie algebroid. Then π is of D-type.
Proof. Let L be a leaf of F . As it is π-Poisson, we have πx ∈ ∧2TxL = ∧2Dx for all x ∈ L. By
regularity there exists πD ∈ Poiss(D) agreeing with π on each leaf, which is a D-lift of π. 
This result recovers the fact that a regular Poisson structure is equivalently described as
a nondegenerate Poisson bivector for the Lie algebroid of tangencies to its symplectic leaves.
The consequences of Proposition 4.28 for almost-regular Poisson structures (i.e., those of
m-divisor-type), in light of Proposition 4.12, are explored in Section 4.6.
Remark 4.29. Proposition 4.28 is false when F is no longer regular, as the lifting property
cannot be tested purely by looking at the underlying singular foliation of the Lie algebroid.
For example, on R2 the Lie algebroids AkZ = ⟨xk∂x, ∂y⟩ associated to the jets of x ∈ C∞(R2)
for Z = {x = 0} all have the same orbits, but π = x∂x ∧ ∂y only admits AkZ-lifts for k = 0 or 1.
Essentially what is used in the regular case is that a decomposition into leaves determines a
unique module of vector fields if the decomposition is regular (see the discussion in [5]).
4.4. Lifting Poisson structures of divisor-type. In this section we discuss the process of
lifting Poisson structures of divisor-type. Let I ⊆ C∞(X) be a divisor ideal, and assume that
the associated ideal Lie algebroid TXI → X exists. In other words, assume that the divisor
ideal I is projective. Recall that given a Lie algebroid A we denote the spaces of A-liftable
and I-divisor-bivectors by X2A(X) and X2I(X) respectively. Similarly, we have their Poisson
counterparts PoissA(X) ⊆ X2A(X) and PoissI(X) ⊆ X2I(X).
We wish to study the relation between the spaces PoissTXI(X) and PoissI(X). Note
that for π ∈ PoissI(X) to be liftable to A, by Proposition 4.21 I must be I divisible by IA.
Consequently whether I is standard (Definition 3.43) is relevant, i.e. whether ITXI = I.
Divisor bivectors are generally not liftable to their ideal Lie algebroid, i.e. X2I(X) /⊆ X2TXI (X).
The other inclusion is also false, X2TXI (X) /⊆ X2I(X), as the following examples show.
Example 4.30. The bivector π = x∂x∧∂y+∂z∧∂w+∂x∧∂w on R
4 with coordinates (x, y, z,w)
satisfies ∧2π = x∂x∧∂y∧∂z∧∂w, which vanishes transversally on Zπ = {x = 0}. Hence π is of log
divisor-type, but does not lift to AZpi = ⟨x∂x, ∂y , ∂z, ∂w⟩ due to the presence of ∂x∧∂w, showing
that X2I(X) /⊆ X2TXI(X) in this case. Note that π is not Poisson, as [π,π] = −∂x ∧ ∂y ∧ ∂w ≠ 0.
Example 4.31. The Poisson bivector π = x2∂x∧∂y on R
2 with coordinates (x, y) lifts to AZ ,
where Z = {x = 0}, with AZ-lift πAZ = x(x∂x) ∧ ∂y, but it does not lift nondegenerately, nor
does π specify a log divisor structure on Z. Thus we see that X2TXI(X) /⊆ X2I(X) in this case.
The Poisson condition is important for liftability as the above examples show. To study
this in more detail, we first discuss which vector fields are liftable to TXI .
Proposition 4.32. Let π ∈ X2I(X). A vector field V ∈ X(X) lies in XTXI (X) if LV (∧nπ) = 0.
Proof. Denote ∧nπ by πn. By definition of Γ(TXI) = Γ(TX)I , we must show that LV I ⊂ I,
which is a local statement. Let volX be a local volume form and define f ∶= π
n(volX) so that
I = ⟨f⟩. Then LV f = LV πn(volX) = (LV πn)(volX) + πnLV volX. Note that LV volX = gvolX
for some local function g. From this we conclude that
LV f = LV πn(volX) + πn(gvolX) = LV πn(volX) + gπn(volX) = LV πn(volX) + gf.
As gf ∈ I, we see that V lifts if LV πn = 0. 
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The assumption in Proposition 4.32 seems strong, yet allows for the following conclusion.
Corollary 4.33. Let π ∈ PoissI(X). Then Hamπ(X) ⊆ Poissπ(X) ⊆ XTXI (X).
Proof. That Hamπ(X) ⊆ Poissπ(X) is clear. Given V ∈ Poissπ(X) we have LV π = 0. But then
we compute that LV πn = n(LV π) ∧ πn−1 = 0, so that V ∈ XTXI (X) by Proposition 4.32. 
Remark 4.34. For a general bivector π ∈ X2(X), the definition of its ‘Hamiltonian vector
fields’ Vf = π
♯(df) for f ∈ C∞(X) still makes sense. However, the fact that all such vector
fields preserve π, i.e. LVfπ = 0, is equivalent to π being Poisson.
Due to Corollary 4.33, we see that for π ∈ PoissI(X) there exists a map π̃♯∶T ∗X → TXI
fitting in the following diagram, which is not yet the existence of an TXI -lift.
TX∗I TXI
T ∗X TX
ρ∗TXI
π♯
π̃♯ ρTXI
One can obtain an actual TXI -lift under the assumption that Γ(TX∗I ) admits local bases of
closed sections. Namely, we can now prove Theorem A from the introduction.
Theorem 4.35. Let I ⊆ C∞(X) be a projective divisor ideal with TX∗I admitting local bases of
closed sections. Then PoissI(X) ⊆ PoissTXI(X), i.e. those of I-divisor-type are of TXI-type.
Proof. We obtain from the discussion above a map π̃♯∶T ∗X → TXI . We can dualize the bundle
morphism π̃♯ to a map (π̃♯)∗∶TX∗I → TX. To test whether this lifts to a map π♯TXI ∶TX∗I →
TXI , we proceed as in Corollary 4.33 by checking whether (π̃♯)∗ maps to Γ(TX)I ≅ Γ(TXI)
on sections. Assuming that Γ(TX∗I ) admits local bases of closed sections, we can by continuity
answer this in the isomorphism locus X/ZI , where such local sections are exact under the
isomorphism with TX, and where (π̃♯)∗ = (π♯)∗ using the isomorphism given by ρTXI . Here
the lifting property follows as in Corollary 4.33, using that (π♯)∗ = −π♯ by skew-symmetry.
The lifting property then holds in the entirety of X by density of the isomorphism locus. 
Remark 4.36. By inspecting the proof of Theorem 4.35, we readily see that it still holds for
Poisson structures of m-I-divisor-type, that is, any almost-regular Poisson structure.
The converse to the above theorem is false unless π ∈ Poiss(X) is of nondegenerate TXI -
type and I is standard (see the discussion below Proposition 4.21). Further, we know that if
I is standard and π ∈ PoissI(X) is of TXI -type, then π is in fact of nondegenerate TXI -type.
Remark 4.37. Following up on Remark 3.48, let I ⊆ C∞(X) be a nontrivial projective divisor
ideal and π ∈ PoissIk(X) for some k > 1. While π can be of TXI -type using Theorem 4.35, it
can never be of nondegenerate TXI -type by comparing the divisor ideals of π and TXI .
Note that if π is of TXI -type, the degeneracy locus ZI must be a π-Poisson subset, i.e. IZI
is a π-Poisson ideal. Similarly we have the following (recall that I ⊆ IZI by Proposition 2.6).
Proposition 4.38. Let I be a divisor ideal and π ∈ PoissI(X). Then I is a π-Poisson ideal.
Proof. Let volX be a local volume form, and g ∈ C
∞(X). Then I = ⟨πn(volX)⟩ = ⟨f⟩, and
{g, f}π = {g,πn(volX)}π = π(dg, d(πnvolX)) = ±LVg(dπn(volX)) = πnLVgvolX ,
using that as Vg is Hamiltonian, it preserves π
n. We have LVgvolX = hvolX for some function
h ∈ C∞(X), so that πnLVgvolX = hf ∈ I. This implies that {g, f}π ∈ I as desired. 
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4.5. Examples. In this section we discuss several interesting examples of Poisson structures
of divisor-type, and of the lifting procedure to their associated ideal Lie algebroids. We will
only do so here for Poisson structures in the usual sense, as this is the main motivation for the
development of the theory. However, it is quite possible, and certainly interesting, to consider
A-Poisson structures of divisor-type for given, well-understood, Lie algebroids A →X, in cases
where it is difficult to intrinsically capture when a Poisson structure is of A-type. Recall the
examples of divisors and ideal Lie algebroids given in Section 2.1 and Section 3.8.1.
Throughout, this section let X be a given 2n-dimensional manifold.
Example 4.39 (Nondegenerate). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be a nondegenerate Poisson structure.
Then π is of C∞(X)-divisor-type, i.e. Iπ is the trivial divisor ideal. By Proposition 4.24, π is
only of A-type for the Lie algebroid A = TX, and certainly lifts to it nondegenerately.
Example 4.40 (Log-Poisson, [27]). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be a log-Poisson structure, i.e. such
that it is of log divisor-type. Then Iπ = IZ is a log divisor ideal. Regarding liftability of π,
recall from Example 3.53 that the log-tangent bundle AZ is the (primary) ideal Lie algebroid
of IZ . By Theorem 4.35 we see that π is of AZ-type. As IZ is standard, it is in fact of
nondegenerate AZ-type, so that it is dual to a log-symplectic structure [27, 22, 11, 50].
We can determine the lifting property to log-tangent bundles AZ →X more generally.
Proposition 4.41. Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be given and let Z ⊆ X be a hypersurface. Then the
following are equivalent:
● Z is a π-Poisson submanifold;
● IZ is a π-Poisson ideal;
● π of AZ-type.
Proof. This is a rephrasing of [66, Proposition 4.4.1]. The equivalence of the first two points
is standard, as Z is a closed submanifold. If π of AZ-type then Z is π-Poisson, because Z
is the degeneracy locus of AZ (c.f. Proposition 4.11), or because it is an orbit of AZ (c.f.
Proposition 4.27). To see that if Z is π-Poisson, then π is of AZ -type, we turn to the proof
of Theorem 4.35: there we showed first that each π-Hamiltonian vector field is liftable to AZ ,
before dualizing to obtain liftability of π. However, Z being π-Poisson is equivalent to all
π-Hamiltonian vector fields being tangent to Z (or preserving the vanishing ideal IZ). 
From Proposition 4.41 one can wonder when a Poisson structure π is of nondegenerate
AZ-type. However, this is already answered by Proposition 4.21: for this π must be of IZ -
divisor-type (because IAZ = IZ), which is also sufficient by, for example, Proposition 4.38.
Hence, π is of nondegenerate AZ-type if and only if it of IZ-divisor-type, i.e. is log-Poisson.
Remark 4.42. Because IZ is a locally principal (divisor) ideal, Proposition 4.41 says that
Poisson structures of I-divisor-type are liftable to AZ = TXIZ if IZ divides I. The converse
statement is the content of Proposition 4.21. It would be interesting to determine whether
there are other Lie algebroids of divisor-type for which a similar statement is true, or to show
that this only happens in this case. We seem to crucially use that IZ is not only a divisor
ideal, but in fact the vanishing ideal of its support. This only happens in the log setting.
We can determine the lifting property for log-bivectors following [19, Lemma 138].
Proposition 4.43 ([19]). Let π ∈ X2IZ(X) be a bivector of log-divisor-type. Then π is of
AZ-type if and only if π♯(T ∗xX) ⊆ TxZ for some x ∈ Zi for each connected component Zi ⊆ Z.
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Proof. Given x ∈ Z with local generator z of IZ we have π = ∂z ∧ π
♯(dz) + ν with ν♯(dz) ≡ 0.
Then ∧nπ ∼ ∂z∧π♯(dz)∧νn−1. This decomposition also shows that for all x ∈ Z, the condition
π♯(T ∗xX) ⊆ TxZ is equivalent to the condition π♯(dxIZ) = 0. If π♯(dxIZ) = 0, then π♯(dz)∣Z = 0,
so that in turn π♯(dz) = xV for some V ∈ Γ(TX). Thus π♯(d log z) = V which shows that π
is of AZ-type (pointwise, that πx ∈ ∧2AZ,x). The converse statement is immediate, because
Z is an AZ-invariant submanifold. Next, the space Z(π) = {x ∈ Z ∶ π♯(T ∗x x) ⊆ TxZ} ⊆ Z is
both open and closed, where for openness we use that if x ∈ Z(π), then π♯(dxz) = 0, whence
νn−1x ≠ 0 by transversality. But then there exists some open U around x on which ν
n−1 is
nonvanishing. As ∧nπ vanishes on U ∩Z, this implies that π♯(dz) divides νn−1 on U ∩Z. To
not contradict transversality of ∧nπ, we must have that π♯(dz) = 0 on U ∩ Z. This in turn
implies that U ∩Z ⊆ Z(π), which shows openness. The rest follows immediately. 
Essentially, the above proposition uses the fact that transversality is an open condition.
Remark 4.44. Comparing this to Example 4.30, we see that there π♯(dw) = ∂z + ∂x /∈ TZ,
and indeed the bivector π of that example does not lift to AZ , as said by Proposition 4.43.
Example 4.45 (Normal-crossing log-Poisson). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be a normal-crossing log-
Poisson structure, i.e. such that it is of normal-crossing log divisor-type, with divisor ideal
IZ . The above discussion (that is, Proposition 4.41) also holds for normal-crossing log-Poisson
structures: a Poisson structure is of AZ-type if and only if IZ is a π-Poisson ideal, which is
true in this case by Proposition 4.38. Being of nondegenerate AZ-type is again equivalent to
being of IZ -divisor-type. See also [66, Proposition 4.4.1; Proposition 4.4.2], and [29].
Example 4.46 (bk-Poisson, [70]). Another interesting class is given by the bk-Poisson struc-
tures πk ∈ Poiss(X), which are of IkZ -divisor-type for k ≥ 0, where IZ is a log divisor ideal.
This does not characterize bk-Poisson structures. To do so, demand that {⋅, ⋅}πk satisfies
{⋅, ⋅}πk ∶ IZ ×C∞(X) → IkZ .
If this holds, then ∧nπk provides a local generator of I
k
Z , and its (k−1)-jet can be used to define
the bk-tangent bundle AkZ as in Example 3.58. It then follows that πk is of nondegenerate A
k
Z -
type, or of nondegenerate bk-type. Consequently they are dual to bk-symplectic structures.
Note here that b1-Poisson structures are just the log-Poisson structures of Example 4.40.
Remark 4.47. Our notion of nondegenerate bk-type is almost the same as that of bk-type
in [70]. There is one difference, namely that there is a class of (non-canonically) isomorphic
Lie algebroids, namely AkZ with respect to different jet data, and Scott’s b
k-type demands
liftability to any one of these Lie algebroids. We instead extract the jet data from πk itself.
Example 4.48 (Scattering Poisson, [41]). Let (X,Z) be a log pair. Then π ∈ Poiss(X) is a
scattering Poisson structure if its associated Poisson bracket satisfies
{⋅, ⋅}π ∶C∞(X) ×C∞(X) → IZ , and {⋅, ⋅}π ∶ IZ ×C∞(X) → I2Z .
Then π is of nondegenerate CZ -type, and also of AZ-type (because CZ is an AZ-Lie algebroid).
Remark 4.49. A Poisson structure π ∈ Poiss(X) is of CZ -type if Z is π-Poisson, and the first
jet of its AZ-lift πAZ vanishes at Z (using Proposition 4.41). Moreover, π is of nondegenerate
CZ -type if and only if Z = XπAZ ,2n−2 as πAZ -Poisson divisors (c.f. [41, Lemma 5.2]), which
provides an alternative definition of π being scattering Poisson for the log pair (X,Z).
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Example 4.50 (Elliptic Poisson, [12]). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be an elliptic Poisson structure,
i.e. such that it is of elliptic divisor-type. Then Iπ = I∣D∣ for an elliptic pair (X, ∣D∣). The
(primary) ideal Lie algebroid of I∣D∣ is the elliptic tangent bundle A∣D∣ (see Example 3.54).
By Theorem 4.35, the bivector π is of nondegenerate A∣D∣-type because I∣D∣ is standard.
This recovers [12, Lemma 3.4]. More discussion of these structures can be found in [32, 33],
determining their Darboux models, Poisson cohomology and adjoint symplectic groupoids.
Example 4.51 (Elliptic-log Poisson). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be an elliptic-log Poisson structure,
i.e. such that it is of elliptic-log divisor-type. Then Iπ = IW for an elliptic-log ideal IW = IZ ⋅I∣D∣.
The degeneracy locus of π is then given by Z, with D being a π-symplectic leaf. Consequently,
by Proposition 4.41 we know that π is of AZ-type. Naturally one wonders whether π is in fact
of AW -type (noting that AW = TXIW is an AZ -Lie algebroid, c.f. Section 3.8.1. However, this
cannot be immediately answered by Theorem 4.35 because A∗W does not admit local closed
generators. However, the first part of the lifting procedure (the map π̃♯) does not use this,
so that certainly π lifts to a map π̃♯∶T ∗X → AW . As IW is standard, we further know that if
π is of AW -type, then it is of nondegenerate AW -type. These types of Poisson structures are
studied in more detail in [32], where in particular their Poisson cohomology is determined.
It is very interesting to extend the above list of examples using a new class of divisor ideals.
4.6. Lifting Poisson structures of m-divisor-type. We next turn to lifting Poisson struc-
tures of m-I-divisor-type. To this end, let π ∈ Poiss(X) be of m-divisor-type. Then π is
almost-regular by Corollary 4.16, so that by Proposition 4.12 it has a unique associated in-
volutive regular distribution Dπ ⊆ TX of π-Poisson submanifolds. We can readily view this
distribution as an injective Lie algebroid Dπ, and can wonder whether π can be lifted to it.
Proposition 4.52. Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be of m-divisor-type with its associated injective Lie
algebroid Dπ →X. Then π is of Iπ-Dπ-type, where Iπ is the divisor ideal of π.
Proof. As discussed in Section 4.2, the regular distribution Dπ obtained from π consists of
π-Poisson submanifolds. Proposition 4.28 thus immediately implies that π is of Dπ-type. If
we consider the definition of π, we note that its associated divisor (K,∧mπ) for K ⊆ ∧2mTX
is such that detDπ =K. From this we see that its Dπ-lift is of Iπ-divisor-type as desired. 
This result is noticed without the above precise language in [6, Section 4.2]. Note that the
Dπ-lift πD ∈ Poiss(Dπ) is automatically generically-nondegenerate by Proposition 4.21.
Remark 4.53. Proposition 4.52 allows for an alternative definition of almost-regularity (or
of being of m-divisor-type). Namely, an almost-regular Poisson structure is uniquely de-
termined by a regular involutive distribution D, and a generically-nondegenerate D-Poisson
structure (with D the injective Lie algebroid of D). Indeed, if πD ∈ Poiss(D) is generically-
nondegenerate, then π ∶= ρD(πD) is almost-regular. Proposition 4.52 shows the converse.
The above remark shows a useful viewpoint on almost-regular Poisson structures, or those
of m-divisor-type. Namely, they are just Poisson structures of divisor-type, except using the
injective Lie algebroid D instead of TX. We further remark here that a Poisson structure
being almost-regular is different from saying that it is generically regular (Xπ,reg =Xπ,max), as
its degeneracy must further be governed by a divisor (instead of more involved degeneration).
Given an almost-regular Poisson structure π with its D-lift πD, in light of Proposition 4.52
and the discussion in Section 4.4, one can try to lift the D-Poisson structure πD further, to
the ideal Lie algebroid DIpi → D → TX. We next consider this for log divisors.
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4.6.1. The case of m-log-Poisson structures. Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be an m-log-Poisson structure,
i.e. such that it is of m-log-divisor-type. Such structures are called log-f Poisson structure in
[6], but we favor our name due to its consistency with other types of almost-regular Poisson
structures. Our discussion here is partially parallel to [6, Section 3.4]. By definition Iπ is a
log divisor ideal, and the degeneracy locus Zπ of π is a hypersurface. For ease of notation we
set Z ∶= Zπ so that Iπ = IZ , and moreover let D ∶= Dπ be the associated injective Lie algebroid.
By Proposition 4.52 we know that π is of log-D-type. A natural question to ask is whether
each leaf of D is log-Poisson. However, this need not necessarily be the case.
Proposition 4.54 ([6, Lemma 3.7]). Let (X,Z,D, π) be an m-log-Poisson manifold. Then a
leaf P of D is log-Poisson if and only if for all x ∈ P ∩Z, we have that Dx + TxZ = TxX.
To find a Lie algebroid to which π lifts nondegenerately, we can try to form the primary
ideal Lie algebroid DIZ , which would be the (TZ ∩ TD,Z)-rescaling of D. However, it is not
clear a priori that the involutive submodule Γ(D)IZ ⊆ Γ(D) is projective. For this, we have:
Proposition 4.55. Let (X,Z) be a log pair and B → X be an injective Lie algebroid. Then
the C∞(X)-module Γ(B)IZ is projective if Z is transverse to the orbits of B.
Proof. The orbits of B are the leaves of the associated distribution TB ∶= ρB(B) ⊆ TX. If Z
is transverse to this regular foliation, we can find local bases of generating vector fields ∂xi
for B and ∂yj for TZ so that ⟨∂x1 , ∂yj ⟩ = Γ(TX). Then if locally IZ = ⟨z⟩, we have that BIZ =⟨z∂z , ∂xi ∶ i ≥ 2⟩, with x1 = z, which is thus projective (note that Γ(TX)IZ = ⟨z∂z, ∂yj ⟩). 
Remark 4.56. When Z is everywhere tangent to the orbits of B, the module Γ(B)IZ is also
projective, but just equals Γ(B). Thus in this case we have that BIZ = B, i.e. B is unchanged.
We can apply Proposition 4.55 to the case where B = D. This shows that if Z is transverse
to the orbits of D, then DIZ is an almost-injective Lie algebroid for which the natural map
DIZ → D is of IZ-divisor-type. Moreover it follows from the discussion in Section 4.4 that the
m-log-Poisson structure π is not only of D-type, but also of DIZ -type. We conclude that when
Z is transverse to the orbits of D, then π is of nondegenerate DIZ -type by Proposition 4.21.
An alternate approach is to consider π and whether it lifts to the usual ideal Lie algebroid
TXIZ = AZ , the log-tangent bundle. As Z is by definition the degeneracy locus of π, it
is a π-Poisson submanifold by Proposition 4.11. From this we conclude immediately using
Proposition 4.41 that π is of AZ-type with lift πAZ . In fact, it follows that πAZ is 2m-regular
when Z is transverse to the orbits of D. Similarly, when Z is everywhere tangent to the orbits
of D, then πAZ is of m-log-divisor-type. By construction DIZ is a D-Lie algebroid, but from
the proof of Proposition 4.55 we see that DIZ is also an AZ-Lie algebroid (also Remark 4.56).
This summarizes into the following diagram.
(DIZ , πDIZ ) (D, πD)
(AZ , πAZ ) (TX,π)ρAZ
ρAZ
Thus, an m-log-Poisson structure π ∈ Poiss(X) with divisor ideal IZ and distribution D:
● Is always of log-D-type;
● Is always of AZ-type, with 2m-regular lift when Z is transverse to the D orbits;
● Is of nondegenerate DIZ -type when Z is transverse to the D-orbits.
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At this point it is clear that it is important to understand the relation between transversality
of Z and the orbits of D, and Poisson geometric properties of π. The answer to this is provided
by the behavior of the modular foliation Fπ,mod of π, which in general satisfies Fπ ⊆ Fπ,mod
(discussed in Section 5.4, see Example 5.47 in particular). Following [6], we denote by
Zsing = {x ∈ Z ∣Dx ⊆ TxZ}
the points on Z where Z does not intersect the orbits ofD transversely. Due to Proposition 4.54,
these are the points on Z whose associated leaf P of D is not log-Poisson. The two extreme
cases are where Zsing = ∅, so that Z is everywhere transverse to the orbits of D, and the case
Zsing = Z, where D is tangent to Z. The general setting is more complicated.
We next follow the above discussion for the three examples contained in [6, Example 3.8].
Example 4.57. Consider the following three 1-log-Poisson structures on (X = R3, (x, y, z)):
● π1 = x∂x ∧ ∂y;
● π2 = z∂x ∧ ∂y;
● π3 = (z − x2)∂x ∧ ∂y.
We then have that Γ(TX) = ⟨∂x, ∂y, ∂z⟩ and moreover D ∶= D1 = D2 = D3 = ⟨∂x, ∂y⟩. To
proceed we list some of the relevant objects for each of these (where Ii ∶= Iπi for i = 1,2,3):
● I1 = ⟨x⟩, Γ(TZ1) = ⟨∂y, ∂z⟩, Z1,sing = ∅, Γ(AZ1) = ⟨x∂x, ∂y, ∂z⟩, DI1 = ⟨x∂x, ∂y⟩;
● I2 = ⟨z⟩, Γ(TZ2) = ⟨∂x, ∂y⟩, Z2,sing = Z2, Γ(AZ2) = ⟨∂x, ∂y , z∂z⟩, DI2 = ⟨∂x, ∂y⟩ = D.
● I3 = ⟨z − x2⟩, Γ(TZ3) = ⟨∂x + 2x∂z , ∂y⟩, Z3,sing = {x1 = 0} ∩Z.
For π1 and π2, Z is either everywhere transverse, or everywhere tangent to the orbits of Di.
The case of π3 is more involved, as is the behavior of the modules Γ(TX)IZ3 and Γ(D)IZ3 .
This shows that πi lifts to be of log-type to D for i = 1,2,3, as in Proposition 4.52. Moreover,
the AZi-lifts of the Poisson structures πi for i = 1,2 are given by
πAZ1 = (x∂x) ∧ ∂y, πAZ2 = z∂x ∧ ∂y.
Thus πAZ1 is 2-regular, πAZ2 is of 1-log-divisor-type, and π1 is of nondegenerate DI1-type.
4.7. Symplectic Lie algebroids. In this section we briefly discuss symplectic Lie algebroids
[62], the associated study of A-symplectic geometry, and its relation with A-Poisson geometry.
Definition 4.58 ([62]). A symplectic Lie algebroid is a Lie algebroid A → X equipped with
an A-symplectic structure, i.e. a closed nondegenerate A-two-form ωA ∈ Ω2A(X).
In other words, theA-two-form ωA satisfies dAωA = 0 and ωnA ≠ 0, where rank(A) = 2n. The
nondegeneracy condition for ωA is equivalent to the map ω♭A∶A
∗ → A, given by v ↦ ιvωA for
v ∈ A, being an isomorphism. The space of A-symplectic forms is denoted by Symp(A), and
we say that X is A-symplectic if it is equipped with a symplectic Lie algebroid (A, ωA)→X.
The nondegeneracy condition for ωA implies that the rank of A must be even (but note
that dim(X) need not necessarily be even). Any symplectic Lie algebroid (A, ωA) defines
an A-cohomology class [ωA] ∈ H2(A), is naturally oriented by ωnA ∈ Γ(det(A∗)), and always
admits an A-almost-complex structure, i.e. a complex structure JA ∈ End(A) for A (see [31]).
Lie algebroids A of rank two admit A-symplectic structures if and only if they are orientable,
i.e. if w1(A) = 0. There is a standard notion of morphism between A-symplectic manifolds.
Definition 4.59. Let (ϕ,f)∶ (X,A, ωA)→ (X ′,A′, ωA′) be a Lie algebroid morphism between
symplectic Lie algebroids. Then the map (ϕ,f) is
● A-symplectic if ϕ∗ωA′ = ωA;
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● an A-symplectomorphism if it A-symplectic, and ϕ is a fiberwise isomorphism.
TheA-symplectic condition ϕ∗ωA′ = ωA is equivalent to demanding ω♭A = ϕ○ω
♭
B○ϕ
∗ as maps.
As both ωA and ωA′ are nondegenerate, any A-symplectic map (ϕ,f) must in particular be
fiberwise injective. Consequently, if rank(A) = rank(A′), any A-symplectic map is necessarily
an A-symplectomorphism, but the base map f ∶X → X ′ is not necessarily a diffeomorphism.
Our main interest however will be in Lie algebroid isomorphisms which are A-symplectic.
Remark 4.60. If A → X is a Lie algebroid of divisor-type, one can perform any symplectic
operation to a given A-symplectic structure in the isomorphism locus XA. These include for
example the symplectic fiber sum [20] or symplectic blow-up [53] procedures.
Let (A, ωA) → X be a symplectic Lie algebroid. Then the map ω♭A∶A → A∗ can be
inverted to a map (ω♭A)−1∶A∗ → A, which we will denote by π♭A. This construction defines
an A-Poisson structure πA ∈ Poiss(A), which we will also denote by πA = ω−1A . Indeed, the
conditions dωA = 0 and [πA, πA]A = 0 are equivalent. As discussed below Definition 4.19, the
two-form ωA is called the dual A-form to the underlying Poisson structure π ∶= ρA(πA).
The following is the Moser theorem for Lie algebroids A of smooth divisor-type [32]. It
covers several results in the literature ([27, 41, 50, 58, 60, 61, 68, 70]), and is similar to [59].
Theorem 4.61 ([32]). Let A → X be a Lie algebroid of smooth divisor-type, and let k ∈{1,2,dimX}. Let ω,ω′ ∈ Ωk(A) be dA-closed A-k-forms that are nondegenerate on ZA.
Assume that either
● [ω] = [ω′] ∈Hk(A), or
● ω̃ − ω = ρ∗Aτ
′ for τ ′ ∈ Ωk(X) satisfying τ ′∣ZA = 0.
Then there exists a Lie algebroid isomorphism (ϕ,f)∶ (A∣U , ω)→ (A∣U ′ , ω′) on neighbourhoods
U and U ′ of ZA for which ϕ∗ω′ = ω, which in the second case can be chosen such that f ∣ZA = id.
Remark 4.62. As a consequence of Theorem 4.61, to establish an A-Darboux theorem
providing a pointwise normal form for A-symplectic structures, one need only establish what
an A-symplectic structure must look like locally at a point in ZA.
This result implies thatA-Nambu structures of top degree (nonvanishing sections of det(A)),
and hence A-symplectic structures on surfaces, specifying the same A-orientation are clas-
sified by their A-cohomology class. Namely, letting n = dimX, we note that det(A∗) is a
line bundle. Consequently, given cohomologous forms ω,ω′ ∈ Ωn(A) = Γ(det(A∗)) we have
ω = fω′ for some nonvanishing function f ∈ C∞(X). This function must be strictly positive
as ω and ω′ give rise to the same A-orientation, so that (1−t)ω+tω′ = ((1−t)+tf)ω is nonde-
generate for all t ∈ [0,1]. With more knowledge about the Lie algebroid A, the assumption
on induced A-orientations can sometimes be dropped. This discussion summarizes as follows.
Proposition 4.63. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid of divisor-type for which ZA is smooth.
An A-Nambu structure Π inducing a given A-orientation is classified up to A-orientation-
preserving isomorphism by its A-cohomology class.
See also [52] and [58] for the cases of log- and bk-Nambu structures of top degree. Let us
reiterate this classifies such A-symplectic structures on surfaces using H2(A). Below we give
some examples of local Darboux theorems for Poisson structures of divisor-type.
Example 4.64 (Nondegenerate). Let π ∈ Poiss(X2n) be nondegenerate. Then π is dual to a
symplectic structure. In other words, it is of nondegenerate TX-type. The classical Darboux
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theorem (e.g. proven using Moser methods) states that around any point in X there are
coordinates in which π = ω−10 , with ω0 = ∑i dxi∧dyi the standard symplectic structure in R
2n.
Example 4.65 (Log-Poisson). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be log-Poisson, i.e. of log divisor-type with
divisor ideal IZ . Then π is of nondegenerate AZ-type by Example 4.40. Either directly by
applying Weinstein’s splitting theorem, or by Moser methods for AZ (see [27]), around points
in Z there are coordinates (z,xi) with IZ = ⟨z⟩ in which π = z∂z ∧ ∂x2 + ω−10 .
The normal-crossing log case is more involved, as there can be local cohomology of the Lie
algebroid AZ in contractible neighbourhoods. See the discussions found in [40, 42, 59, 69].
Example 4.66 (bk-Poisson). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be bk-Poisson as in Example 4.46. Then π is
of nondegenerate AkZ -type for the associated b
k-tangent bundle. By Moser methods for AkZ
(see [25, 70]), around points in Z there are coordinates (z,xi) with z ∈ jk−1 such that
π = zk∂z ∧ ∂x1 + ω
−1
0 .
Example 4.67 (Scattering Poisson). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be scattering Poisson, so that π is of
nondegenerate CZ-type (as in Example 4.48). By applying Moser methods for CZ (see [41]),
around points in Z there are coordinates (z,xi) with IZ = ⟨z⟩ in which (for α0 the standard
contact structure, so that dα0 = ω0)
π = z3∂z ∧ ∂x1 + z
2∂z ∧ α
−1
0 + z
2ω−10 .
Example 4.68 (Elliptic Poisson). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be elliptic Poisson, i.e. of elliptic divisor-
type with divisor ideal I∣D∣. Then π is of nondegenerate A∣D∣-type by Example 4.50. The local
(and global) behavior of π depends on the value(s) of its elliptic residue Resq(π). This is a
residue map associated to the elliptic tangent bundle in [12], which we recall in Example 5.27.
There are two qualitatively different local Darboux models for π, depending on the vanishing
of Resq(π) (see [32]). Around points in D there are coordinates (r, θ, xi) with I∣D∣ = ⟨r2⟩ with:
π =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
r∂r ∧ ∂x1 + ∂θ ∧ ∂x2 + ω
−1
0 if Resq(π) = 0,
λr∂r ∧ ∂θ + ω
−1
0 if Resq(π) = λ ≠ 0.
This recovers the classification results of such Poisson structures on surfaces which can be
found in [69] (where Resq(π) ≠ 0 is forced by nondegeneracy). See also [33].
The local behavior of elliptic-log Poisson structures (Example 4.51) is described in [32].
5. Residue maps and the modular foliation
In this section we discuss two distinct but related concepts. The first of these is the residue
maps one can associate to a Lie algebroid A if one is given an appropriate A-invariant sub-
manifold (Definition 5.1). After this we will discuss Lie algebroid modules and consequently
the Lie algebroid cohomologies they give rise to. We then discuss when the residue maps,
which are initially defined on the levels of Lie algebroid forms, descend to the level of cohomo-
logy. After this we proceed to discuss the Lie algebroid modules in the presence of Poisson
structures, and in particular consider the modular foliation. We finish by relating the residue
maps to symplectic Lie algebroids and the modular foliation in concrete examples.
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5.1. Residue maps. In this section we discuss residues of Lie algebroid forms. These are
a way to extract relevant information of A-forms over A-invariant submanifolds where the
restriction ofA is projective. We further discuss how such residues interact with Lie algebroids
morphisms. Residues are used when dealing with geometric structures on A, in order to
extract information along the submanifold (see e.g. [12, 10]). In [10] the following is discussed
for transitive A-invariant submanifolds, but here we expose a generalization allowing for
projective ones, recovering the transitive case when we can take B = TD below. As a special
case it further covers the case when the restriction of A is regular.
Let A →X be a Lie algebroid and let D ⊆X be a projective A-invariant submanifold (as in
Definition 3.8), with B →D and (ρA∣D)(Γ(A∣D)) ≅ Γ(B). We obtain a short exact sequence
0→ ker ρ̃A∣D → A∣D → B → 0,
where the ρ̃A∣D ∶A∣D → B is the induced bundle map coming from the map on sections. Note
that in the transitive case we have that ρ̃A∣D = ρA∣D. We see that A∣D is an extension of
B by ker ρ̃A∣D, the latter being the germinal isotropy of Section 3.7. The case in which we
are mainly interested in is when D = X/XA = ZA, the complement of the isomorphism locus
of A (although in general the restriction need not be transitive nor projective). This is an
A-invariant submanifold of X if it is smooth by Proposition 3.31, as X/XA = XA,n−1 where
dimX = rank(A) = n (see Remark 3.32). Note further that X itself is always A-invariant, as
is sometimes useful (say, for regular Lie algebroids). Dualizing the above sequence, we obtain
0→ B∗ →A∗∣D → (ker ρ̃A∣D)∗ → 0.
We are now in the following more general situation: given a short exact sequence S ∶0 →
E → W → V → 0 of vector spaces, there is an associated dual sequence S∗∶0 → V ∗ →
W ∗ → E∗ → 0. For a given k ∈ N, by taking kth exterior powers we obtain a filtration of
spaces F i ∶= {ρ ∈ ∧kW ∗ ∣ ιxρ = 0 for all x ∈ ∧iE}, for i = 0, . . . , k + 1. These spaces satisfy
F0 = 0, F1 = ∧kV ∗, F i ⊂ F i+1, and F i+1/F i ≅ ∧k−iV ∗ ⊗ ∧iE∗. Setting ℓ ∶= dimE, we
have F ℓ+1 = ∧kW ∗. The residue of an element ρ ∈ ∧kW ∗ is defined as its equivalence class
Res(ρ) = [ρ] ∈ F ℓ+1/F ℓ ≅ ∧k−ℓV ∗⊗∧ℓE∗. Upon a choice of trivialization of ∧ℓE∗, i.e. a choice
of volume element for E, one can view the residue Res(ρ) as an element of ∧k−ℓV ∗.
We now define the top residue of a Lie algebroid along a projective A-invariant submanifold,
by performing the above operation to a smoothly varying section of ∧●A∗ restricted to D.
Definition 5.1. Let A →X be a Lie algebroid and D ⊆X a projective A-invariant submani-
fold with image B and germinal isotropy E ∶= ker ρ̃A∣D. The residue map of A along D is the
map ResD ∶Ω
●(A)→ Ω●−ℓ(B;∧ℓE∗), where ℓ = dimker ρA∣D = rank(A) − rank(B).
There are also lower residues Res−m∶ ∧
kW ∗ → F ℓ+1/F ℓ−m for m > 0. These are always
defined but have a better description for forms ρ ∈ ∧kW ∗ whose higher residues vanish, so
that Res−m(ρ) ∈ F ℓ−m+1/F ℓ−m ≅ ∧k−ℓ+mV ∗ ⊗ ∧ℓ−mE∗. This leads to the following.
Definition 5.2. Let A →X be a Lie algebroid and D ⊆X a projective A-invariant subman-
ifold with image B and germinal isotropy E ∶= ker ρ̃A∣D. The lower residue maps for m ≥ 0 of
A along D are ResD,−m∶Ω●1−m(A) → Ω●−ℓ+m(B;∧ℓ−mE∗), where Ω●1−m(A) is inductively the
space of A-forms all of whose (1 −m)th or higher residues along D vanish.
Remark 5.3. In case D = ZA for a Lie algebroid A with dense isomorphism locus, one should
think of these residues as extracting the coefficients in front of the singular parts of an A-form
along ZA, as then (ker ρ̃A)∗∣D consists of “singular” generators.
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Remark 5.4. Residue maps arise out of any extension of Lie algebroids. This extension need
not be induced by the anchor map of the Lie algebroid, even though this is typical.
Given a map of short exact sequences Ψ∶ S̃ → S with dual map Ψ∗∶S∗ → S̃∗, there is a
corresponding map of filtrations Ψ∗∶F i → F̃ i. Setting ℓ̃ ∶= dim Ẽ, we have the following.
Lemma 5.5. In the above setting, assume that ℓ̃ > ℓ. Then R̃es(Ψ∗ρ) = 0 for all ρ ∈ ∧kW ∗.
Proof. We have ρ ∈ F ℓ+1 so that Ψ∗ρ ∈ F̃ ℓ+1. As ℓ̃ > ℓ, we have F̃ ℓ+1 ⊂ F̃ ℓ̃ ⊂ F̃ ℓ̃+1, so that
R̃es(Ψ∗ρ) = [Ψ∗ρ] ∈ F̃ ℓ̃+1/F̃ ℓ̃ vanishes by degree reasons as desired. 
Assuming ℓ̃ > ℓ, we see from Lemma 5.5 that all lower residues automatically vanish by
degree reasons until considering Ψ∗ρ ∈ F̃ ℓ+1. Hence the first possibly nonzero residue is
R̃es
ℓ−ℓ̃
(Ψ∗ρ) = [Ψ∗ρ] ∈ F̃ ℓ+1/F̃ ℓ ≅ ∧k−ℓṼ ∗ ⊗ ∧ℓẼ∗. As in Lemma 5.5 we obtain the following.
Lemma 5.6. In the above setting, assuming ℓ̃ ≥ ℓ, we have Ψ∗ ○Res = R̃es
ℓ−ℓ̃
○Ψ∗.
Out of the above discussion the following result on residue maps is immediate.
Proposition 5.7. Let (ϕ,f)∶ (A,X) → (A′,X ′) be a Lie algebroid morphism and D ⊆ Xn,
D′ ⊆ X ′ transitive A- respectively A′-invariant submanifolds such that f ∶ (X,D) → (X ′,D′)
is a strong map of pairs. Define ℓ = rank(A)−dimD and ℓ′ = rank(A′)−dimD′, and assume
that ℓ′ ≥ ℓ. Then Resℓ−ℓ′ ○ ϕ
∗ = f∗ ○Res. Moreover, Res−m ○ ϕ
∗ = 0 for m > ℓ′ − ℓ.
Proof. As f is a strong map of pairs, we have Tf ∶TD → TD′. Moreover, as noted below
Definition 3.9, ϕ restricts to ϕ∶ker ρA∣D → ker ρA′ ∣D′ . Consequently, ϕ induces a map of the
relevant short exact sequences defining the residues. The result follows from Lemma 5.6. 
For Lie algebroids of divisor-type this specifies to the following.
Corollary 5.8. Let (ϕ,f)∶ (A,X) → (A′,X ′) be a Lie algebroid morphism between Lie al-
gebroids of divisor-type with transitive degeneracy loci. Assume that f ∶ (X,ZA) → (X ′,ZA′)
is a strong map of pairs and that codimD′ ≥ codimD. Then Resℓ−ℓ′ ○ ϕ
∗ = f∗ ○ Res and
Res−m ○ϕ
∗ = 0 for m > ℓ′ − ℓ, where ℓ = codimD and ℓ′ = codimD′.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.7, where we use that degeneracy loci are A-invariant
due to Proposition 3.31, and that rank(A) = dimX because XA is nonempty. 
Remark 5.9. When we speak of projective or transitive degeneracy loci, it is implied that
we assume that each degeneracy locus has components being smooth submanifolds.
5.2. Lie algebroid modules and cohomology. We next discuss Lie algebroid connections
and Lie algebroid modules, which are vector bundles equipped with a flat Lie algebroid
connection. We further introduce the associated Lie algebroid cohomologies and characteristic
classes, including the modular class. For more information, see e.g. [48, Chapter 7] and also
[18, 35, 24]. Let A →X be a Lie algebroid and E →X a vector bundle.
Definition 5.10. An A-connection on E is a bilinear map ∇∶Γ(A)×Γ(E) → Γ(E), (v,σ) ↦
∇vσ, such that ∇fvσ = f∇vσ and ∇v(fσ) = f∇vσ + (ρA(v)f) ⋅ σ for all v ∈ Γ(A), σ ∈ Γ(E)
and f ∈ C∞(X). We will also consider ∇ as a map ∇∶Γ(E) → Ω1(A;E) via (∇s)(v) ∶= ∇vs.
Any A-connection ∇ on E has a curvature tensor F∇ ∈ Γ(∧2A∗ ⊗ End(E)), given by
F∇(v,w) ∶= ∇v ○ ∇w −∇w ○ ∇v −∇[v,w]A for v,w ∈ Γ(A). An A-connection ∇ is flat if F∇ ≡ 0.
Definition 5.11. An A-module is a vector bundle E equipped with a flat A-connection ∇.
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Given an A-module (E,∇), there is a differential dA,∇ on Ω●(A;E), the space of A-forms
with values in E. Recalling that Ω●(A;E) = Γ(∧●A∗)⊗Γ(E), we set dA,∇(η ⊗ s) ∶= dAη ⊗ s+(−1)∣η∣η ⊗∇s, with ∣η∣ the degree of η. This differential satisfies dA,∇(η ∧ ξ ⊗ s) = dAη ∧ ξ ⊗
s + (−1)∣η∣η ∧ dtA,∇(ξ ⊗ s), and dA,∇ squares to zero if and only if ∇ is flat. In fact, there is a
bijective correspondence between such operators on Ω●(A;E), and flat A-connections on E.
Definition 5.12. Let A →X be a Lie algebroid and (E,∇) an A-module. The A-cohomology
with values in E is given by Hk(A;E) ∶=Hk(Ω●(A;E), dA,∇) for k ∈ N ∪ {0}.
Note that A-modules are also called A-representations, and that they are Lie algebra
representations when X = {pt}. Denote the space of all A-representations by A-Rep(X).
Example 5.13. Let R → X be the trivial line bundle, carrying a trivial A-representation
structure given by ∇vf ∶= LρA(v)f for v ∈ Γ(A) and f ∈ Γ(R) = C∞(X). We then have that
H●(A;R) =∶H●(A), obtaining what is usually called the Lie algebroid cohomology of A.
Lie algebroid cohomology is generally hard to compute and need not be finite-dimensional.
However, the cohomology of most of the Lie algebroids of divisor-type can be determined (see
[32] for an overview). Any Lie algebroid A →X always has a canonical A-module (see [18]).
Definition 5.14. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid and set QA ∶= det(A) ⊗ det(T ∗X). Then
QA is the canonical A-module, using the A-connection on QA that is defined for v ∈ Γ(A),
V ∈ Γ(det(A)) and µ ∈ Γ(det(T ∗X)) by the formula ∇v(V ⊗ µ) ∶= LvV ⊗ µ + V ⊗LρA(v)µ.
One readily checks this formula indeed defines a flat A-connection on the line bundle QA.
Several operations can be performed on the class of Lie algebroid representations, such as
pullbacks along Lie algebroid morphisms, duals, tensor products, and exterior products.
Remark 5.15. For Lie algebroids An → X of divisor-type we have Q∗A ≅ div(A). There
should be a relation between this and the Evens–Lu–Weinstein pairingHk(A)⊗Hn−k(A;QA)→
R (see [18]), especially when A = TXI for a standard projective divisor ideal I ⊆ C∞(X).
AnyA-module (L,∇) of rank 1 induces a cohomology class inH1(A). Given a nonvanishing
section s ∈ Γ(L2) and v ∈ Γ(A) (noting that L2 = L ⊗ L is always trivial) we can write⟨v, dA,∇s⟩ = θs(v)s for some element θs ∈ Γ(A∗). As dA,∇ squares to zero, the section θs is
dA-closed, and one verifies that the cohomology class θL ∶= 12[θs] ∈ H1(A) is independent of
s. This is the characteristic class of (L,∇). Characteristic classes are natural with respect to
tensor products and pullbacks of modules, i.e. they satisfy θL⊗L′ = θL + θL′ and ϕ
∗θL = θϕ∗L ∈
H1(A′) given A-modules L and L′ of rank 1 and a Lie algebroid morphism ϕ∶A′ →A.
The characteristic class of the trivial A-module is zero, and the characteristic class of QA
is called the modular class mod(A) of A. One says that A is unimodular if mod(A) = 0.
Similarly an A-module (L,∇) of rank 1 is umimodular if its characteristic class vanishes. In
this case it admits a global nonvanishing section which is dA,∇-closed.
5.2.1. Representations up to homotopy. In studying the residue map of Section 5.1 we will
have use for a powerful extension of the notion of an A-representation, introduced in [1]. To
start, recall that a Z-graded vector bundle E→ X is a direct sum E =⊕i∈ZEi of vector bundles,
where Ei has degree i. Further, Endk(E) → X is the associated bundle of endomorphisms of
E of degree k. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid. Then Ω●(A;E) ∶= Γ(∧●A∗⊗E) becomes a right
graded Ω●(A)-module in the standard way. With this we have:
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Definition 5.16 ([1]). A Z-graded vector bundle E →X is an A-representation up to homo-
topy if Ω●(A;E) carries a differential D such that it is a right graded (Ω●(A), dA)-module.
As for A-representations, these lead to cohomology theories H●(A;E). Moreover, there
is a similar bijective correspondence between such differentials D, and A-connections on E
coming with maps ωi∶Γ(∧iA)→ End1−i(E) for i ≥ 2 satisfying certain coherence conditions.
Denote by A-RepHtpy the space of A-representations up to homotopy, with A-RepHtpyk,k′
for k, k′ ∈ Z the subclasses of those for which the associated Z-graded vector bundle E satisfies
Ei = {0} for all i not satisfying k ≤ i < k′. Finally, set A-RepHtpyk,k ∶= A-RepHtpyk,k for those
concentrated in degree k. Note then that there is a natural inclusion A-Rep ↪ A-RepHtpy0
of E ↦ E with E0 = E. The class of A-representations up to homotopy admits duals, tensor
products, and exterior products, similar to what is true for A-representations.
We now explain that A-representations up to homotopy give rise to A-representations.
Given a Z-graded vector bundle E → X, let Ered be the resulting Z2-graded vector bundle
obtained from the map Z → Z2 of reduction modulo two. Given such a Z2-graded vector
bundle F→X with summands F = F0 ⊕ F1, we can consider its Berizinian
Ber(F ) ∶= det(F0)⊗ det(F ∗1 )→X.
With this, given a Z-graded vector bundle E→X, define Ber(E) ∶= Ber(Ered)→X.
Proposition 5.17 ([54]). Let E ∈A-RepHtpy. Then assigning E↦ Ber(E) defines a map
Ber∶A-RepHtpy → A-Rep.
Remark 5.18. We noted in Definition 5.14 that there is a canonical modular A-module
QA = det(A)⊗det(T ∗X). We can understand this better using the above framework. Namely,
every Lie algebroid A → X has a canonical A-representation up to homotopy, namely its
adjoint representation (up to homotopy) Adj(A), given by the anchor sequence A → TX with
its natural differential D∇ [1]. Note now that Ber(Adj(A)) = QA, and one readily checks that
the resulting induced A-module structure on QA is the one of Definition 5.14 (see [54]).
Remark 5.19. The cohomology groups H●(A;Adj(A)) of the adjoint representation of
Remark 5.18 form the deformation cohomology H●def(A) of the Lie algebroid A → X [15].
This important fact motivated the very definition of an A-representation up to homotopy
(see [1]).
There is a class of representations up to homotopy called Serre representations that is of
main importance to us ([1, Example 4.15]). Consider an extension of Lie algebroids over a
manifold X, i.e. a short exact sequence of Lie algebroid morphisms as follows:
0→ E
i
→ A
p
→A′ → 0.
Let σ∶Γ(A′) → Γ(A) be an Ehresmann connection splitting the above sequence, i.e. such
that p ○ σ = idA′ . This gives a σ-dependent identification Γ(A) ≅ Γ(A′) ⊕ Γ(E). Consider
the Z-graded complex (Γ(∧●E∗), dE). Given v ∈ Γ(A′) there is a degree-zero operator ∇σv ∶=
ad∗σ(v)∶Γ(∧●E∗) → Γ(∧●E∗) using the bracket [⋅, ⋅]A, which is thus an A′-connection ∇σ on
Γ(∧●E∗). Further, the curvature Rσ ∈ Γ(∧2A′∗ ⊗E) of σ is given for v, v′ ∈ Γ(A′) by
Rσ(v, v′) ∶= [σ(v), σ(v′)]A − σ([v, v′]A′).
This naturally turns into a map i(Rσ)∶Γ(∧2A′) → End−1(∧●E∗) after using the contraction
i∶E → End−1(∧●E∗). Now define the operator D ∶= dE +∇σ + i(Rσ) on E ∶= ∧●E∗.
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Proposition 5.20 ([1, Example 4.15]). The triple (E, σ,D) defines the structure of an A′-
representation up to homotopy on the exterior algebra E = ∧●E∗.
Remark 5.21. When E is abelian, i.e. has trivial bracket, the above structure in fact defines
an A-module structure on E. More generally this is true for the center and abelianization
Z(E) and E/[E,E] of the bundle Lie algebroid E (see [48, Proposition 3.3.20]).
5.2.2. Residue maps and representations. We now discuss when the residue maps of Section 5.1
induce maps in cohomology. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid and let D ⊆ X a projective A-
invariant submanifold, so that we obtain an extension of Lie algebroids
0→ ker ρ̃A∣D → A∣D → B → 0.
By applying Proposition 5.20 we obtain the structure of a B-representation up to homotopy on
E ∶= ker ρ̃A∣D → D. Using Proposition 5.17 we obtain a B-module structure on det(E) → D,
and consequently also on its dual det(E∗). We can now prove the following (Theorem B).
Theorem 5.22. Let A → X be a Lie algebroid and (B,D) a projective A-invariant submani-
fold with ℓ-dimensional germinal isotropy E →D. Then ResD ∶Ω●(X,A) → Ω●−ℓ(D,B; det(E∗))
is a cochain morphism, hence induces a map [ResD]∶H●(X,A)→ H●−ℓ(D,B; det(E∗)).
Proof. The B-representation on det(E) is induced from the B-connection ∇σ = [σ(⋅), ⋅]A. The
condition that ResD is a cochain morphism is equivalent to the fact that det(E∗) ⊆ ∧●A∗∣D
has closed local generating sections. This is implied by Proposition 5.17, giving the result. 
Remark 5.23. The above theorem is not true in general for the lower residue maps discussed
in Section 5.1. Counterexamples arise from the local generators of ∧ℓ−kE∗ not being closed.
However, by analyzing the proof of Theorem 5.22 we see that it is true for ResD,−k whenever
the representation up to homotopy ∧ℓ−kE is a B-module. This property is inherited (i.e. if it
holds for some k, then also for all k′ ≤ k), and the above shows that this is true for k = 0.
To better understand the Lie algebroid cohomology acting as the target for the residue
map, it is clear that it is important to determine when, or whether, the B-representation on
det(E) is unimodular, so that one can suitably trivialize det(E) as a representation.
Remark 5.24. Let (A, ωA)→X be a symplectic Lie algebroid and let D ⊆X be a transitive
A-invariant submanifold, possibly the degeneracy locus of A (see Proposition 3.31). The
residue map gives a form ResD(ωA) ∈ Ω2−ℓ(D;∧ℓE∗), where E = ker ρA∣D and ℓ = dim(E).
Note however that it can only be nonzero for ℓ ≤ 2. One further has the residue ResD(ωnA) ∈
Ω2n−ℓ(D;∧ℓE∗), if rank(A) = 2n. These describe important features of the induced geometry
on D, and the latter has a Poisson-geometric interpretation which we discuss in Section 5.5.
Remark 5.25. While Theorem 5.22 shows the residue map descends to cohomology, it often
does not respect the ring structure induced by the wedge product. See also Section 5.5.
5.2.3. Examples of residue maps. In this section we discuss several examples of residue maps,
for some of the Lie algebroids of divisor-type that we have discussed in this paper.
Example 5.26 (AkZ). For the b
k-bundles AkZ →X of Example 3.58, the hypersurface Z ⊆X
is a transitive invariant submanifold. The resulting extension sequence of Lie algebroids
0→ LZ,k →A
k
Z ∣Z → TZ → 0,
is such that LZ,k → Z is trivial, and has a canonical trivializing section (it is also called the
bk-normal bundle, see [27, Proposition 4] and [70, Proposition 3.2]). As such the residue map
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is a cochain morphism, given by ResZ,k∶Ω
●(AkZ) → Ω●−1(Z), and locally dxxk ∧ α + β ↦ ι∗Z(α),
where x ∈ jk−1 is a local (k − 1)-jet generator, α,β ∈ Ω●(X) and ιZ ∶Z ↪ X is the inclusion.
These residue maps along with the dual Ak−1Z -anchor ϕ
∗
Ak
Z
fit in the short exact sequence
0→ Ω●(Ak−1Z )→ Ω●(AZ)→ Ω●−1(Z)→ 0,
which is called the residue sequence forAkZ . These sequences split and imply the cohomological
consequences H●(AkZ) ≅H●(Ak−1Z )⊕H●−1(Z) (c.f. [27, 50, 56, 70]; see [32] for more).
There are no lower residue maps forAkZ →X, as LZ,k is one-dimensional. While Theorem 5.22
asserts the existence of the above residue map as stated, it is special in this situation that
LZ,k is not only (canonically) trivial, but is trivial as a TZ-representation, so that the image
of the residue map is smooth forms on Z, i.e. Ω●−1(Z), instead of Ω●−1(Z;L∗Z,k).
Example 5.27 (A∣D∣). For the elliptic tangent bundle A∣D∣ →X of Example 3.54, the degen-
eracy locus D ⊆X is a transitive invariant submanifold, hence leads to an extension ([12])
0→ R⊕ k→A∣D∣∣D → TD → 0.
Note that ker(ρA∣D∣) ≅ R⊕ k, so that det(ker(ρA∣D∣)) ≅ k. This results in an elliptic residue
Resq ∶Ω
●(A∣D∣)→ Ω●−2(D; k∗), d log r ∧ dθ ∧ α + d log r ∧ β + dθ ∧ γ + η ↦ ι∗D(α),
for α,β, γ, η ∈ Ω●(X) and ιD ∶D ↪ X the inclusion. Letting Ω●0(A∣D∣) = ker(Resq) we have
Resr ∶Ω
●
0(A∣D∣)→ Ω●−1(D), d log r ∧ β + dθ ∧ γ + η ↦ ι∗D(β),
which is called the radial residue. A coorientation for D trivializes k and gives further
Resθ ∶Ω
●
0(A∣D∣)→ Ω●−1(D), d log r ∧ β + dθ ∧ γ + η ↦ ι∗D(γ),
which is the θ-residue. In general Resr∶Ω
●(A∣D∣)→ Ω●−1(D,At(S1ND)) and Resq = ι∂θ ○Resr.
This is because A∣D∣∣D is an extension by R of the Atiyah algebroid At(S1ND)→ D, i.e.
0→ R→A∣D∣∣D → At(S1ND)→ 0,
so that by the general recipe for residue maps we obtain the map Resr above, as det(R∗) is
the trivial representation. Finally At(S1ND) has D as transitive invariant submanifold, with
0→ k→ At(S1ND)→ TD → 0,
whose residue map ResAt∶Ω
●(D,At(S1ND))→ Ω●−1(D; k∗) combines as Resq = ResAt ○Resr,
and ResAt = ι∂θ in local coordinates. As in Example 5.26 there are cohomological consequences
one can draw from this (see [12, 10]), for example H●(A∣D∣) ≅H●(X/D)⊕H●−1(S1ND).
The previous example is special as the isotropy bundle is two-dimensional, but splits as
a sum of two line bundles. As such we have ResD,0 = Resq and ResD,−1 = Resr + Resθ here.
There are also residue maps for complex Lie algebroids, for example the complex log-tangent
bundle AD of Example 3.56 with its complex log residue ResD ∶Ω●(AD)→ Ω●−1(D;C), which
is related to the complex residue ResC ∶= ResD,−1 of the elliptic tangent bundle A∣D∣ (see [12]).
Example 5.28 (AZ). Let Z = ∪j∈IZj be a normal-crossing log divisor with associated log-
tangent bundle AZ as below Example 3.53. Set Zτ = ∩i∈τZi for τ ⊆ I and let Zk = ∪∣τ ∣=kZτ ,
so that Zk consists of all k-fold intersections of hypersurfaces. By transversality, these are all
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smooth submanifolds, with induced normal-crossing log divisors. We have for AZk → Zk that
Zk+1 is AZk -invariant, with its associated Lie algebroid extension sequence over Zk+1 being
0→ LZ,k →AZk ∣Zk+1 → AZk+1 → 0.
Again LZ,k → Zk+1 is canonically trivial, leading to ResZ,k∶Ω
●(Zk,AZk)→ Ω●−1(Zk+1,AZk+1).
This leads to a sequence of composable residue maps, and splitting residue sequences
0→ Ω●(Zk)→ Ω●(Zk,AZk)→ Ω●−1(AZk+1)→ 0,
which leads to the cohomological consequence H●(Zk,AZk) ≅ H●(Zk) ⊕H●−1(Zk+1,AZk+1).
These are straightforward analogues of the case of the log-tangent bundleAZ of Example 5.26.
By applying induction to k and noting that X = Z0, this gives (c.f. [23, Appendix A.24])
H●(AZ) ≅H●(X)⊕⊕
k≥1
H●−k(Zk).
The above can also be done in similar fashion for self-crossing log divisors (see [59]) instead
mapping onto its k-strata, but this requires more notation, so that we will not do so here.
The other Lie algebroids found in this paper, such as the scattering tangent bundle CZ →X,
also admit residue maps, but these are less useful, because Z is CZ -invariant with B = 0TZ .
Example 5.29 (AZ,F ). Consider the Lie algebroidAZ,F ∶= [TX:TF ]→ X given a codimension-
one involutive distribution TF ⊆ TZ on a hypersurface Z ⊆X (see Section 3.9.3). Then AZ,F
has Z as a projective invariant submanifold with B = TF (i.e. AZ,F ∣Z is regular):
0→ ker(ρAZ,F ∣Z)→ AZ,F ∣Z → TF → 0.
Locally we have ker(ρAZ,F ∣Z) = ⟨x∂x, x∂y⟩ for x ∈ IZ a local generator, and ∂y ⊆ Γ(TZ) normal
to TF . The dual generator dx/x is closed, but the generator dy/x is not. Thus, while the top
residue map is a cochain morphism by Theorem 5.22, the lower residue map is not. Note that
AZ,F is an AZ -Lie algebroid, and that its AZ-anchor is a quasi-isomorphism (c.f. [23, 32]).
Similar ideas apply to invariantly capture what is done in [41], but we will not do so here.
Example 5.30 (AW ). LetW = Z⊗ ∣D∣ be an elliptic-log divisor with associated Lie algebroid
AW →X as in Proposition 3.57. The degeneracy locus Z ⊆ X is AW -invariant, and D ⊆ Z is
a hypersurface with log-tangent bundle AZ,D → Z. There is an extension sequence
0→ E →AW ∣Z →AZ,D → 0,
with E the rank-1 germinal isotropy bundle. This follows from the local description of
Γ(AW ) = ⟨x∂x + y∂y, x(y∂x − x∂y)⟩⊕ Γ(TD). This results in a residue map
ResZ ∶Ω
●(AW )→ Ω●−1(Z,AZ,D;E∗).
The submanifold D ⊆X is also AW -invariant, with a transitive extension sequence
0→ ker(ρAW ∣D)→AW ∣D → TD → 0.
This gives another residue map onto D, namely
ResD ∶Ω
●(AW )→ Ω●−2(D; det(F ∗)),
with isotropy plane bundle F = ker(ρAW ∣D) → D. These residue maps are related, because
for the log-tangent bundle AZ,D → Z, the submanifold D ⊆ Z is invariant with sequence
0→ Ẽ →AZ,D∣D → TD → 0,
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which in turn results in the logarithmic residue map
ResZ,D∶Ω
●(Z,AZ,D)→ Ω●−1(D; Ẽ∗).
We have det(F ∗) ≅ E∗ ⊗ Ẽ∗ and through this we have that ResD = ResZ,D ○ResZ . Note that
the line bundle Ẽ = LD → D is canonically trivial as in Example 5.26. The cohomological
consequences of the existence of these residue maps is discussed in [32].
Further examples of residue maps for other Lie algebroids can be found in [32].
5.3. Poisson modules and modular residue maps. In this section we discuss modules
associated to A-Poisson structures. For simplicity we will mainly focus on the case where
A = TX [22, 24, 65]. In essence, given a Lie algebroid A → X, A-Poisson modules are Lie
algebroid modules for the A-Poisson algebroid A∗πA → X of an A-Poisson structure πA ∈
Poiss(A). Unravelling Definition 5.11 gives the following definition of an A-Poisson module.
Definition 5.31. Let πA ∈ Poiss(A). A πA-module is a bundle E → X equipped with a flat
A-Poisson connection, i.e. a linear morphism ∇∶Γ(E) → Γ(A⊗E) satisfying the Leibniz rule
∇(fs) = −π♯A(dAf)⊗ s + f∇s,
for all f ∈ C∞(X) and s ∈ Γ(E), and which for all α,β ∈ Γ(A∗πA) satisfies (with ∇αs = (∇s)(α))
∇[α,β]piA = ∇α ○ ∇β −∇β ○ ∇α.
WhenA = TX, the bracket on T ∗πX is described directly by the relation [df, dg]π = d{f, g}π .
As such, in this case flatness is given by ∇d{f,g}pi = ∇df ○∇dg −∇dg ○∇df as operators on Γ(E).
Example 5.32. Given π ∈ Poiss(X), the Lie algebroid T ∗πX has a representation on det(T ∗X)
which is given, for α ∈ Γ(T ∗πX) and µ ∈ Γ(det(T ∗X)), by
∇αµ = Lπ♯(α)µ + (π,dα)µ = [α,µ]π − (π,dα)µ = α ∧ d(ιπµ).
Note that this is essentially the modular representation QT ∗piX ≅ det(T ∗πX)2 of T ∗πX.
The modular class Mod(π) of π ∈ Poiss(X) is given by 2Mod(π) = Mod(T ∗πX) = θQT∗piX .
Given a πA-line bundle (L,∇), a local trivialization s ∈ Γ(L) specifies a unique A-Poisson
section v ∈ Poiss(πA) ⊆ Γ(A) by ∇s = v ⊗ s. In fact, v is A-Poisson if and only if ∇ is flat.
Remark 5.33. For π ∈ Poiss(X), in case L = det(T ∗X) with local covolume form µ, the
above section v = Vµ ∈ Γ(TX) is called the π-modular vector field associated to µ. For general
Lie algebroids A, the above section then gives the πA-modular section VµA associated to µA.
Example 5.34. Given π ∈ Poiss(Xn) locally expressed as π = ∑ij πij∂xi ∧ ∂xj , the modular
vector field associated to µ = ∂x1 ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ ∂xn is given by Vµ = ∑i ∂k(πik)∂xi .
We defined A-Poisson submanifolds as those equipped with Lie subalgebroids (Y,A′, πA′)
for which the inclusion is an A-Poisson map. We now specify to the case A = TX to discuss
restriction of Poisson modules. Recall that Y ⊆ (X,π) is π-Poisson if IY is a π-Poisson ideal.
Definition 5.35 ([24, 65]). Let π ∈ Poiss(A) be given. A submanifold Y ⊆ X is a strong
π-Poisson submanifold if LV IY ⊆ IY for all V ∈ Poiss(π).
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As every π-Hamiltonian vector field is π-Poisson, it is clear that strong π-Poisson sub-
manifolds are also π-Poisson submanifolds. In general, a strong π-Poisson ideal is an ideal
I ⊆ C∞(X) that is preserved by all π-Poisson vector fields. Remark 3.28 shows that strong
π-Poisson ideals are closed under sums and intersections, and Remark 3.49 shows the same
for taking radicals. As such, we see that (strong) π-Poisson submanifolds are closed under
unions and intersections. There moreover is a strengthening of Proposition 4.11 (c.f. [24, 65]).
Proposition 5.36 ([65]). Let π ∈ Poiss(X). Then the degeneracy ideals Iπ,2k are strong π-
Poisson ideals, hence the degeneracy loci Xπ,2k are strong π-Poisson submanifolds if smooth.
Proof. Unravelling definitions, for k ≥ 0, the ideal I2k,π is defined as the image π
k(Γ(∧2kT ∗X)).
Let V ∈ Poiss(π) and α ∈ Γ(∧2kT ∗X). Then we readily compute that
LV (πk(α)) = (LV πk)(α) + πk(LV α) = πk(LV α) ∈ I2k,π. 
Essentially, the above follows because the degeneracy loci are defined directly in terms of
the (rank of the) Poisson bivector itself: all π-Poisson vector fields preserve all powers of π.
Turning this on its head, the above proposition says that given π ∈ Poiss(X), all π-Poisson
vector fields must be tangent to all the degeneracy loci of π.
Consider a submanifold Y ⊆X and the sequence of its conormal bundle:
0→ N∗Y → T ∗X ∣Y → T ∗Y → 0.
When Y is a π-Poisson submanifold, this becomes an extension sequence of Lie algebroids,
using the Poisson algebroids T ∗Xπ and T
∗YπY , where πY ∈ Poiss(Y ) is the induced Poisson
structure on Y . One naturally wonders about restriction of π-Poisson line bundles. We have:
Proposition 5.37 ([24, Lem 4.11]). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) and let (L,∇) be a π-Poisson line
bundle, and let Y ⊆X be a strong π-Poisson submanifold with induced Poisson structure πY .
Then the restriction (L∣Y ,∇∣Y ) is a πY -Poisson module.
Proof. Let s ∈ Γ(L) be a local trivialization. Then ∇s = v ⊗ s for a unique π-Poisson vector
field v ∈ Poiss(π). To be able to restrict ∇s to Y , the image [v ⊗ s] ∈ Γ(Y,Hom(N∗Y ⊗L∣Y ))
is zero. As Y is a strong π-Poisson submanifold we have LvIY ⊆ IY . Thus v is tangent to Y ,
so that [v ⊗ s] ≡ 0. We conclude that v ⊗ s∣Y ∈ Γ(Y ;T ∗Y ⊗L∣Y ) as required. 
As explained in [24], a π-Poisson line bundle (L,∇) has several residue maps. Given k ≥ 0,
with Y ∶= Xπ,2k, these are sections Resk(∇) ∈ Γ(Y,∧2k+1TY ). They are locally given using a
trivialization s ∈ Γ(L), so that ∇s = v⊗s for v a local π-Poisson vector field, by the expression
Resk(∇) = v ∧ πkY .
Invariantly, they are obtained by the composition
(⋅ ∧ σk) ○ ∇∶Γ(L)→ Γ(TX ⊗L)→ Γ(∧2k+1TX ⊗L),
which is then restricted to Y using Proposition 5.37 to give a morphism
Γ(Y,L∣Y )→ Γ(Y,∧2k+1TY ⊗L∣Y ),
from which the multiderivation Resk(∇) ∈ Γ(Y,∧2k+1TY ) is extracted. During this process it
is used that πk+1∣Y ≡ 0 because Y is the 2kth-degeneracy locus of π. Applying the above to
L = det(T ∗X) we obtain the kth modular residue Resk,mod(π).
In Section 5.5 we briefly discuss these residue maps and their relation to those in Section 5.1
in the context of Poisson structures of nondegenerate A-type for a Lie algebroid A →X.
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5.4. The modular foliation. In this section we discuss the modular foliation of a Poisson
manifold, which was introduced in [24]. Our main goal here is to prove Theorem 5.41 which
discusses how the modular foliation interacts with the lifting procedure of Section 4.3.
Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be given and let (L,∇) →X be a π-Poisson line bundle. Then At(L)→X,
its Atiyah algebroid, is a transitive Lie algebroid. There is a natural section σ∇ ∈ Γ(∧2At(L)),
which is in fact an At(L)-Poisson structure ([65, Corollary 5.3]). It can be viewed as the
natural Poisson structure on Tot(L) induced by π and ∇. In our language, σ∇ is a Poisson
lift of the underlying Poisson structure π. Due to this, (At(L),At∗(L), σ∇) is a triangular
Lie bialgebroid (c.f. Remark 4.4). In Section 4 we studied cases where these were of divisor-
type, but here instead the Lie algebroid At(L) is transitive. We have the associated module
Fσ∇ = σ
♯
∇(Γ(At(L)∗) ⊆ Γ(At(L)), which can be pushed down using ρ∶At(L)→ TX.
Definition 5.38 ([24]). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) and (L,∇) → X a π-Poisson line bundle. Then
Fπ,(L,∇) ∶= ρ(Fσ∇) ⊆ Γ(TX) is the singular foliation associated to (L,∇).
It is immediate that the module Fπ,(L,∇) is involutive as ρ○σ♯∇ is a Lie algebroid morphism.
Definition 5.39 ([24]). Let π ∈ Poiss(X). Then the modular foliation Fπ,mod is the singular
foliation associated to the modular representation L = det(T ∗X) of π (see Example 5.32).
Let us describe the modular foliation locally, as in [67]. Let π ∈ Poiss(X) and let µ be a
local volume form. Then the associated modular vector field Vπ,µ of π is characterized by
∇(µ) = Vπ,µ ⊗ µ, or Lπ♯(df)µ = (LVpi,µf) ⋅ µ.
Moreover, it is immediate that Vπ,µ ∈ Poiss(π). Consequently, Vπ,µ is always tangent to the
degeneracy loci of π by Proposition 4.11. The same computation showing that the charac-
teristic class θL is independent of local generators shows that if we change volume element
to µ′ = fµ for some nonvanishing function f , we obtain that Vπ,µ′ = Vπ,µ − Vlog f , i.e. the
associated modular vector fields differ by a Hamiltonian vector field. As a result we have
Fπ,mod = Fπ ∪ {Vπ,µ ∣µ ∈ Volloc(X)}.
The involutivity of Fπ,mod locally becomes the computation that, given f ∈ C∞(X), we have:
[Vπ,µ, Vf ] = LVpi,µ(π♯(df)) = π♯(dLVpi,µf) = VLVpi,µf .
We see that Fπ ⊆ Fπ,mod. The leaves of the former are the π-symplectic leaves, which are
thus necessarily even-dimensional. The leaves of the modular folation come in two flavors:
● The even-dimensional leaves, where Vπ,mod is tangent to the symplectic leaves;
● The odd-dimensional leaves, where Vπ,mod is transverse to the symplectic leaves.
Let us record the consequence of Proposition 5.36 regarding strong Poisson submanifolds.
Proposition 5.40. Let π ∈ Poiss(X). Then any local modular vector field for π is tangent
to all strong Poisson submanifolds of π, hence in particular to all of its degeneracy loci.
The following (combined with Proposition 4.27 showing Fπ ⊆ FA) is Theorem C.
Theorem 5.41. Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be of A-type. Then Fπ ⊆ Fπ,mod ⊆ FA.
Proof. As noted, Proposition 4.27 shows that Fπ ⊆ FA, while we always have Fπ ⊆ Fπ,mod.
We are left with showing that all local modular vector fields are contained in FA. Let
πA ∈ Poiss(A) be an A-lift of π. Given local trivializing sections ν ∈ Γ(det(A∗)) and µ ∈
Γ(det(T ∗X)), note that ν ⊗ µ ∈ Γ(det(A∗)⊗ det(T ∗X)) can serve as a nonvanishing section
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for the modular representation QA∗piA of the Poisson algebroid A
∗
πA
. These now give rise to
the modular section vν⊗µ ∈ Γ(A), but also to the πA-modular section VπA,ν ∈ Γ(A) and the
π-modular vector field Vπ,µ ∈ Γ(TX). By [36, Equation (64)], these are related by the equality
ρA(vν⊗µ − VπA,ν) = Vπ,µ.
This shows that Vπ,µ ∈ FA, from which Fπ,mod ⊆ FA follows. 
In Corollary 4.33 we showed that if π is of I-divisor-type, then any π-Poisson vector field
admits a TXI -lift. This shows that Fπ,mod ⊆ Γ(TX)I = ρTXI (Γ(TXI)) because any π-
modular vector field is π-Poisson. Hence, it is not always necessary that π is of A-type.
Remark 5.42. It is an interesting question to ask when the modular foliation Fπ,mod is
projective. Note that Fπ is projective if and only if π is of m-divisor-type, i.e. is almost-
regular (Corollary 4.16). How is projectivity of Fπ,mod related to projectivity of Fπ?
5.4.1. Relations between modular classes. There are extensions of the above concepts to A-
Poisson structures, using ideas contained in [9, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. Recall from Section 5.2 that
any Lie algebroid A →X has a modular class Mod(A). As an A-Poisson structure turns A∗
into a Lie algebroid (Definition 4.2), there are various modular classes around. In particular,
the modular class Mod(πA) of πA is related to Mod(π) through the modular class of A: an
A-Poisson structure πA comes equipped with:
● A Lie algebroid morphism π♯A∶A
∗
πA
→A;
● A Lie algebroid morphism ρA∶A → TX;
● A Lie algebroid morphism π♯∶T ∗Xπ → TX;
● A Lie algebroid comorphism ρ∗A∶A
∗
πA
⇢ T ∗Xπ.
These are of course related by the lifting relation π♯ = ρA ○π
♯
A ○ ρ
∗
A. As ρ
∗
A is base-preserving,
it can also be considered as a Lie algebroid morphism from T ∗Xπ to A∗πA. Each of these
four Lie algebroids has a modular class, and each morphism has a relative modular class [39].
These are related to (or define) the modular classes Mod(πA) and Mod(π) as follows:
● 2Mod(πA) =Modπ♯A(A∗πA ,A) =Mod(A∗πA) − (π♯A)∗(Mod(A));
● 2Mod(π) =Modπ♯(T ∗Xπ, TX) =Mod(T ∗Xπ) − (π♯)∗(Mod(TX)) =Mod(T ∗Xπ);
● ModρA(A, TX) =Mod(A) − ρ∗A(Mod(TX)) =Mod(A), because Mod(TX) = 0;
● Modρ
∗
A(T ∗Xπ,A∗πA) =Mod(T ∗Xπ) − ρA(Mod(A∗πA)), as (ρ∗A)∗ = ρA.
The equality π♯ = ρA ○ π
♯
A ○ ρ
∗
A then implies the following relations:
2Mod(π) =Modπ♯(T ∗Xπ, TX) =ModρA○π♯A○ρ∗A(T ∗Xπ, TX)
=Modρ
∗
A(T ∗Xπ,A∗πA) + ρA(ModρA○π♯A(A∗πA , TX))
=Modρ
∗
A(T ∗Xπ,A∗πA) + ρA(Modπ♯A(A∗πA ,A) + (π♯A)∗(ModρA(A, TX)))
=Modρ
∗
A(T ∗Xπ,A∗πA) + ρA(2Mod(πA) + (π♯A)∗(Mod(A))).
This type of description can possibly be used in the discussion of liftability of unimodular
Poisson structures to unimodular Lie algebroids.
5.4.2. Examples of modular foliations. We finish by describing several examples of modular
foliations for Poisson structures of divisor-type, starting locally in dimension two.
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Example 5.43. As in [67, Example 3.1], given π = f∂x∧∂y on (R2, (x, y)), its modular vector
field associated to µ = ∂x∧∂y is given by Vπ,µ = (∂xf)∂y −(∂yf)∂x. The symplectic foliation is
given by the subset where f is nonvanishing, and the points where f vanishes. The modular
vector field is tangent to the zero set of f , and vanishes exactly at its critical points.
Example 5.44 (Nondegenerate). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be nondegenerate. ThenX is a symplectic
leaf (or: its connected components). This shows that Fπ = Γ(TX), as is also immediate as
π♯∶T ∗X → TX is an isomorphism. The only degeneracy locus of π isX itself, and any modular
vector field must be tangent to it by Proposition 5.40. Thus Fπ,mod = Fπ = Γ(TX). In fact,
nondegenerate Poisson manifolds are unimodular, so that their modular class vanishes and
there exists a global volume form (the Liouville form) which is preserved by Hamiltonian flows.
For this volume form the modular vector field vanishes, which again shows that Fπ = Fπ,mod.
Example 5.45 (Log-Poisson). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be a log-Poisson structure. Then X and Z
are the only degeneraci loci of π. From this it is immediate that any local modular vector field
must be tangent to Z. However, in fact any local modular vector field is transverse to the
symplectic leaves of the induced Poisson structure πZ [22, 27]. As a consequence we have that
FπZ ,mod = Γ(TZ), while Fπ,mod = Γ(TX,TZ) = Γ(AZ). By Example 4.40 we know that π is
of AZ-type, so that Theorem 5.41 tells us that Fπ ⊆ Fπ,mod ⊆ FAZ = Γ(AZ). We see that the
second inclusion is an equality, and that Fπ and Fπ,mod are both projective. The symplectic
foliation of πZ is regular of corank-1, with tangencies TF ⊆ TZ, so that Fπ = Γ(TX,TF ).
Example 5.46 (bk-Poisson). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be a bk-Poisson structure. Then the behavior
of π is similar for all k ≥ 1, and in particular to log-Poisson structures (where k = 1). Again
the only degeneraci loci of π are X and Z, but if k > 1, then any modular vector field is
tangent to the symplectic leaves of πZ . If locally π = z
k∂z ∧∂x1 +ω
−1
0 as in Example 4.66, then
Vπ,µ = kz
k−1∂x1 with respect to µ = dz ∧ dxi. In terms of this local description, we then have
Fπ = ⟨zk∂z, zk∂x1⟩⊕Γ(TF ), Fπ,mod = ⟨zk∂z, zk−1∂x1⟩⊕Γ(TF ), FAk
Z
= ⟨zk∂z, ∂x1⟩⊕Γ(TF ),
where TF ⊆ TX are the tangencies to the corank-one symplectic foliation of πZ ∈ Poiss(X).
The modular foliations of elliptic and elliptic-log Poisson manifolds are described in [32, 33].
Example 5.47 (m-Log-Poisson). Let π ∈ Poiss(X) be m-log-Poisson with associated regular
distribution D. Then the degeneracy loci of π are X and Z, so that any local modular vector
field must be tangent to Z. However, as π is of D-type by Proposition 4.52, it must further be
tangent to D due to Theorem 5.41. This suggests that the modular vector fields can detect
how the orbits of D meet Z. In the local examples of Example 4.57 on (R3, (x, y, z)), with
respect to the volume form µ = dx ∧ dy ∧ dz, the modular vector fields of π1, π2 and π3 are:
Vπ1,µ = ∂y, Vπ2,µ = 0, Vπ3,µ = −2x∂y.
From this we see that the associated modules Fπi and Fπi,mod are given by
Fπ1 = ⟨x∂x, x∂y⟩, Fπ2 = ⟨z∂x, z∂y⟩, Fπ3 = ⟨(z − x2)∂x, (z − x2)∂y⟩,
Fπ1,mod = ⟨x∂x, ∂y⟩, Fπ2,mod = ⟨z∂x, z∂y⟩ Fπ3,mod = ⟨(z − x2)∂x, z∂y , x∂y.⟩
In general, the modular foliation of an almost-regular Poisson manifold behaves as follows:
in Section 4.6 we saw that if π ∈ Poiss(X) is of m-I-divisor-type with associated involutive
distribution D =Dπ, then π is of both D- and TXI -type (assuming projectivity of I). Then,
Theorem 5.41 implies that Fπ,mod ⊆ Γ(Dπ) and Fπ,mod ⊆ Γ(TXI) = Γ(TX)I . In particular
any modular vector field must be tangent to D and to the subset ZI ⊆X (if it is smooth).
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5.5. Residues for symplectic Lie algebroids. In this section we discuss some of the
consequences of the fact that symplectic Lie algebroids A have residue maps, which can be
applied to an A-symplectic form ωA or its powers. We recall again that residue maps, while
often chain maps, typically do not respect the ring structure coming from the wedge product.
We will discuss this process in more detail in [30] in the context of Dirac geometry, yet show
here what happens in the case of bk-Poisson or elliptic Poisson structures.
We will need the following definitions ([64, Definitions 3.2.20 and 3.2.21]).
Definition 5.48. Let Mm be a manifold equipped with a (m − 2n = 2ℓ)-regular foliation F .
● an n-cosymplectic tuple on M is a tuple (α1, . . . , αn, β) of forms, where β ∈ Ω2cl(M)
has constant rank 2ℓ, αi ∈ Ω
1
cl(M) for all i, and α1 ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧αn ∧ βℓ ≠ 0;
● an n-Poisson tuple onM is a tuple (V1, . . . Vn, π), where π ∈ Poiss(M) is regular of rank
2ℓ, Vi ∈ Γ(TM) are pairwise commuting π-Poisson vector fields, and V1∧. . . Vn∧πℓ ≠ 0.
We say the tuple is adapted to F if TF is spanned by (the kernel of) the vi (respectively αi).
When n = 1 the above is simply referred to as a cosymplectic or corank-1 Poisson tuple.
The following correspondence is in full analogy with the case n = 1 contained in [26].
Lemma 5.49 ([64, Lemma 3.2.29]). Let (M,F) be a manifold with a corank-2n foliation.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between F-adapted n-cosymplectic and n-Poisson tuples.
We wish to reinterpet these structures from a Dirac geometric point of view. Recall that
a Dirac structure E ⊆ TM is an involutive Lagrangian subbundle of the standard Courant
algebroid structure on TM = TM ⊕ T ∗M . A Dirac structure can equivalently be described
by a pure spinor line, as follows (see [2, 21]). Sections v = V + ξ ∈ Γ(TM) act on differential
forms via Clifford multiplication, given by v ⋅ρ = ιV ρ+ ξ∧ρ for ρ ∈ Ω
●(M). With this in mind,
a pure spinor line is a line bundle KE ⊆ ∧
●T ∗M that is pointwise generated by a pure spinor
ρ = eB ∧Ω with B a two-form and Ω a decomposable k-form, such that for any nonzero local
section ρ ∈ Γ(KE) we have dρ = v ⋅ ρ for some v ∈ Γ(TM). The correspondence is then given
by the fact that E = Ann(KE) is the annihilator of KE under the Clifford action.
Proposition 5.50. Let Mm be a manifold. Then an n-cosymplectic tuple (α1, . . . , αn, β)
defines a global pure spinor ρ ∶= eβ ∧ (α1 ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ αn) for which ρm ≠ 0 ∈ Γ(∧mT ∗M).
We call the associated pure spinor line Kρ = ⟨ρ⟩ an n-cosymplectic structure on M .
Proof. This is almost immediate. Note that ρm = α1 ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ αn ∧ β
ℓ, which is nonvanishing.
Letting Ω ∶= α1 ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧αn, note that because β and each αi is closed we have
dρ = d(eβ ∧Ω) = dβ ∧ ρ + eβ ∧ dΩ = 0 = 0 ⋅ ρ.
The Dirac structure associated to Kρ = ⟨ρ⟩ is given by eβ(TF) = {v + β♭(v) ∣v ∈ Γ(TF)}. 
From the Dirac perspective, the intrinsic object is the pure spinor line Kρ, instead of ρ
itself. However, n-cosymplectic structures have a global generating pure spinor. In general,
this still means that the one-forms αi need not exist separately, but only their associated
volume form α1 ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∧ αn ∈ Γ(det(TF)∗) (making F coorientable). Their separate existence
distinguishes n-cosymplectic structures from other symplectic foliations (such foliations are
called unimodular). Similarly, the two-form β should be viewed as an extension to M of a
symplectic form on F . However, n-cosymplectic structures are such that the symplectic form
on F admits a closed global extension (such symplectic foliations are called strong). Thus, an
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n-cosymplectic structure determines a coorientable and unimodular corank-2n strong sym-
plectic foliation, whose associated pure spinor line has a global generating pure spinor.
We now discuss how these structures arise in the context of log-Poisson structures, and of
elliptic Poisson structures with zero elliptic residue. To start, recall that log-Poisson structures
admit nondegenerate lifts to the log-tangent bundles that they define (Example 4.40). In other
words, π ∈ Poiss(X) of IZ -divisor-type has an associated dual AZ-symplectic structure ω.
Proposition 5.51. Let (X2n,Z,π,ω) be a log-Poisson manifold. Then
ρ ∶= ResZ(eω) = ResZ ( n∑
k=1
1
k!
ωk) ∈ Ω●cl(Z)
forms a 1-cosymplectic global pure spinor on Z, hence defines a 1-cosymplectic structure. In
particular, Z inherits a unimodular corank-1 symplectic foliation.
We are asserting here that the residue map should be applied to the pure spinor eω asso-
ciated to the AZ -Dirac structure defined by ω (see [30] for more discussion on this process).
Proof. Because ResZ is a cochain morphism (due to Theorem 5.22), we have
dρ = dResZ ( n∑
k=1
1
k!
ωk) = ResZ ( n∑
k=1
1
k!
d(ωk)) = 0.
Let z be a local defining function for ιZ ∶Z ↪X, so that locally ω = d log z ∧ α̃ + β̃. Then
ωk = k(d log z ∧ α̃ + β̃) ∧ β̃k−1, 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Thus ResZ(ωk) = kα ∧ βk−1 ≠ 0 for α ∶= ResZ(ω) = ι∗Z(α̃) and β ∶= ι∗Z(β̃) (see Example 5.26).
Both ρ and α are invariantly defined closed forms on Z, and ρ is a global pure spinor. We
see that ρ is locally given by
ρ = α ∧ eβ .
Moreover, ρ2n−1 =
1
(n−1)!α∧β
n−1, which is nonzero due to nondegeneracy of ω (i.e. ωn ≠ 0). 
Remark 5.52. Proposition 5.51 is the intrinsic reformulation of [27, Proposition 10], that
log-Poisson structures carry an equivalence class of cosymplectic structures (α,β), where(α,β) ∼ (α′, β′) if α = α′ and β′ = β + α ∧ df for f ∈ C∞(Z). There they note that the
one-form α is determined invariantly, and here this is immediate because it arises from the
logarithmic residue map ResZ . Any choice of (local) defining function for Z picks out a
representative for β, but the associated pure spinor ρ is the invariant object, globally on Z.
This is again because it is obtained by (repeated) application of the logarithmic residue.
By repeating the proof of Proposition 5.51 essentially verbatim, we obtain the following in-
variant statement about the induced geometry on the degeneracy loci of bk-Poisson structures,
which lead to symplectic Lie algebroids by Example 4.46 (compare this with [70, 25]).
Proposition 5.53. Let (X,Z,π) be a bk-Poisson manifold. Then Z carries a 1-cosymplectic
global pure spinor, so that it inherits a 1-cosymplectic structure.
There is a similar result for elliptic Poisson manifolds, as follows. Due to Example 4.50, an
elliptic Poisson structure π ∈ Poiss(X) (with divisor ideal I∣D∣) is of nondegenerate A∣D∣-type,
with dual A∣D∣-symplectic structure ω. We will focus on the case where Resq(ω) = 0, which
are those with zero elliptic residue, or zero elliptic Poisson structures. We will moreover
require that D is cooriented (which is immediate if π stems from a stable generalized complex
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structure [12]). As mentioned in Example 5.27, this trivializes the isotropy line k → D, so
that the residue one-forms Resr(ω) ∈ Ω1(D) and Resθ(ω) ∈ Ω1(D) are both closed.
Proposition 5.54. Let (X2n, ∣D∣, π,ω) be a cooriented zero elliptic Poisson manifold. Then
ρ ∶= Resq(eω) = −Resr(ω) ∧Resθ(ω) +Resq ( n∑
k=3
1
k!
ωk) ∈ Ω●cl(D)
forms a 2-cosymplectic global pure spinor on D, hence defines a 2-cosymplectic structure. In
particular, D inherits a unimodular corank-2 symplectic foliation.
There are extensions of this statement when D is not cooriented (see [32, 33]). Moreover,
this result is known in the context of stable generalized complex geometry due to [7, 12].
There are three residue maps, namely Resr, Resθ and Resq, so that the pure spinor above
differs slightly from Proposition 5.51. We have that Resr(ω) ∧Resθ(ω) = −Resq(ω2). As for
Proposition 5.51 we apply Resq to the pure spinor e
ω defining the A∣D∣-symplectic structure.
Proof. Let (r, θ) be local normal polar coordinates to ιD ∶D ↪ X in which I∣D∣ = ⟨r2⟩. Then
locally ω = d log r∧ α̃1+dθ∧ α̃2+ β̃. There is no term involving d log r∧dθ because Resq(ω) = 0.
We have α1 ∶= Resr(ω) = ι∗D(α̃1) and α2 ∶= Resθ(ω) = ι∗D(α̃2). These are both closed because
the residue maps Resr and Resθ are cochain morphisms. We have for 2 ≤ k ≤ n that
ωk = (kd log r ∧ α̃1 ∧ β + kdθ ∧ α̃2 ∧ β + k(k − 1)d log r ∧ α̃1 ∧ dθ ∧ α̃2 + β̃2) ∧ β̃k−2.
Note here that n ≥ 2 is forced by nondegeneracy and the condition that Resq(ω) = 0. Thus
Resq(ωk) = −k(k − 1)α1 ∧α2 ∧ βk−2, 2 ≤ k ≤ n,
where β ∶= ι∗D(β̃). In particular this shows that Resq(ω2) = −Resr(ω)∧Resθ(ω). Further, ρ is
closed because Resq is a cochain morphism. Hence ρ, α1 and α2 are invariantly defined forms
on D, and ρ is a 2-cosymplectic global pure spinor. We see that ρ is locally given by
ρ = −α1 ∧α2 ∧ e
β .
Moreover, we have that ρ2n−2 = −
1
(n−2)!α1 ∧α2 ∧ β
n−2 ≠ 0, due to nondegeneracy of ω. 
There is also a result for elliptic Poisson structures π whose elliptic residue is nonzero, in
other words, for nonzero elliptic Poisson structures (for which D is cooriented). Namely, in
this case D is a symplectic leaf of π. See [32, 33] for more information.
Note that in the presence of n rational one-forms αi ∈ Ω
1(M) whose cohomology classes
are linearly independent, Tischler’s theorem [73] implies that M naturally fibers over T n.
An n-cosymplectic tuple whose one-forms satisfy this condition is called proper. Any n-
cosymplectic tuple on a compact manifold can be perturbed slightly to be proper. Call a
Poisson structure proper if its induced geometric structure on its degeneracy locus is proper.
We obtain the following result for cooriented zero elliptic Poisson manifolds. This is the direct
Poisson geometric analogue results in [7] and a preliminary version of [12] in the setting of
generalized complex geometry.
Proposition 5.55. Let (X, ∣D∣, π) be a cooriented zero elliptic Poisson manifold. Then D
carries a fibration over T 2, which can be made into a symplectic fibration after slight perturb-
ation. Moreover, π can be perturbed through zero elliptic Poisson structures to be proper.
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Remark 5.56. A similar result holds for log-Poisson manifolds (or bk-Poisson) ([27, 50, 11]):
by Proposition 5.51 the degeneracy locus Z carries a 1-cosymplectic structure, hence fibers
over S1. This can be perturbed to be proper, making Z a symplectic mapping torus. In [11, 50]
it is shown that π can be perturbed through log-Poisson structures so that Z is proper. The
argument used there proves essentially verbatim that the same holds for bk-Poisson structure.
5.5.1. Relation with the Poisson residue. There is a relation between the Lie algebroid residue
maps that were used above, and the modular Poisson residues of Section 5.3 due to [22, 24].
Let A → X2n be a Lie algebroid of smooth divisor-type and let π ∈ Poiss(X) be of nonde-
generate A-type with dual A-symplectic structure ω. This forces Iπ = IA by Proposition 4.21,
and it ensures that ZA = ZIA is both the degeneraci locus of A, and the (2n − 2)nd de-
generacy locus of π. Assuming that the restriction of A to ZA is transitive with unimodu-
lar isotropy, and that ZA is of codimension-one, the residues ResZA(ωn) ∈ Ω2n−1(ZA) and
Resn−1,mod(π) ∈ X2n−1(ZA) are dual to each other in some sense. In particular, this happens
for bk-Poisson structures and their associated AkZ-symplectic structure. From Proposition 5.53
we see that ResZ(ωn) = α ∧ βn−1 if locally ω = dz/zk ∧ α̃ + β̃ for z ∈ jk−1. On the other hand,
we have that Resn−1,mod(π) = v ∧ πn−1Z for v a local modular vector field. Note that β is not
globally defined, and nor is v. However, their pure spinors make sense, and define the same
Dirac structure (the forms we used above as spinors are also called contravariant spinors, with
multivector fields being covariant spinors, see [2, 30]). See also the discussions in [22, Propos-
ition 1.8] and [24, Remark 7.3]. In general the relation between the Poisson modular residue
and the residue maps of the associated symplectic Lie algebroid can be more involved.
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